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Dedicated to 

the cherished rnemory of 

my father, Moses Jonathan Sanknr (1 929-1 98U), 

whose beliefs, self-reliance, social conscience, and, 

most imporîantly, strong devotion to his family, 

forever shaped the personal and professional aspects of my life. 

Through his actions and deeds, 

a passion for learning, 

o compassion for otlrers, 

and a quest for knowledge 

were seemingly effortlessly instiiled, 

within his children at early ages. 

'(If you do not aspire to great things, 

you will not even aclrieve srnall ones." 

(Imré Binah) 



Abstract 

Early life experiences can powerfully affect attitudes toward leaming and later 

achievements in education. The chances for optimal development of children with 

special needs, including the gified and talented, can be enhanced with identification and 

intervention at an early age. Current research on the young gifted has overlooked the 

delineation of developmental charactenstics and specific educational experiences 

applicable to this population. In an effort to bridge this gap in the literature, this 

dissertation describes a "paper" thesis consisting of thrre separate studies of young gified 

children. 

The focus of the first paper is a discussion of the results of s w e y s  circulated to 

preschooikindergarten teachers and parents of gified children. It describes the observed 

characteristics reported by the respondents. Respondents reported ninety-six 

characteristics from several domains: intellectual. emotional. social, and physical. While 

parents identified early language/talking and long attention spans, teachers. in addition to 

acknowledging early abilities, also recognized heterogeneous developrnent. emotional 

immanirity, difficulty relating to peers, and a propensity to bring pushed by parents. 

The focus of the second paper is a discussion of the results of the remaining questions 

investigated in the survey. The concept of early entry, information relevant to 

raising'teaching this population, and professionals perceived to be able to provide 

assistance are some of the issues explored. 



n i e  third paper comprises a qualitative study of the intellectual, academic, social, m d  

emotional development of, five Albertan gifted kindergarten students utilizing a case 

study methodology. The purpose of this study was to (a) describe developmental 

charactenstics; and (b) explore the educational needs which apply to this population. 

Information on farnily and early history, development, interests and hobbies, was 

collected through questionnaires and taped interviews with the children, their parents and 

teachers. The themes generated were related to intellectual, achievement, social, 

affective, physical, aesthetic and creative domains. and parental and teacher influences. 

Overall, the three papers together provide a contribution into understanding the lives of 

young gifted children through the incorporation of the views of parents and teachers. a 

"real-tirne" approach to studying young children. and considerations of educational 

implications. The three papers build on each other to present a nch portrait of the home 

and school lives of young gifted children. 
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GIFTED YOUNG CHILDREN: AN IN-DEPTH INVESTIGATION 

Chapter 1 - Introduction and Literature Review 

The field of school psychology has seen considerable growth of research, practice, 

and training in the area of early childhood services. There is no denying the need for 

identification of, and intervention with, those with special needs at an early age; this is 

critical to improving the chances for optimal development (Guralnick & Bennett, 1987). 

This statement is tme for al1 exceptionalities, including gifts and talents. Unfortunately. 

unlike the other areas of special education. gifted education has not been perceived as an 

area of concem because there exists a belief that the gified are able to overcorne their 

problems independently. However, the evidence is to the contrary (Clark, 1992; Lewis & 

Louis. 199 1 ; Webb, Meckstroth, & Tolan, 1982). 

Before the twentieth century. the gifted were associated with "insanity. frailty. and 

other undesirable compensatory weaknesses" (Nisbet, 1895). Aftrr Terman's ( 1925) 

study, finding the gifted to be generally superior in al1 areas of development. 

professionals neglected social and emotional wlnerabilities (Kerr, 199 1 ). often believing 

that the smart m e s  c m  work it out for themselves (Delisle, 1992). Children categorized 

within this exceptionality, however, have unique needs, and ignoring one or more 

developmental aspects can lead to deleterious effects. The developmental course of gifts 

must be undeetood in order for potential gifts to be actualized in actual achievements 

(Horowitz & O'Brien, 1985). This requires attention to individuality and diversity. 



Review of the Literature 

Definitions of Giftedness and Preschooler 

There are rnany competing conceptions of giftedness (Sternberg & Davidson, 

1986). Definitions of giftedness have evolved fiom a single intellectual dimension 

(Terman, 1925) to the recognition of multiple abilities and intelligences (Gardner, 1983; 

Guilford, 1956; Mxland, 1972; Remlli ,  1978; Sternberg, 198 1). Morelock and 

Feldman (1 992) present the following definition of gifted children in their chapter on The 

Assessrnent of Giftedness in Preschool Children: 

Gifted children are those showing sustained evidencr of advanced cûpability 

relative to their peers in general academic skilis and/or in more specific domains 

(music, art, science. etc.) to the extent that they need differentiated educational 

prograrnming. (p. 3 02) 

Research with this population is specifying capabilities that may be the building blocks of 

giftedness in differentiated areas such as art, music. and science (Goldsmith & Feldman, 

1 985; Wexler-S herman, Gardner, & Feldman. 1 988). 

Developmental unevenness. or asynchrony, has been noted by a number of 

researchen (Delisle, 1990; Hollingwonh, 1942; Webb et al., 1982). "The dissonance 

between the 1 O-yemld brain, the 7-year-old body, and the 6-year old social response 

system ... is easily undentood by children and adults alike and fraught with psychological 

pitfalls" (Genshaft, Bireley, & Hollinger, 1995, p. x). 

Giftedness exists in many types, each dong a continuum. Just as developmental 

disabilities categorize severity using an IQ measure and standard deviations fiom the 

mean, developmentally advanced children are categorized on similar gradations on the 



other side of the scale. Table 1-1 (adapted from Silverman, 1993a) illustrates the 

categories of gifted, along with their respective ranges, deviations fiom the mean, and the 

approximate number of individuals within each, according to a normal distribution. 

n i e  age designation for the term "young gified" has been inconsistently defined in 

the literature. The terms "young" and "preschooler" have been used to refer to a variety 

of age spans (Moss, 1990). Refer to Figure 3-1 (Chapter III, p. 80) which summarizes 

numerous studies involving "gifted preschoolers" or "gifted young children." 

Collectively, the studies span birth to over twelve years. The mean age was 5.5 years 

while the mode wûs 4 years. Caution is warranted in the interpretation of studies on the 

preschool gified; information gleaned from a resource requires careful consideration of 

Table 2-1 

Categories of ~iftedness & a ~ ~ r o x i m a t e  occurrence in no~ulation 

IQ Score Gified category Standard Approximate 

Deviation Nurnber 

115-129 Mildly +1-2 14outof 100 

130-144 Moderately +3-3 2 outof 100 

145-159 H ~ N Y  +3 -4 1 out of 1 000 

160+ Extraordinarily +4 1 outof 10000 

adapted fiom Silverman (1993a) 



the definition of giftedness utilized by the author and the age designation given to 

'young." This study designates a preschooler as behveen the ages of 3 112 and 6 years. 

Child Prodieies 

A prodigy is a highly gifted or academically talented child. Feldman (1986) 

defined the term as describing a child, younger than age 10, who performs at an adult 

professional level in some cognitively demanding field. These are children who exhibit 

exceptional abilities vely early, with an adult-like mastery. The literature on prodigies 

includes fewer than twenty cases, many of which are not extensively documented 

(Baumgarten, 1 930; Feldman, 1986, 199 1 ; Morelock & Feldman. 1993; Radford. 1990). 

The largest proportion of prodigies has been in chess and music performance, and 

infrequently. mathematical prodigiousness (Buhler. 198 1 ). CollectiveIy, these studies 

challenge the notion of giftedness as "solely the expression of a generalized and pervasive 

intellectual endowment" (Morelock & Feldman. 1993. p. 1 63); rather, they suggest that 

giftedness is domain-specific. 

Characteristics of Gifted Preschoolers 

Al1 children are bom with temperaments, dispositions, and inclinations toward 

areas of interest early in life. However, gifted children are generally stereotyped as 

"almost invariably more popular and more socially accepted than children at other levels 

of intellectual ability" (Gallagher, 1966, p. 42) on the one hand, and "emotionally tense, 

high-stning, uncoordinated, and bookish" on the other (Tuttle, Becker, & Sousa, 1988, p. 

14). Fortunately, these stereotypes have not yet been applied to gifted preschoolers. 



However, they have been viewed, and descnbed by their parents, as divergent thinkers, 

having high verbal ability (including large vocabularies) at an early age, highly focused 

on their interests. having an unusual sense of hurnor, being curious, early readers, having 

a wide range of interests, yet a demonstrated ability in a single area, persistent, having an 

unusual ability to make abstract comections in learning, and perceptive (Louis & 

Leltls, 1992; Roedell, 1989; Tuttle et al., 1988; Webb et al.. 1982). 

Characterizations of the preschool gifted as seen by their teachers have not been 

an area of focus in the literature. Moreover. teacher judgment accuracy in identification 

of the gifted has been observed to decrease with younger ages of children (Fatouros. 

1 986). In one study (Rohrer. 1999, the conception of giftedness held by four primary 

(two kindergarten and two first grade) teachers tvas found to be similar. Their two- 

dimensional conception was comprised of classroom performance (extremely unusual 

intellectual and/or academic ability) and affective style (intensiiy. high visibility, andor 

uniqueness). 

Copnitive Development Specific to Gifted Preschoolers 

Cognition signifies the capacity for knowing or mental processing. Cognition c m  

involve physical, social, logical, and representational knowledge. Physical knowledge 

develops via the senses and learning occurs through eexperimentation with objects. Social 

knowledge involves learning responsibilities to family, cornmunity, and self. Logical 

knowledge involves classification (grouping), number concepts, seriation (order), spatial 

knowledge (position), and time and temporal relationships (representational). Cognition 



is not a precise term; it includes thinking, learning, mernory, cognitive styles, problem 

solving, cognitive styles, and problem solving (Shore, 1986, p. 24). 

There are a number of deveiopmental differences fiom the general population 

which have been detected by parents of gifted children, including greater awareness and 

intensity fiom birth, and early language ability (Maxwell, 1995). Kitano's (1 985) study 

of gifted preschoolers found a number of cognitive-related behaviors demonstrated, 

including high levels of accumulated knowledge and thinking abilities, spontaneous 

incorporation of academic activities in free play, and prelogical thinking. In addition, an 

avoidance of and discornfort with, ambiguity was observed. 

Cognitive style is an individual characteristic referring to perceptuai orientations 

to physical and social environments. There are two cognitive styles docurnented in 

research: 1) process-orientrd (i.e.. solutions predominantly adopt piiysical/graphic/verbal 

explanations, or making consistent types of responses. and errors; and 2 )  content-oriented 

(i.e.. consistently prefemng to attend to certain stimuli and specific domains) (Haensly, 

1999). The two cognitive dimensions that have been most often studird are field- 

dependence/independence (Witkin. Dyk, Faterscn, Goodenough. & Karp, 1962). and 

impulsivity/reflectivity (Kagan, Rossman, Day, Albert, & Phillips, 1964). These two 

styles are exarnined along two dimensions - field-dependentlindependent, and 

impulsivity/reflectivity. 

There is an expanding body of research indicating that field-dependent and field- 

independent individu& "differ with respect to fundamental cognitive components that 

can lead to differentiated performance on certain tasks" (Ennis & Lazanis, 1990, p. 33). 

The early emergence of the development of distinctive cognitive style characteristics has 



been observed in young children. When compared to their chronological age peers, 

preschool gifted children were more likely to be field-independent, especially girls. and 

reflective, especially. In addition, as young as 29 rnonths. it has been inferred that greater 

time spent reflecting and information-processing before responding, resulted in fewer 

mistakes (Steele, 1990). 

Social and Emotional Development Specific to Gifted Preschoolers 

Hollingworth (1926, 1942) expressed initial concem for the gifted within the 

social and emotion dimension. This dimension examines self-concept, motivation. 

adaptive behavior (coping style). social skills (interaction patterns). maturity level, and 

aspiration level. 

As numerous witers have stated. the nonintellectual characteristics of the gifted 

child have received less attention than characteristics of an academic and intellectual 

nature (Clark, 1992: Gottfried, Gottfried, Bathurst. & Guerin, 1994; Webb et al.. 1982). 

There have been few documented studies focusing on the social and ernotional 

development of gifted children in the early years (Austin & Draper. 198 1 ; Horowitz. 

1987; Janos & Robinson, 1985; Lehrnan & Erdwins, 198 1 ; Roedell, Jackson, & 

Robinson, 1980), nonetheless, children typically can sense, by age three or four, that they 

are different (Webb in Kirschenbaum, 1989). 

The beginning of preschool or kindergarten can be a critical time for gifted 

prescboolers. They often cannot find peers at their level with sirnilar interests, which c m  

result in mistration and boredom (Hollingwordi? 1942; Webb et al., 1982). niey rnay 

develop fear or anviety about going to school to the degree that they may choose to hide 



their gifis. In general, they often have difficulty understanding "why other children 

cannot keep up with them and why teachers fail to stimulate them to the degree that they 

need" (Kerr, 1991, p. 124). 

A need for a sense of belonging is inherent in al1 children (Whitmore, 1986). 

Intellectually gifted children need, but do not nccessarily have, several different kinds of 

peer groups that are more in line with iheir differing developmental peaks and valleys in 

the physical, social and intellectual domains (Webb et al., 1982, p. 1 5 ) .  Intellectual 

exceptionality of gifted children. according to somr researchers, does not harm their 

Functioning in other realms of development. Three groups have been noted as exceptions: 

children whose IQ exceeds 160, gified underachievers. and gifted girls (Gottfried et ai.. 

1994). An additional exception is gifted young children. because. intellectually. they "are 

particularly vulnerabie to feelings of social isolation and/or discornfort and conflict" 

(Roedell, 1986. p. 26) and "alienation and rejection" (Whitmore. 1986. p. 129). When 

solving hypothetical social conflicts. advanced verbal social-cognitive abilities of gifted 

preschoolers have been reported. yet, even when the behavioral output (Le.. an ability to 

share) could not be demonstrated (Roedell, 1989: Gottfried et al.. 1994). Their advanced 

vocabulary and unusual fluency can actually malce it difficult for them to relate to others. 

In contrast, Lchman and Erdwins (1 98 1) found that young gifted children frel more 

cornfortable with themselves and report more positive feelings regarding themselves and 

others than their peers. 

Researchers disagree about the affective developrnent of gifted children in 

general. Gified individuals have been reported to be emotionally intense. and cntical of 

themselves and others. They should be helped to recognize their feelings, label their 



emotions, and appropnately express them (Webb et al., 1982). Schrnitz and Galbraith 

(1985) discuss how bright children view themselves, their world, and their characteristics 

(such as perfectionism and sensitivity) that "set them apart from peers and family" (p. 7). 

They later continue to discuss that "how gifted kids feel on an emotional level doesn't 

always match logically with their intellectual capabilities" (p. 22) and their needs will 

depend on maturit). level, type of intelligence, environment, and individual personality 

characteristics (p. 28). As a result, gified individuals may be frustrated. withdraw, or act 

out. Similar research with gified preschoolers could not be located. 

Many studies on the school-age and adolescent çified have concluded that their 

emotional adjustment and social competencirs are equal ro or exceed that of their 

nongifted peers (Bartell & Reynolds. 1986; Brody & Benbow. 1986: Lehrnan & Erdwins. 

198 1 ; Schneider, Clegg, Byme. Lrdingham. & Crombie. 1989: Tomlinson-Keasey. 

1990). More than four decades ago, Hollingwonh ( l9Q) found that gifted children have 

fewer and older friends. O'Shea (1 960) found that they befriend those of similar mental 

age. and Gottfied et al. (1 994) observed that gifted children often are younger than their 

classrnates and may have different sets of peers depending on the activity they are 

pursuing. Again, similar published research wi th gi fted presc hoolers could not be 

located. 

Perfectionisrn can be seen positively as the ability to conceptualize and create 

higher order productions (Silverman, 1993b) and negatively as an idea-reality gap (Eliot, 

1958, cited fiom Dorry, 1994). Perfectionism has been identified as being quite prevalent 

among gifted people of al1 ages (Hollingworth. 1926: Parke, 1989; Roedell, 1986; 

Whitrnore, 1980). Kerr (1991) defines it as "compu1siveness with regard to work habits, 



overconcern for details, unrealistically high standards for self and others, indiscriminate 

acquiescence to extemal evaluation, and rigid routinesm(p. 14 1 ). Kerr continues to 

discuss possible causes, such as inherent tendencies (Adderholt-Elliott, 1 WH),  

unawareness of giftedness (Webb et al., l982), and extrinsic motivation. Abroms (1 983) 

noted that ''young gifted children often set high, perfectionistic standards for themselves . 

. . that may lead to low self-esteem" (p. 125). Specific details of the incidence and 

applicability of perfectionism to gifted young children is lacking. 

The social and emotional development of gifted preschoolers cannot automatically 

be inferred from research conducted on older gified children or mental age-mates. 

Further investigations, focusing specifically on the preschool gifted. are required. 

Crea tivitv 

The emergence of creativity in early childhood has received increased research 

attention in recent years. Amabile's (1989) creativity criteria of novelty ("within the 

child's repertoire. it must be novel in some signifiant way." p. 25) and appropriateness 

("pleasing or communicative or meaningful - at least to the child." p. 25) seem 

particularly applicable to the preschool population. 

According to Davis (1989), creativity has complex processes and forms 

(spontaneous or forced, rational and logical or irrational, deliberate or by chance). Davis 

(1 992) continues to identie 12 characteristic categories of creative individuals; awareness 

of creativity, original, independent, risk taking. energetic, curious, sense of hurnor, 

attracted to complexity, artistic, open-minded, needs time alone, and intuitive. Because a 



preschool population was not utilized in delineating these categories, their applicability to 

this population needs to be investigated. 

Research examining the relationship of creativity to intelligence has not been 

conclusive (Fox, 198 1 ; Tannenbaum, 1983). A recent study (Fuchs-Beauchamp, Karnes, 

& Johnson, 1993) examining the creativity-intelligence relationship in preschoolers 

ngreed with previous studies conducted with older children. The relationship appeared to 

be significant when IQs were less than 120, but not related at higher levels. In general, 

small correlations (< 0.23) have been reported with preschoolers (Andrews. 1930: 

Erickson, 1977; Williams & Fleming, 1969). Young children were the subjects of a 

number of studies conducted by Moran and his colleagues (Moran. Milgram. Sawyers. & 

Fu, l 98h ;  l983b; Moran, Sawyers. Fu, & Milgram, 1984); these studies revealed 

correlation values ranging from insignificant to significant values of 0.33 (compared to 

originality, imagination, and fluency components of divergent thinking). Funher 

exploration into creativity indicativeness of preschool gifiedness is warranted. 

Creativity is not svictly cognition; emotions and motivation are integral 

components (Clark. 1992). Arnabile (1989) found extrinsic rewards to motivate less 

creative children to improve on individual creative tasks. although no change in general 

aptitude for later creative work followed, while creative children were intrinsically 

motivated. The "impelling motivation behind children's creativity is their desire to 

discover the truth," according to Torrance, Weiner, Presbury, and Henderson (1987, 

p.37). These studies appear to support an underlying self-motivating desire to express 

creativity, rather than creativity being indicative of gifiedness. 



Issues in Earlv Giftedness Education 

1s anv time too early for the identification of ~iftedness? 

Even though there is opposition to the identification of gified children at any age, 

there are researchers who ascertain that developmental milestones (a baby holding its 

head up, a toddler who speaks or walks) demonstrated earlier than same-aged peen is 

enough to identifj gifts and talents. Some researchers believe that babies, as early as 

eight months, can be suspected to be gified based on behavioral clues, yet testing should 

wait until age two-and-a-ha1 f (Anderson, 1 986 citing Webb and VanTasel-Baska). Some 

researchers have devised guides to compare early childhood behaviours (White, 1993) 

and identifi gifiedness based on a child's exceeding rstablished noms. 

The supporters of early identification purpon that giftedness c m  be lost by the 

lack of stimulation from the start (Anderson, 1986; Bborn. 1964). Piaget (1 %z), 

Montessori (1 967), White (1993), and Dornan (1 97 1 ) have al1 supported rarly stimulation 

before the age of three years. Yet, "[a]ttempts to teach infants and toddlers to read or 

cipher or think by means of flash cards and school-like tasks appear poorly attuned to the 

developmental and conceptual tasks of these eras and may well lrad to distorted parent- 

child relationships" (Robinson, 1987, p. 164). Parents of a gihed child play the most 

important and earliest role (Anderson, 1986), and if experiences for optimal development 

are not provided early in life, children may be sninted and never fully actualize their 

potential (Bloom, 1964). 



Identification and Assessment Procedures. 

Although some researchers and clinicians recornmend that assessment for 

giftedness should not occur until basic skills have been mastered (typicaily grade four), 

RoedeIl(1989) emphasizes the desperate need for early identification. Bloom (1985) and 

Feldman and Goldsmith (1986) suggest that, when the gifts of young children are 

discovered and nurtured through appropriate environmental support, the probability of 

hture extraordinary achievement in their field of talent is greater than that of their peers. 

For early identification, Torrance and Caropreso (1 99 1 ) suggest that a 

multifaceted, flexible assessment process should be adopted to accommodate for uneven 

development within the social, affective, cognitive. and persona1 domains. The process 

should comprehensively explore areas of weakness and strengths. Non-psychometric 

data. such as parental input into the identification process. is vital. yet often ignored. 

Parents "recognize their child's potential prior to the time that educators test for giftedness 

status, which is typically in the early elementary years" (Gonfked et al., 1994. p. 29). 

Another study supports that the parents of kindergarten children correctly identifi those 

who are gifted better than teachen (Ciha, Harris, Hoffman, & Potter. 1974). 

The assessment of intellectual giftedness has most extensively been made through 

intelligence (IQ) testing. Typically, giftedness is equated with scoring two standard 

deviations above the mean (Pendarvis, Howley, & Howley, 1990). There are some 

published standardized tests which have been utilized (Bavlev Infant Behavior Record, 

Bayley, 1969; Kauhan Assessment Batterv for Children F-ABC], Kaufman & 

Kaufman, 1983; McCarthv Scales of Children's Abilities, McCarthy. 1972: Stanford- 

Binet IV, Thomdike, Hagen, & Sattler, 1986; Wechsler Preschool and Primm Scale of 



Intellieence - Revised [WPPSI-RI, Wechsler, 1989), although not exclusively, for the 

identification of the preschool gi Red. 

T'here are a number of tests which examine preschool levels of emotional and 

social functioning, although these tests have more often been equated with the 

identification of problem areas (such as disturbed or difficult behaviors, emotional 

maladjustrnent), not gifiedness. Social cornpetencies c m  be examined by direct 

observation, through parent report, and by parents' and teachers' specific comments on the 

Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbsch, 1 99 1 a, 1 99 1 b). Formal tests of social functioning 

include the Preschool Intemersonal Problem-Solving Test (Shure & S pivak, 1 974, which 

presents interpersonal conflict situations to which the child is required to produce 

solutions, and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Sparrow. Balla. & Cicchetti. 

1984). which examine social functioning and adaptability. 

There are a number of problems in assessing young children. Unreiiable results 

may be attained due to their short attention span, transirnt responsiveness, distractibility. 

and low verbal skills (Bagnato & Neisworth, 198 1 ; Lidz, 1983). Preschoolrrs may not 

demonstrate their entire repertoire of skills in one testing session, perhaps due to an 

unfmiliar adult in a new surrounding (Roedell. 1989). Sosniak's (1 985, 1990) 

exploration into the early lives of exceptional musicians revealed that many did not show 

unique promise at the outset of their training, rather, the exceptional talent developed 

slowly, sometimes over as much as seventeen years. Similar findings were found with 

people outstanding in sports, rnathematics, visual arts, and science (Gustin, 1985; 

Kalinowski, 1985; Monsaas, 1985; Sloane & Sosniak, 1985). Remarkable signs of early 



promise may be absent in individuals reaching peak successes in their domains later in 

life. However, there are preschoolers who do exhibit exceptional abilities. 

The investigation of social and emotional areas for any age group has some 

inherent methodological problems. These problems are compounded even fùrther by the 

lack of research on preschoolers. In addition, thrre is a lack of widely utilized 

standardized measurements, a lack of equivalent cornparison or control groups, and there 

may be a bias in the identification or selection of research subjects and a propensity to 

overlook potentially important moderating variables (Gottfkird et al., 1994). 

Roedell(1989) argues for a dçvelopmental perspective to the study of ability; the 

different manifestations of emerging abilitirs require "comprehensive" study (p. 13). 

Many feel a need for early assessrnent procedures to predict later success, thereby 

viewing giftedness as a label for the possibility of high levels of achievement in 

adulthood. Roedell(1989) does not believe this to be the case; children identified in their 

rarly years may not require continued programming in later years nor should children 

identified later be deprived of prograrnming (p. 17). Early identification for the 

prediction of future stars and leaders is undesirable: it is the imrnediate nçeds of the child 

that should be of concem, not futuristic ones (Roedell, 1986). The importance of  early 

identification and programming for young gifted children is supported by Feldman 

(1 980), who stated that "intellectual and social development do not follow universally 

determined paths throughout an individual's lifespan?' (p. 1 8- 1 9). 

In general, according to Olszewski-Kubilius and Subitnik (199 1)' n o m -  

referenced tests of achievement gains administered on intellectually and academically 

gified children can lead to d o u s  distortions for three reasons. First, low test ceilings 



leave little room for academic growth. Second, discrimination at the upper ranges of test? 

is not as clear as within the average range. Lastly, chance factors, which ma): be present 

during pretest, are unlikely to occur on the posttest (regression toward the mean). 

Programmiag Interventions for Gifted Preschoolers. 

Early intervention in gifted education has bern recognized by a number of 

researchers. According to Clark (1 988), "the more plamed educational experiences a 

child over three has, the better that child does in intellectual, language. persona1 and 

social development.. ..Remernber that the most important thing in early learning is not the 

information taught, but the process leamed and the attitudes developed" (p. 1 18). 

Programming of gifted youngsters should accommodate for children: (1) whose acadernic 

and intellectual skills are developing faster than average: and (2) who have mastered 

much of the cumcuium for early education (Roedell. 1989). "Appropriate educational 

experience" should match "the child's existing level of competence"(Roedel1. 1989. p. 

17). Gifted children should be treated as gifted when they present. regardless of whether 

they will be gifted later. Intervention should foster the development of individuality. not 

confonnity, and encourage the developrnent of exceptional potential (Whitmore, 1986). 

Environments should be "psychologically safe9'@. 3) with the encouragement of 

exploration; they should not be judgmental (Dobbin & Yewchuk, 1985). 

However, there are few intervention options for young gified children; gifted 

prograrns for kindergarten are rare, and for preschool, even rarer (Roedell, 1989; Stile, 

Kitano, Kelley, & Lecrone, 1993). Therefore, what often results is a child who is "out-of- 

step with a lockstep curriculum" (Webb in Krschenbaurn, 1989). Ideally, prograrns 



should have the flexibility to accommodate for differing ability levels, and the 

oppominity for al1 children to interact with intellectual peers. 

Appropriate placement for any child, most especially those with special needs, 

should be dictated by the charactenstics of the child, parental expectations. and teacher 

expertise. Financial constraints and geographical limitations may also be factors in 

placement considerations. The progamming options providrd below discuss a number of 

possibilities that have received consideration by the parents of young gifted children and 

concerned educators. 

Earlv entrv. Early enbance into kindergarten is an area that has caused some 

debate. Kindergarten programming in Alberta exists for those who, by March ls', are 5 

years of age. It is possible for a child to have 2 years of kindergarten. To date, there are 

no early entry programs in place. but a number of appeals are made each year. 

Chronological age is often used as the developmental index; however, its utility is 

questioned, particularly for gifted youngsters (Gottfried et al., 1994; Robinson & Weimer. 

199 1) because mental age may range from three to eight (Srnutny, Veenker. & Veenker. 

1989). In cases where physical and social development h g  behind intellect. programming 

often addresses weaknesses rather than strengths. What educators fail to acknowledge is 

that "socialization involves a childs feeling that she or he is accepted by othen;" this 

ofien results in denial or hiding of abilities in order to "fit in better with the other 

c hildren" (Roedell, 1 989, p. 1 5). 

Brody and Benbow (1987), McCluskey and Walker (1986), and Tomlinson- 

Keasey (1990) discuss why concems over social and emotional development prevent 



parents and teachers from accelerating gifted children. In the words of Roedell, Jackson, 

and Robinson (1 980), 

For intellectually advanced preschool-aged children. early school entrance 

provides an excellent educational option. By entering school early, such 

children can be provided with an effective match of leaming materials to 

readiness level, and, at the same time, experience a f o m  of acceleration that is 

least disruptive to the continuity of education. It is probably f a  better for some 

children to enter school eariy and progress dong with classrnates than to enter 

school at a later age and expcrience boredom with an unchallenging curriculum or 

be skipped one or more grades during the course of education. (p. 86) 

Charter Schools. Charter schools are public schools receiving govenunent 

funding from Alberta Education. as with any other public school. yet the): are often 

parent-mn, chartered to provide prograrnming for students with unique nerds. Initiators 

of these schools and parents with children in them ofien believe that. mainstream school 

boards have very little to offer their children. Although Charter schools are operated via 

an independent goveming body outside of mainstream school boards. provincial 

legislation dictates that they be supervised by a host board, or apply directly to the 

provincial education department to have approval of their charter. Charter schools 

maintain autonomy over class sizes and stafing. 

In Alberta, there are two charter schools deding with the education of the gifted, 

one of which admits gified kindergarten-age children. The academic needs of gified 

children are met in congregated settings that also provide social and emotional support. 



The application process is intended to identify students within the school district who 

would benefit from the progam offered; students' outside the district are admitted only if 

there are spaces and resources available. The critena assessed for admission are 

intelligence, performance (creativity and task commitment), and nominations by schools 

and parents. The anainment of appropriate instructional levels and instructional groups 

are achieved via pre-testing of specific skills or information. Challenge opportunities are 

achieved through individualized contracts, curriculum compacting, longer blocks of time 

to allow for unintempted study, major projects. and pre- and post-testing for mastery. 

Edmonton Public Schools. There are over 250 public schools in Edmonton 

teaching the provincial c ~ c u l u m .  "Alternative programs in selected schools let students 

focus on areas like the arts, athletics, and technology while still following the provincial 

curriculum. They cm also study in a variety of settings. including an ail-girls Junior High 

environment or in traditionai classrooms. Starting in kindergarten or Grade 1, studrnts 

c m  choose from French immersion and other language programs in German. Ukrainian. 

Cree, Mandarin, Arabic, and Hebrew" (Edmonton Public School Board. 1998). Gified 

children rnay be enrolled in these heterogeneous settings. 

Special Needs Programs with Edmonton Public Schools also exist. ranging from 

full integration, to partial integration, to district centres, to schools, which serve only 

students with special needs. The following programs only serve as a partial list of those 

offered for students within the district: 1) Adaptation, for students with severe academic 

functioning delays; 2) Alberta School for the Deaf - for snidents requiring prograrnming 

that includes Amencan Sign Language and signed English; 3) Autistic; 4) Behavioural 



Disorders; 5) Deoendent Handicapped; 6) Enelish as a Second Lan~uaee; 7) Hearing 

Impaired; 8) Hentage - for students with speech and language disorders; 9) Home Bound 

- for students unavailable to attend school because of medical needs; 10) Leamine, 

Dificulties - for students with average or above average intellectual ability and leaming 

disabilitirs dernonstrated by significant delays in academic areas; 1 1) Opportunitv - for 

students with mild to moderate delays in academic sens; 13) Transition - for junior and 

senior high students not expenencing success in traditional school environrnents; and 12) 

Trainable Handica~ped - for students who are modentely mentally handicapped with 

concomitant delays in al1 developmental areas. In addition. Edmonton Public Schools 

offers two progrms specifically designed for young children: 1 )  Eariv Education - for 

children between the ages of 2 !4 and 5 '/2 years with severe developmental delays; and 3) 

Earlv Intervention - training and support for parents of handicapped infants between O 

and 2 % years. 

For students who are gifted and talented. Academic Challenge programs (ACP) 

for elementary (4 sites) and junior high (5 sites) students who demonstrate high 

intellectual ability, academic achievement, and the need for a more challenging prograrn 

are available beginning in grade one. Based on observed leaming needs, children cm 

enter, or leave, ACP at any point in their educational careers. Leaming pace is 

accelerated according to demonstrated proficiency, and content or skills are extended as 

required using approaches including small goup instruction, options, independent study 

and cross-settings. To date, there has not been a published needs assessrnent of this 

prograrn. 



Parent oreanizatioos. Support groups for parents with children having 

exceptionalities develop as a result of a lack of services in, or support fiom, school 

systems. In Alberta, the umbrella support for parents is the Alberta Associations for 

Bright Children (AABC). In addition to the provincial executive, AABC chapters are 

active in Edmonton and Calgary, and network groups operate in St. Albert and 

Dnimheller. Publishing a regular newsletter, establishing parent support groups, 

participating with educators and governmental bodies in lectures, conferences, policy- 

making and research. and maintaining a resource centre, are the activities used to fulfill 

the goal of AABC: ' ïo provide information, support and advocacy in order to advance 

the education, social developrnent, legal rights and well-being of brightlgifted and 

talented children" (The Alberta Associations for Bright Children, 1996. p. 3). 

Parents of the Preschool Gifted 

Not only has there been an increased intensity and quality of parental involvement 

in early childhood services in recent years. but also the role of families in these services 

has had a larger emphasis (Paget, 1992). Between birth and the age of 5 years. families 

have the primary responsibility in the development of their children's cornpetencies. 

There is an important contribution made by parents to their child's giftedness; however 

there are special needs and problems within the families of gifted children. In addition. 

parents are ofien accused of putting pressure on their children (Rimm, 1995). 

Parents are more likely to accurately recognize their children's giftedness than are 

school personnel, including teachers (Delisle, 19%; Louis & Lewis, 1992; Meckstroth, 

1991), and this recognition may occur as early as age six (Gogel, McCumsey, & Hewett, 



1985). However, Johnson and Lewman (1 990) reported gender-stereotypic patterns of 

parents' perceptions of their children's (3- and 4- year-olds) abilities. Leisure activities 

were more fiequently dance and fine art/motor skills for girls and convergent gamrs and 

building for boys. Vocabulary was noted as outstanding for girls, while the boys' 

outstanding abilities were in abstraction, curiosity, and problem solving. 

Parental nominations for preschool giftedness screening have been suggested as a 

useful strategy for involving parents in the assessrnent process (Davis & Rirnrn, 1989; 

Feldhusen & Baska, 1989). Information about a child's self-concept. interests, 

motivation, and creativity can be obtained frorn parents through rating scales. 

questionnaires, and open-ended nomination foms. However. school systems' lack of 

receptivity of parents' efforts to serve their children has often been identified (Shore. 

Cornell, Robinson, & Ward, 199 t ). 

Teachers of the Preschool Gifted 

The preschool gified require teachers who provide leming opportunities. 

intellectual, social and personal, which facilitate positive school life adaptations; yet. 

working with these students ofien involves dealing with their boredom with repetitive, 

unchallenging tasks and fnistrations with their inability to accomplish tasks due to growth 

or developmental discrepancies. 

Identification of the gifted by teachers has been reportedly more dificult as the 

child's chronological age decreases (Fatouros, 1986). Jacobs' (197 1) study of 

kindergarten children found teachers to recognize only 4.3% of their gified students. 



Preschool program goals for the gified have included thinking skills, intellectual 

curiosity and persistence in problem solving, creative expression, advanced work tailored 

to individuai cornpetencies, social perceptiveness, and large and srna11 muscle 

coordination and dexterity (Roedell & Robinson, 1977, p. 9). Strategies for 

di fferentiating prograrnming for the very young gi fted student include teac her 

questioning, specific projects, curriculum units, and independent study (Kames & 

Johnson, 199 1, p. 187-9). 

Teachers can play an important role in the prevention of bad study habits. social 

behavior and self-esteem problems, disinterest, underachievernent, and boredom in school 

by this group. However, as suggested by Roedell ( 1989). early childhood educators are 

often unfarniliar with indicators of exceptional potential and educators of older gified 

children are unfamiliar with developmentally appropriate practices. 

Summarv of Literature Review 

In this dissertation. giftedness is defined as intellectual ability at or exceeding an 

IQ of 130 and preschool has been limited to 3 K to 6 years. Cognitively, young gifted 

children have been observed to have high levels of knowledge and thinking abilities. 

However, the non-inteilecnial domains have received less attention. These children. 

often sensing they are different, do not tend to fit among age-peers, and social isolation 

and conflict c m  result. Among young children, creativity does not significantly correlate 

with high IQ. Identification practices should be flexible and multifaceted; educational 

planning should be based on assessrnent data. Some caution is warranted in applying the 

findings of research conducted on older gifted children to the population of preschool 



gified children. Limited information on teacher characterizations of this population 

exists. Research studies discussing parents and teachers in relation to the gifted preschool 

children have not been documented in the literature. Parental information on their 

children, although useful, has been underutilized in the assessrnent process. Educational 

settings are often reported as bonng, repetitive, and unchallenging for young gified 

children. 

Brief Sumrnarv of the Papers 

Paoer 1. 

Paper 1 is the outcome of an exploratory survey (see Appendix A) examining 

issues and concerns of parents of gifted young children and preschool/kindergarten 

teachers surrounding early identification and programming for gifiedness. It was 

designed to examine the necessity of, and attitudes toward. various issues associated with 

the identification of giftedness in this population. including demonstrated characteristics. 

the concept of early school entry and information deemed relevant by the respondenrs to 

the raising/teaching of this population. The survey was differentiated into two forms. one 

for parents and another for teachers. 

tn Paper 1, the observed characteristics reported by parents and teachers were 

presented. More specifically, the research question addressed was: how similar are 

charactenstics reported by parents and teachers of the preschool gifted? 

This paper focused on the results accurnulated from the survey question, what 

were some of the characteristics that led you to observe that your preschool child/student 



was gifted? Responses to this question were then tallied according to the following 

categories: early life, motivation, creativity, ability, and social and emotional functioning. 

Ninety-six (96) characteristics were reported by both groups of respondents. 

Parents recognized unusually long attention spans and extended on-task time more often 

than teachers did. Poor social skills (difficulty relating to peers, shy and withdrawn) were 

reported more often by the teache: participants. Teachers also reported that gifted 

preschoolers can be subjected to being pushed by parents, which c m  lead to youngsters 

who "can't play," "aren't creative," "don? solve their own problems," and are "forced to 

grow up too quickly." 

An earlier version of the first paper (see Chapter II) was presented at The 1 1 th 

World Conference on Gifted and Talented Children in Hong Kong, and published in its 

proceedings (Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1995, 1997a). 

Paaer 2. 

In Paper 2. the questions investigated in the Giftedness in Young Children Survev 

(sre Appendix A), excluding the characteristics of the preschool gified (addressed in 

Paper 1), are discussed. Identification, the concept of early entry, differentiated 

curriculum, information relevant to raising/teaching this population, and professionals 

perceived to be able to provide assistance, are some of the issues that are explored. More 

specificaily, this paper examines whether giftedness can and should be identified between 

the ages of 3 112 and 6 years, what information would be beneficial to raisekeach a gifted 

child, whether the preschool gifted require a differentiated curriculum, whether the 

preschool gifted should be admitted to kindergarten at a younger age than specified by the 



Early Childhood Services (ECS) entry age criteria, and what charactenstics (physical, 

intellectual, sociaUemotional) are important in determining early entrance of a child. 

Ninety-one percent (9 1%) of parents believed that giftedness c m  be identified at 

early ages, in contrat to 78% of the teachers. Seventy-four percent (74%) of parent 

respondents believed that the preschool gifted should be identified, whereas 50% percent 

of the teacher respondent group believed it should be done. 

The additional information parents found beneficial to raising a gifted child 

included resources for additional challenge, information on disciplinary techniques. 

educational options and parenting guidelines. 

Teacher respondents varied in the information they reported beneficial from an 

educator's standpoint. The information requested was how to balance different rates of 

development to prevent frustration. and advocacy for and education on supportive 

programming. 

Professionals acknowledged by parents to be of service were psychologists. school 

staff. parent support groups, medical staff, media consultants and radio talk shows. and 

politicai lobbyists. Professionals noted by teacher respondents were school staff. 

psychologists, child development specialists, speech clinicians. sociologists, parents, 

guest speakers/workshops, and the Association for Bright Children. 

Seventy-six percent (76%) of the parents believed that the preschool gifted require 

a different curriculum to meet their needs, while 32% of the teachers also agreed. Thirty- 

seven percent (37%) of the parents, and only 7% of teachers, agreed with early entrance 

into kindergarten. The greatest concem was voiced about the social maturity of early 



entrants by both parent and teacher respondent groups, while physical development was 

of the least concem to both groups. 

In the second paper (see Chapter III), issues (i.e., identification, early admission, 

and programming) pertaining to this population, that were investigated by the surveys, 

were discussed. An earlier version was published by Roeoer Review in a special issue 

entitled, "Gi Red Young Children" (Sankar-DeLceuw, 1 999). 

Paper 3. 

A qualitative case study research approach to studying five gified kindergarten 

students was utilized in the third paper. Very few studies of this population have bern 

wrinen when the children are actually experiencing events, such as school programs. 

parenting, social relationships and other influences that contribute to their overall 

development. A preliminary study (Sankar-DeLeeuw. 1997b: see Appendix B) was 

initiated to develop a parent questionnaire and a participant interview protocol which 

were revised for use in Paper 3. 

n i e  purpose of this study was to: (a) delineate developmental characteristics 

which apply to this population; and (b) explore their educational needs. These two pieces 

of information provide the foundation for the provision of developmentally appropriate 

curricula. 

The initial critena for identi*ng participants were: a) an intelligence quotient 

(IQ) score at or greater than 130 on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale N (Thomdike 

et al., 1986); and b) an expressive language score equal to or greater than the 75th 

percentile on the Expressive One- Word Picture Vocabularv Test - Revised (Gardner, 



1990). Purposefui sarnpiing, '?he selection of particuiar cases for intensive observation 

and interviewing according to criteria established by the investigator" (Lundsteen, 1991, 

p. 174), was then utilized. Four participants were selected to represent distinctiveness of 

characteristics and a variety of educational settings. A fifth participant, not meeting the 

cognitive cntenon, was also selected to examine incongruity bctween this child's 

assessrnent results, and both his parents' and teachers' perceptions of his exceptional 

ability. Information on family and carly history, development, interests and hobbies were 

collected through questionnaires. interviews and observations of the participants over a 

variety of settings and clinical assessments. The data analysis involved two types of 

coding: open coding and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin. 1990). 

The study yielded themes relatinp to intellectual. achievement. social. affective. 

physical, aesthetic and creative domains. and parental and teacher influences. 

Intellectually, the children's general and specific hnds of knowledge and mernory skills 

were exceptional. They also pursued answers to philosophical questions. A wide 

spectmrn of acadrmic abilities was represented. Social functioning also varied greatly 

with respect to the participants' ease of interacting with classrnates and intellectual prers. 

and the levels of associations with children of v w n g  ages. Two participants displayed 

disruptive behaviors. Likewise, the participants' affective functioning varied greatly; this 

involved behaviors indicative of vulnerabilities to criticism, sensitivity towards others. 

perfectionism, and motivation. 

Parents identified facilitator and advocate as two key roles they play in raising 

their children. Boredom and redundancy were experienced by four of the studies' 



participants. However, differentiated curriculum was provided, in the fonn of modified 

worksheets, story writing, and building tasks. 

The third paper was presented at a symposium on the Earlv Years at the 6" 

European Conference on High Ability at Oxford University, Oxford, UK (Sankar- 

DeLeeuw, 1998). 

Ethical Considerations. 

The ethical guidelines of the Department of Educational Psychology at the 

University of Alberta were followed; approval by the University of Alberta and 

permission fiom parentdguardians and teachers were obtained. The researcher ensured 

informed consent of the participants and their parents and ieachers. provided an 

opportunity for opting from of the study. and the maintenance of confidentiality and 

anonymity. The parameters of informed consent were outlined on the Consent F o m  for 

Giftedness in Youne Children Proiect (see Appendix E). 

Summaw 

There is little systematic research on the important developmental period of early 

childhood. Therefore, this research makes a worthwhile contribution to the development 

and education of gified children. Parents and teachers are an integral part of a child's 

development and of any successful intervention; when parents and teachers are not 

aiigned in regard to intervention, the school experience may be in jeopardy. However, 

studies exarnining the attitudes of parents and teachers about issues pertaining to the 

preschool gified are rare. In addition, the fostering of any gift requires an understanding 



of individual strengths and vulnerabilities so that nurturing and enriching environments 

c m  be created. Altogether, this senes of papers, utilizing survey and case smdy 

methodologies, intends to advance the understanding of  the development and needs of 

young gifted children, by providing a rich portrait of their home and school lives. 
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Chapter II - Paper 1 

Gifted Preschoolers: Survey of characteristics perceived by parents and teachers 

Before the twentieth century, the gifted were associated with "insanity, frailty, and 

other undesirable cornpensatory weaknesses" (Nisbet, 1895, cited in Whitmore, 1980). 

Afier Terman's (1925) study, finding the gifted to be generally superior in al1 areas of 

development, professionds neglected social and emotional vulnerabilities (Kerr, 199 11, 

ofien believing that the smart ones c m  work it out for themselves (Delisle, 1992). These 

areas are as important as cognitive areas of development, and ignoring them can be 

detrimental for any child, including preschoolers. 

This paper is the result of responses to an author-genented s w e y  given to parents of 

gifted children and preschookindergarten teachers on the issues surrounding early 

identification and programming. The survey was designed to explore the concept of early 

school entry, information deemed relevant by the respondents to the raising/teaching of 

this population, and professionals perceived to be able to provide assistance. An 

exmination of the characterizations given to young gified children by these respondent 

groups was the focus of this paper. 

Review of the Literature 

Definitions of Giftedness and Prescfiooler 

D e f ~ t i o n s  of giftedness evolved fiom a single intellectual dimension (Teman, 

1925) to the recognition of multiple abilities and intelligences (Gardner, 1983: Guilford, 

1956; Marland, 1972; Sternberg, 198 1). Morelock and Feldman (1992) present the 



following definition of giftrd children in their chapter on The Assessrnent of Giftedness 

in Preschool Children: 

Gified children are those showing sustained evidence of advanced capability 

relative to their peers in general academic skills andfor in more specific domains 

(music, art, science, etc.) to the extent that they need differentiated educational 

prograrnming. (p. 302) 

Research with this population is specifying capabilities that may be the building blocks of 

gifiedness in diflferentiated areas such as art, music, and science (Goldsmith & Feldman, 
C 

1985; Wexler-Sherman, Gardner, & Feldman, 1988). 

The age designation for the terrn "young gifted" has been inconsistently defined in 

the litenture. Studies of gifted preschoolers have focused on several different age 

distinctions. The terms "young" and "preschooler" have been used to refer to a variety of 

age spans, or none at al1 ( M m ,  1990), and caution is warranted in the interpretation of 

these studies. This has led to some confusion when interpreting statements in reference 

to this population. Nuttall, Romero, and Kalesnik (1 992) designated preschoolers in 

general to be between three and five years old, Hendrkk (1994), between two and four 

years, and Seagull and Kallen (1978), between birth and entry into school. Sattler (1992) 

vaguely designated hem as between three and five, and Lidz (1 991) defined them as 

between two and six years. A surnrnary of the numerous studies involving "gified 

preschoolers" or "gifted young children" and their various ages, adapted fiom the initial 

submission, is provided in Figure 3- 1 (Chapter III, p. 80). Collectively, the studies span 

birth to over twelve years. The mean predominant age was 5.5 years while the mode was 

4 years. 



Characteristics of Gifted Preschoolers 

"Gifted children, like al1 other children, are bom with temperaments, dispositions, 

and leanings toward areas of interest early in life" (Webb in Kirschenbaum, 1989), yet 

they are generally stereotyped as "almost invariably more popular and more socially 

~ccepted than children at other levels of intellectual ability" (Gallagher, 1966, p. 42) on 

the one hand, and "emotionally tense, high-strung, uncoordinated, and bookish" on the 

other (Tuttle, Becker, & Sousa, 1988, p. 14). Fortunately, these stereotypes have not yet 

been applied to gifted preschoolers. However, they have been viewed, and described by 

their parents, as divergent thinkers, having high verbal ability (including large 

vocabularies) at an early age, highly focused on their interests, having an unusual sense of 

humor, curious, early readers, having a widr range of interests, yet a demonstrated ability 

in a single area, persistent, an unusual ability to make abstract connections in learning, 

and perceptive (Louis & Lewis, 1992; Roedeil, 1989; Tuttle et al.. 1988; Webb, 

Meckstroth, & Tolan, 1982). The great divergence in abilities of gified preschoolers is an 

important point that will be discussed in this paper. 

Social and Emotional Develo~ment S~ecif ic  to Gifted Preschoolers 

As numerous writers have stated, the nonintellectual characteristics of the gifted 

child have received less attention than characteristics of an academic and intellectual 

nature (Clark, 1992; Gottfried, Gottfried, Bathurst, & Guerin, 1994; Webb et al., 1982). 

There have been few documented studies focusing on these domains in the early yars 

(Austin & Draper, 198 1 ; Horowitz, 1987; Janos & Robinson, 1985; Lehrnan & Erdwins, 



1 98 1 ; Roedell, Jackson, & Robinson, l98O), yet, children typically sense, by age three or 

four, that they are different (Webb in Kirschenbaum, 1989). Lack of understanding has 

led to the perpetuity of stereotypes of the gifted. 

The beginning of preschool or kindergarten can be a critical time for gified 

preschoolers. They often cannot find peers at their level with similar interests, which can 

result in fnistration and boredom (Hollingworth, 1943; Webb et al., 1987). These 

children may develop fear or anxiety about going to school (Kerr. 199 1). Gifted children 

often are younger than their classrnates (Gottfried et al., 1994). They ofien have so much 

difficulty understanding "why other children cannot keep up with them and why teachers 

fail to stimulate them to the degree that they need" (Kerr, 199 1, p. 121) that they may 

chose to hide their gifts. However, L e h a n  and Erdwins (1 98 1) found that Young gifted 

children feel more cornfortable with themselves and report more positive feelings 

regarding themselves and others than their peers. Gified children may have different sets 

of peers depending on the activity they are pursuing. A relationship, for instance. with a 

mentor. may meet some of die social and emotional needs of these children (Webb in 

Kirschenbaum, 1989). 

A sense of belonging is inherent in al1 children (Whitmore, 1986). Intellecniaily 

gifted children need, though not necessarily have, several different kinds of peer groups 

that are more in line with their differing developmental peaks and valleys in the physical, 

social and intellectual domains (Webb et al., 1982, p. 15). Intellecnial exceptionality of 

gifted chiken, according to some researchers, does not harm their functioning in other 

realms of development. Three groups have been noted as exceptions: children whose IQ 

exceed 160, gifted underachievers, and gifted girls (Gottfied et al., 1994). An additional 



exception is gifted young children because, intellectually, they "are particularly 

vulnerable to feelings of social isolation and/or disccmfort and conflict" (Roedell, 1986, 

p. 26) and "alienation and rejection" (Whitmore, 1986, p. 139). When solving 

hypothetical social conflicts, advanced verbal social-cognitive abilities of gifted 

preschoolers have been reported, even when the behavioral output could not be 

demonstrated (Roedell, 1989; Gottfried et al.. 1991), and some found it dificult to share 

(Roedell, 1978; Roedell et al., 1980; Roedell, 1989). Their advanced vocabulary and 

unusual fluency c m  actually make it difficult for them to relate to others. 

Researchers disagree about the affective development of gifted children. Gifted 

individuals have been reported to be emotionally intense. and critical of themselves and 

others. They should be helped to recognize their feelings. label their emotions, and 

approptiately express them (Webb et al., 1982). Schmitz and Galbraith ( 1985) discuss 

how bnght children view themselves, their world, and their characteristics (such as 

perfectionism and sensitivity) that "set hem apart frorn peers and farnily" (p. 7). They 

subsequently comment that "how gifted kids feel on an emotional level dorçn't always 

match logically with their intellectual capabilities" (p. 22) and their needs will depend on 

maturity level, type of intelligence, environment. and individual personality 

characteristics @. 28). As a result, gifted individuals may be frustrated, withdraw, or act 

out (Dobbin & Yewchuk, 1985). Similar published research with gifted preschoolers 

could not be found. 

Many recently published studies have concluded that the emotional adjustment 

and social cornpetencies of the gifted are equal to or exceed that of their nongifted peers 

(Bartell & Reynolds, 1986; Brody & Benbow, 1986; Lehman &: Erdwins. 198 1; 



Schneider, Clcgg, Byme, Ledingham, & Crombie, 1989; Tomlinson-Keasey, 1990). 

More than four decades ago, Hollingworth (1 942) found that gifted children have fewer 

and older fnends and O'Shea (1960) found that they befriend those of similar mental age. 

However, these studies have focused on the school-age and adolescent years. 

Perfectionism can be seen positively as the ability to conceptualize and create 

higher order productions (Silverman, 1993) and. negatively. as an idea-reality gap (Eliot. 

1958, cited fiom Dony, 1994). Perfectionism has been identified as being quite prevalent 

among gifted people of ail ages (Hollingworth, 1926; Parke, 1989; Whitmore, 1980). 

Kerr (1991) defines it as "compulsiveness with regard to work habits, overconcem for 

details, unreaiistically high standards for self and others, indiscriminate acquiescence to 

extemal evaluation. and rigid routinesw@. 141). Kerr continues to discuss possible 

causes, such as inherent tendencies (Adderholt-Elliott, 1 %9), unawareness of giftedness 

(Webb et al., 1982), and extrinsic motivation. Abroms (1983) noted that "young gifted 

children often set high. perfectionistic standards for themselves . . . that may lead to low 

self-esteern" (p. 125). 

Heterogeneous development patterns in gifted young children c m  be a source of 

vulnerability (Webb et al., 1982). This vulnerability may be increased by inappropriate 

levels of expectations being placed in dl domains of functioning. However, 

inconsistencies in developmental levels may be attributable to differential motivation or 

opportunity, and not solely differential talents (Roedell, 1986). 

The social and emotional development of gified preschoolers cannot automatically 

be inferred by research conducted on older gifted children or mental age-mates. Further 



investigations, focusing specifically on this exceptionality experienced by this age group, 

are required. 

Identification and Assessrnent Procedures 

Although some researchrrs and c h i c  ians recommend that assessment for 

giftedness should not occur until basic skills have been mastered (typically grade four), 

Roedell(1989) emphasizes the desperate need for early identification. In its support, 

there is a higher probability of extraordinq achievement later in life when young 

children's gifis are pinpointed and nurtured through appropriate environrnental support 

(Bloom, 1985; Feldman & Goldsmith, 1986; Morelock & Feldman, 1992). 

For early identification, Torrance and Caropreso (1 99 1 ) suggest that a 

rnultifaceted, flexible assessment process should be adopted to accornrnodate for uneven 

dcvelopment within social, affective, cognitive, and persona1 domains. The process 

should comprehensively explore areas of weakness and strengths. Non-psychometric 

data, such as parental input into the identification process. are vitd, yet often ignored. 

Parents "recognize their child's potential pnor to the time that educators test for giftedness 

statu, which is typically in the early elementary years" (Gottfried et al., 1994, p. 29). 

Another study supportive of early identification found parents of kindergarten children to 

correctly identiQ those who are gifted better than teachers do (Ciha, Harris, Hoffman, & 

Potter, 1974). Parents should and must be partners in the assessment of their child. 

The assessment of intellectual gifiedness has most extensively been made through 

intelligence (IQ) testing. Typically, giftedness is equated with scoring two standard 

deviations above the mean (Pendarvis, Howley, & Howley, 1990), or classifications of 



"very superior" are given scores at and above Full Scale IQs of 130 (Wechsler, 1974, 

199 1). There are some published standardized tests which have been utilized (Bavlev 

Infant Behavior Record, Bayley, 1969; Kaufman Assessrnent Batterv for Children [K- 

ABC], Kaumian & Kaufman, 1983; McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities, McCarthy, 

1972; Stanford-Binet N, Thomdike, Hagen, & Sattler, 1986; Wechsler Preschool and 

Pnmary Scale of Intelligence - Revised [WPPSI-RI, Wechsler, 1989), although not 

exclusively, for the identification of the preschool gifted. 

There are a number of tests which examine preschool levels of emotional and 

social functioning, although these tests have more often been equated with the 

identification of problem areas (such as disturbed or difficult behaviors, emotional 

maladjustment), not gifiedness. This type of assessrnent c m  be used to change or manage 

given behaviors and their ability to predict future behavior or its use as a screening 

measure may be pmicularly relevant to the gifted (Martin, 199 1 ). Social cornpetencies 

c m  be exarnined by direct observation, through parent report, and by parents' and 

teachers' specific comments on the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach, 199 1 a. 1 99 1 b). 

Formal tests of social functioning include the Preschool Intemersonal Problem-Solvinq 

Test (Shure & Spivak, 1974), which presents interpersonal conflict situations to which - 

the child is required to produce solutions, and the Vineland Ada~tive Behavior Scales 

(Sparrow, Balla, & Cicchetti, 1984), which examines social funftioning and adaptability. 

There are a number of problems in assessing young children. Unreliable results 

may be attained due to their short attention span, transient responsiveness, distractibility, 

and low verbal skills (Bagnato & Neisworth, 198 1 ; Lidz, 1983). Preschoolers may not 

demonstrate their entire repertoire of skills in one testing session, perhaps due to an 



unfamiliar adult in a new surrounding (Roedell, 1989). Sosniak's (1 985, 1990) 

exploration into the early lives of exceptional musicians revealed that many did not show 

unique promise at the outset of their training, rather the exceptional talent developed 

slowly, sometimes over seventeen years. Similar findings were fowd with people 

outstanding in sports, mathematics, visual arts, and science (Gustin, 1985; Kalinowski, 

1985; Monsaas, 1985; Sloane & Sosniak, 1985). Remarkable signs of early promise rnay 

be absent in individuals reaching peak successes in their domains later in life. 

The investigation of social and emotional areas for any age group has some 

inherent methodological problems. These problerns are compounded even M e r  by the 

lack of research on preschoolers. In addition, with a lack of widely utilized standardized 

measurements and equivalent comparison or control groups, there rnay be a bias in the 

identification or selection of research subjects, and a failure to consider potentially 

important moderating variables (Gottfried et al., 1994). In addition, there is a sensitivity 

of these areas to environmental factors (Mischel, 1968). 

To the opponents of early identification, Roedell (1989) argues for a 

developmental perspective to the study of ability; the different manifestations of 

ernerging abilities require "comprehensive" study @. 13). Many feel a need for early 

assessment procedures to predict later success, thereby viewing giftedness as a label for 

the possibility of high levels of achievement in adulthood. Roedell(1989) does not 

believe this to be the case; children identified in their early years may not require 

continued programming in later years nor should children identified later be deprived of 

programming (p. 17). Early identification for the prediction of future stars and leaders is 

undesirable because it may burden some assessors enough to abandon the process 



altogether. It is the immediate needs of the child that should be ofconcem, not fiitwistic 

ones (Roedell, 1986). 

Programming for Gifted Preschoolers 

Early intervention in gifted education has been recognized by a number of 

researchers. According to Clark (1 988). "the more planned educational experiences a 

child over three has, the better that child does in intellectual. language, personal and 

social development.. .Remernber that the most important thing in early learning is not the 

information taught, but the process learned and the attitudes cieveloped" @. 11 8). 

Programrning of gifted youngsters should accommodate for children: (1)  whose acadrmic 

and intellectual skills are developing faster than average; and (2) who have mastered 

much of the curricuium for early education (Roedell. 1989). "Appropriate educational 

experience" should match "the child's existing level of cornpetence" (Roedell, 1989. p. 

17). It should foster the development of individuality, not conformity, and encourage the 

development of exceptional potential (Whitmore, 1986). Environments should be 

"psychologically safeW@. 3) with the encouragement of exploration; they should not be 

judgmental (Dobbin & Yewchuk, 1985). These criteria result in some skepticism about 

the adequacy of regular preschools and kindergarten programrning to nurture early 

gifiedness. 

Early entrance into kindergarten continues to be an area of some debate. 

Chronological age is often used as the deveiopmental index, however its utility is 

questioned, particularly for gified youngsters (Gottfried et al., 1994; Robinson & Weimer, 

1991). Chronological age is the single determinant entrance requirement, yet mental ages 



may range from three to eight (Srnutny, Veenker, & Veenker, 1989). In cases where 

physical and social developrnent lag behind intellect, programming is often set to cater to 

weaknesses rather than strengths. What educators fail to acknowledge is that 

"socialization involves a child's feeling that she or he is accepted by others"; this often 

results in a denial or hiding of abilities in order to "fit in better with the other children" 

(Roedell, 1989. p. 15). 

Brody and Benbow (1987), McCluskey and Walker (1986), and Tomlinson- 

Keasey (1990) discuss why concems over social and emotional development prevent 

parents and teachers from accelerating giHed children. In the words of Roedell, Jackson. 

and Robinson (1 980) wrote, 

For intellectually advanced preschool-aged children, early school entrance 

provides an excellent educational option. By entering school early. such 

children can be provided with an effective match of learning materials to 

readiness Irvel, and, at the same tirnc. experience a form of accelrration that is 

least disruptive to the continuity oreducation. It is probably fu better for some 

children to enter school early and progress dong with classmates than to enter 

school at a later age and expenence boredom with an unchallenging curriculum or 

be skipped one or more grades during the course of education. @. 86) 

Gifted prograrns for kindergarten are rare, and for preschool, even rarer (Roedell, 

1989; Stile, Kitano, Kelley, & Lecrone, 1993). Therefore, what ofien results is a child 

who is "out-of-step with a lockstep curriculum" (Webb in Kirschenbaurn, 1989). Ideally, 

programs should have the flexibiiity to accommodate for differing ability levels, and the 

oppomuiity for ail children io interact with intellectual peers. 



The Studv 

An exploratory study of the issues and concerns of the parents of gifted 

preschoolea (presently and retrospectively) and preschoolkndergarten teachers 

surrounding early identification and programming of giftedness was undertaken using 

surveys. The intent of this paper is to examine parent and teacher charactenzations of 

giftedness, including similarities and differences between the respondent groups. The 

remaining survey questions are addressed in C hapter III. 

Participants 

Participation in this study was voluntary. A parent survey was circulated to the 

parents of gified children affiliated with the Alberta Associations for Bright Children 

(AABC) and its local chapter, the Edmonton Association for Bright Children (ABC- 

Edmonton). Both organizations, comprised almost exclusively of the parents of gifted 

children, support the rights of bright students provincially and regionally, respectively. 

CoIlectively, both ABC organizations serve 159 members. However, due to time 

constraints 91 members were randomly selected. A teacher version of this survey was 

circulated to 44 preschool teachers randornly selected from a directory of 1 12 preschools 

licensed in the Edmonton area by the Edmonton Preschool Association and ten (10) 

kindergarten teachers contacted through Kinderearten Showcase (a conference held by the 

Edmonton Public School Board to introduce various issues to parents who have children 

entering kindergarien in the upcoming year). Each survey was mailed to selected 

respondents with a letter of explanation and a self-addressed, stamped return-envelope. 



It is highly unlikely that the children described by the parents are those also 

described by the teachers. In addition, teachers may not necessarily have had experiences 

with young gified children, but the parents likely al1 had such expenences. nierefore, 

making inferences between respondent groups may be inappropriate. 

Instruments 

Questions generated for this survey were based on issues discussed by the ABC 

members at severai adult education meetings (five meetings are held each academic year), 

as well as a review of the literature. The surveys consisted of ten (1 0) close-ended 

questions (with room for desired explanations) and three open-ended questions. Opinions 

about rarly school entry, the information deemed necessary by respondents in 

raisindteaching this population, and professionals perceived to provide assistance were 

several of the issues investigated by the survey. However, this paper pnmarily focuses on 

the characteristics reported by parents and teachers about their children and students. 

respectively. A letter of introductory remarks and initial questions focused parents and 

teachers to the 3 !4 to 6 year old age group. The parents were then asked the close-ended 

question, "Do vou have. or have vou had. a child in preschool or kinderearten that vou 

suspect is, or sus~ected at the tirne was, gifted (regardless of anv identification that 

occurred after age 6)?" Teachers were asked the close-ended question, "Have you ever 

had a child in vour ~reschool or kindergarten class that you sus~ected was ~ifled?" Both 

groups were asked the open-ended question, "What are some of the characteristics that 

led vou to make the above observation?'The surveys concluded with an option to 



provide persona1 information (name, address, and telephone number). No such survey 

could be located in published literature. 

Methodology 

The Gifledness in Young Children Survev was developed to examine the 

necessity of, and attitudes toward, various issues associated with the identification of 

gifiedness in children between the ages of 3 1/2 and 6 years old. Data fiom close-ended 

questions were entered verbatim into preset EXCEL SPREADSHEETS, broken down by 

question. Modifications were made to the spreadsheets analyzing the open-ended 

questions to allow individual responses and groups of responses to be reported. 

Responses to the characteristics questions were then compared for parents and teachers. 

Analvsis 

The response rate among the parents surveyed was 5 1 % and arnong the teachers 

surveyed was 52%. Nineteen percent (19%) of the parent surveys returned were 

anonyrnous, while 32% percent of the teacher surveys were unsigned. Table 2- 1 outlines 

the 96 characteristics reported and the frequencies with which they occurred for both 

groups of respondents. Since the characteristics within each category are presented in 

detail, very low percentages for individual characteristics are reported. For example, 4% 

of 46 parents, and 0% of 28 teachers, observed early walking as a characteristic of 

gifiedness. Only seven characteristics, or 7%, of al1 the 96 reported characteristics, were 

not acknowledged by the parent group, while 33 characteristics, of 34%, were unreported 

by the teacher group. 



Also included at the end of Table 2- 1, are vulnerabilities associated with 

gifiedness described by some respondents, who expressed concern about potential 

boredom, frustration, underachievement, etc. 

Table 3- 1. 

Giftedness in Children Survev: Characteristics that led ta giftedness observation 

Percentage 
Parent Teacher 
n=46 n=28 

Early life 

Early developmental milestones: 
walking 
talking/language 
object permanence 
toilet tnined early 

Early interests or passions: 
in general 

math 
science 
reading 
music 
art 
writing 
computer 

(Table 2-1 continued) 



Table 2-1. Giftedness in Children Swev :  Characteristics that led to giftedness 
observation (continued) 

Eariy abilities 
in generai 
math 
science 
reading 
vocabulary; language; comprehension 
writing alphabet and words 
music 
physical skills 
artistic; spatial skills 
complex constructs assimilated 

tirne 
distance 
symbol patterns (place value, infinity) 
proportionality 
cards (bridge) 
chess 

Motivation 

Independence: single-mindedness; defiant with 
assistancelinterference 

in need of reassurances 

Unusually long attention span; extended on-task time 

Observant; alert 

Enthusiastic; even fanatical; initiative; yearningldesire to l e m  

"Busy mind"; in need of new challenges constantly; 
thirst for knowledge 

Self-teaching; "ravenous sponges" 

(Table 2- 1 continued) 



Table 2- 1. Giftedness in C hildren Survey: Characteristics that led to giftedness 
observation (continued) 

Persistent; Intensive; self-rnotivated in face of distraction; 
desire to accomplish much per day 20 11 

Energy Level: 
High energy levels; little sleep 
" Sleepen" 

Creativity 

Creative; innovative: elaborates; novel perspectives taken; 
Le. draws own pictures rather than coloring in books 1 1  

Inventive; experiments, "hands on." takes risks 9 

Excellent imaginations; makes up own garnes; pictures tell a story 4 

Forging new directions 11  

Ability 

Knowledge storehouse; bright; concept understanding and 
application; spots inconsistencies; makes unconventional 
associations; academic readiness 17 18 

Quic k Understanding; 
rapid mastery & processing, al1 seemingly effortlessly 24 2 1 

Advanced questioning skills; curious; inquisitive; evaluates; 
"explores the world" 39 39 

Insightful; intuitive (knowing before taught); capacity for 
thinking; opinions have a rationale; in-depth ideas 13 21 

(Table 2- 1 continued) 



Table 2-1. Giftedness in Children Survev: Characteristics that led to giftedness 
observation (continued) 

Abilities and interests differ substantially fiom nom in type 
and quantity 

Negotiating skills; ability to "argue" 

Reasoning skills; Relationships identified; Problem solver 

Language/vocabulary skills 
in general communicative 
complex & descriptive, larger vocabulary, longer 

sentences 

Comprehension skills 
in general 
verbal 
spatial 

Memory skills - to detail and facts even from the p s t ;  
photographic 

Developmental pattern: 

Peaks and valleys in levels for different 
subject/development areas 

Advanced at everything 

Constructive skills (lego, sticks, puzzles, sand) 

Manual Dextetityhe motor skills advanced (scissors, pencil) 

1) present 
2) not yet present 

Coordinated 

(Table 2- 1 continued) 



Table 2-1. Giftedness in Children Survev: Characteristics that led to eifiedness 
observation (continued) 

Social & emotional functioniog 

Self-assurance and confident 

Emotional Maturity 
1) yes 
2) no 

Ethical; sense of justice 

Highly sensitive 
in general hypersensitive; critical self-observations 
to others 

Some emotional inability to handle thought processes and ideas 
engaged in 

Self-aware; strong sense of self 

Empathetic 

Serious 

Perfectionistic 

Attentive to details 

Neatness Valued 

Socially: 
leader; nonconformist 
poor socially; dificulty relating to peen; 

shy and withdrawn 
confonnist; desire to fit in 

Different fiom fiiends 

(Table 2- 1 continued) 



Table 2-1. Giftedness in Children Survev: Characteristics that led to gifiedness 
observation (continued) 

Disposition: Well-behaved; cornpliant; helpful, reliable 9 
Bossy; strong-willed 7 
Outgoing 3 

Social skills: sharing, tum-taking, cooperation, listening 4 
disiike for group situations 4 

Socializes with older children 7 

Sense of hurnor: present 
strange 

Behaviors oflen cornrnented about by other parents/adults 11  

Development sirnilar to that of an older child I l  

Subject to: 
Boredom; Iaziness; uninterested; painful school 

expenence 
Underac hievernent 
Developing negative attitudes toward school 
Under-stimulation 
Inappropriate behaviors; isolation 
Losing confidence and self-esteem 
Frustration (motor skills not keeping Pace with cognitive 

ability; or quick Pace of subject turnover. 
additional time on-task) 

Depression 
Pushed by parents -> can't play, aren't creative, don? solve 

own problems; forced to "grow up" too quickly 

Of the 96 reported characteristics, most were reported by sirnilar percentages of 

parents and teachers, including: sensitivity, observation skills, excellent memory skills, 

innovation, insightful, large knowledge storehouses, inquisitiveness, large vocabularies, 

reasoning skills, self-teaching, penistence, enthusiasm, critical self-observation abilities, 



and high energy levels. In addition, both respondent groups reported similar 

characteristics within each domain. 

Parents reported the attainrnent of developrnenral milestones (walking, object 

permanence, and toilet training), while both parents and teachers observed early academic 

interests (science, reading, or witing). Parents reported early math interests, while 

teachers reported early interests in music, art, and cornputers. Both groups reported early 

abilities in the areas of math, reading, writing, music. physical skills, artistic and spatial 

skills, and the understanding of time. Parents alro observed early science abilities and the 

assimilation of complex constructs (i.e., distance. symbol patterns. proportionality. cards 

and chess). 

Within the motivation domain. both groups reported characteristics of 

independence and single-mindedness, observation skills. enthusiasrn or desire to learn. 

persistrnce, self-teaching ("ravenous sponges"). high energy levels. and the constant need 

for new challenges. The indictors of creativity reportrd by both groups included novelty 

in perspectives taken, innovative. imagination, and the forginç of new directions. Within 

the intellectual and academic domains, cornmonalties between parents and teachers were 

also found. Respondents observed characteristics including knowledge storehouses, 

quick understanding, inquisitiveness, insight, large vocabularies, memory and reasoning 

skills, manual dexterity, and coordination. Within the social and emotional domains, 

respondents reported emotional maturity, self-awareness. high sensitivity and critical 

self-observations, perfectionism, nonconformance and leadership. The two respondent 

groups noted both characterizations of cooperative social skills and a dislike for group 

situations. Both groups reported development similar to that of an older child. Although 



not characteristics, parents and teachers also noted concems that these children may be 

prone to cornmon vulnerabilities - boredom, Iaziness, and painful school experiences, 

under-stimulation, inappropriate behaviors and isolation, diminished confidence and self- 

esteem, and fmstration. 

Parents reported unusually long attention spans and extended on-task time, the 

fact that other adults commented about their children, and early vocabulary/language 

more often than did teachers. The teachers reported emotional irnrnaturity, social 

difficulties (relating to peers, shy and withdrawn), developmental and academic peaks 

and valleys, and early abilities in general. In addition. teachers more frequently reported 

that gifted preschoolers could be subjected to being pushrd by parents. Some expanded 

this vulnerability to say it resulted in youngsters who "can't play." "aren't creative." 

"don't solve own problems," and are "forced to grow up too quickly." 

Discussion and Recommendations 

Since the characteristics within each category are presented in detail. very low 

percentages for individual characteristics are reported. Therefore. determining 

similarities and differences across respondent goups would statistically inflate relational 

values. 

The results of this study show the characteristics reported by parents of gifted 

children and preschool/kindergarten teachers, fa11 into three distinct groups: those 

identified by parents early in the life of their gifted child, which were consistent with 

those noted by teachers, those reported by parents but not by teachers, and those reported 

by teachers and not by parents. Most of the reported characteristics fell into the first 



group. Parents reported long attention span and early language abilities observed in the 

preschool years. Teachers, although acknowledging early generai ability, reported social 

and emotional vulnerabilities including poor social skills, heterogeneous development, 

and emotional immaturity. The impact on the transition from home to 

preschookindergarten may be affected by these differences. Should this be the case, 

devices to facilitate this transition will be required. Further investigation is necessary. 

Several of these findings are consistent with Schetky (1 98 1). However, some 

uncertainty exists as to the age group she focused on because 5. 10 and 1 1 years old 

examples were studied. Characteristics such as challenging authority, independent 

thinking, discrepancies between maturation of physical, emotional and intellectual 

domains. interpenonal sensitivity, "environment of intensified expectations?' (p. 3, 

vulnerabilities to underachievement, social difficulties. withdrawal and depression. were 

al1 reported in this study. In addition, she purports that high energy drives have physical 

and psychological causes: a high level of cunosity and a diminishrd need for sleep. 

Compared to studies with older gifted children. many similar characteristics are 

noted. Davis and Rimm's (1985) high self-confidence and independent nature. and 

Vespi's (1 989) setting high expectations, being highly self-cntical, and striving for 

perfection are present in this younger age group. However, gifiedness in preschoolers is 

complicated by the heterogeneous development of domains. This recognition is crucial to 

the adequacy of educational p rogrming .  

Al1 exceptional children do not have the same characteristics; they express their 

desires in unique ways. It is via acceptance of the differences that al1 dornains will be 

numired. A child does not have to display al1 or even a majority of these reported 



characteristics to be considered for identification. Observing a number of traits in one 

child, however, may be indicative of a need for closer examination. More importantly, 

the existence of one or two charactenstics exhibited by a child should never be used to 

solely identify gifiedness. Being gified does not guarantee emotional or social rnaturity. 

Achievements in al1 realms contribute to self-acceptance and a sense of belonging. 

Although there is a positive outlook on the socioemotional development of the gified. 

there is a need for more guidance and understanding. The fostering of al1 gifis requires an 

understanding of individual wlnrrabilities so that nurturing and enriching environments 

c m  be created. 
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Chapter III - Paper 2 

Gifted preschoolers: Parent and teacher views on identification, early admission and 

programming 

Critical to improving the chances for optimal development is the need for 

identification of, and intervention with, those with special needs at an early age 

(Guralnick & Bennett, 1987). This is tme for al1 exceptionalities, including the gifted and 

talented. Unfortunately, unlike the other areas of excepiionality, gifted education has not 

been perceived as an area of concem because of the belief that the gifted are able to work 

it out for themselves (Delisle, 1992). Yet, children wvithin this exceptionality have unique 

needs and ignoring one or some developmental aspect can cause deleterious effects. 

The focus of this article is the investigation of the responses a survey completrd 

by parents and preschoolkindergarten teachers about the preschool gifted. The findings 

of the survey were divided into two articles. The tirst reporting characteristics of 

preschool gifted children, was presented at the 1 1 th WCGTC Conference in Hong Kong, 

and later published in its proceedings (Sankar-DeLeeuw. 1997). In this paper. 

comrnonalities among, and differences between. parent and teacher support for early 

identification, differentiated curriculum, and early entry, are discussed, and information 

deemed necessary by parent and teacher respondents, about raising and teaching this 

population, are presented. It was published in an earlier version by Roeper Review in a 

special issue entitled, "Gifted Young Children" (Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1999). 



Literature Review of Preschool Gifted 

The review of the literature deals with a discussior. of terminology (giftedness and 

preschooler), characteristics of gified preschoolers and tieir cognitive, social and 

emotional development. Research involving the parents and teachers of gifted children is 

also summarized. 

Definitions of Giftedness and Preschooler 

There are many competing conceptions of giftedness (S temberg & Davidson. 

1986) with definitions of giftedness ranging from a single intellectual dimension 

(Terman, 1925) to the recognition of multiple abilities and intelligences (Gardner. 1983: 

Guilford, 1956; Marland, 1972; RemIli.  1978; Sternberg, 198 1). Morelock and 

Feldman (1 992) present the following definition of gifted children in their chapter on The 

Assessrnent of Giftedness in Preschool Children: 

Gifted children ;ire those showing sustained evidence of advanced capability 

relative to their peers in general academic skills and/or in more specific domains 

(music, art. science, etc.) to the extent that they need differentiated educational 

programrning. (p. 302) 

Although the age designation for the term "gified preschooler" has been 

consistently defined in the literature as ages 3 to 4 or 3 to 5 years, there have been 

inconsistent age reference to the term 'Young gified." Refer to Figure 3-1 which 

summarizes a number of studies. Collectively, the studies span birth to over twelve years. 

The mean age was 5.5 years while the mode was 4 years. Caution is warranted in the 

interpretation of studies on the preschool gifted; information gleaned from a resource 



Figure 3-1 
"Young" Gifted: Acie variance in research studies 

Abraham 8 Hartwell (1985) 

Bagnato 8 Neisworth (1 981) 

Benbaw (1 986) 

Burke (1 989) 

Burns & Tunnard (1 991) 

Ehrlich (1 980) 

Fatouros (1 986) 

Gottfried, Gottfried, Bathurst. 8 Guerin (1 994) 

Johnson 8 L e m a n  (1 990) 

Karnes (1 983) 

Kitano (1989) 

Kitano (1 990) 

Lehman & Erdwins (1981) 

Lehman & Erdwins (1981) 

Louis, Feiring, & Lewis (1992) 

Mathews 8 Burns (1987) 

Roedell(t986) 

Roedell, Jackson, & Robinson (1980) 

Sandel, McCallister. 8 Nash (1993) 

Silverman (1986) 

Srnutny 8 Blocksom (1 990) 

Smutny, Veenker, & Veenker (1989) 

Smutny, Veenker, & Veenker (1989) 

Webb, Meckstroth, & Tolan (1 982) 

Wexler-Sherman, Gardner, 8 Feldrnan (1988) 

Wexler-Sherman, Gardner, & Feldman (1988) 

Wolf (1 989) 

Wolfe (1 989) 

Wright (1 990) 

Reference Term 

"gifted children", "preschool child" 

"early intervention" 
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"young gifted" 

"gifted preschoolers" 

"giftedness in the early years" 

"giftedness in very young children" 

"early developrnental aspects" 

"young gifted boys and girlsn 

"young gif'ted children" 

"young gifled children" 

"young children" 

"young intellectually-gifted children" 

"younger gifted children" 

"gifted preschoolers" 

"preschool gifted child" 

"young gifted children" 

"gifted young children" 

"preschool gifted children" 

"young gifted children" 

"preschool gifted children" 

"gifted child" 

"gifted preschoolef' 

"gifted childn 

"early assessment" 

"young children" 

"young gifted children" 

"gifted preschoolet' 

"precocious preschoolers" 

Ages Applied 

Birth 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I f  12+ 

1 1 1 1  

X X X X X X X X  I I  1  1  1 

l l l X  

X X X X X X X  

X  X 

X X X X X  
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X X X X X X X X  

X  X 

X X X X  

X  

X X X X  I I  I I  I I  1  
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X X  X  X  X  

X  X  X  

X X X  

X X X X  I I  1 1  1 1  

I X X X  I I  1 1 1  1 1  

X X X X  

X X X X X X X  

X X  
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X X X  
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X  X  

X  X  

X X  X  X  

X  X  

X X X  

(adapted from Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1997) X  X X X X Ages emphasized in study 

1  1 1 1  1  Ages nated in study 



requires careful consideration of the de finition of giftedness utilized by the author and the 

age designation given to "preschooler." This study designates a preschooler as between 

the ages of 3 1/2 and 6 years. 

Characteristics of Gifted Preschoolers 

There is some similarity in descriptors used in characterizing the preschool gifted. 

Developmental unevenness, or asynchrony, has bern noted by a number of researchers 

(Delisle, 1990; Hollingworth, 19.12; Webb, Meckstroth. & Tolm, 1982). "The 

dissonance between the IO-year-old brain, the 7-year-old body. and the 6-year old social 

response system ... is easily understood by children and adults alike and fraught with 

psychological pitfalls" (Genshaft, Bireley, & Hollinger, 1995. p. x). 

The preschool gified have been described by their parents as: 

divergent thinkers 

highly focused on their interests 

curious 

becorning early readers 

persistent; 

and as possessing: 

high verbal ability (including large vocabularies for their age) at an early age 

an unusual sense of humor 

a wide range of interests, yet a demonstrated ability in a single area 

an unusuai ability to make abstract connections in leax-ning 

a keen perceptiveness 



(Louis & Lewis,l 992; Roedell, 1989; Turtle, Becker, & Sousa, 1988; Webb et al., 1982). 

Characterizations of the preschool gifted by teachers, however, have not been an 

area of focus in the literature. Rohrer (1995) found a two-dimensional conception of 

gifiedness to be held by four primary (two kindergarten and two first grade) teachers: 

classroom performance (extremely unusual intellectual and/or academic ability) and 

affective style (intensity, high visibility, andor uniqucness). Sanl<ar-DeLeeuw (1 995. 

1997) described the charrrcterizations of young gifted children reported by parents and 

preschooI/kindergarten teachers. Parents recognized unusually long attention spans and 

extended on-task time more often than teachers did. Teachers also reported traits, 

including discordant development, emoiional imrnaturîty, sociaiivtion difficulties, and a 

tendency of being pushed by parents, which were not reported by parents. 

Cognitive Development Specific to Gifted Preschoolers 

There are a number of developmental differences frorn the general population 

which have been detected by parents of gifted children, including greater awareness and 

intensity from birth, and early language ability (Maxwell. 1995). Kitmo's ( 1985) study 

of gifted preschoolers found a number of cognitive-related behaviors, including high 

levels of accumulated knowledge and thinking abilities, spontaneous incorporation of 

academic activities in free play, and prelogical thinking. In addition, an avoidance of. and 

discornfort with, ambiguity was observed. 



Social and Emotional Development Specific to Gifted PreschooIers 

The beginning of preschool or kindergarten cm be a critical time for gifted 

preschoolers. They often cannot find peers at their level with similar interests, which can 

result in hstration and boredom (Hollingworth, 1942; Webb et al.. 1982). They may 

develop fear or anwiety about going to school to the degree that they rnay choose to hide 

their gifts. In general, they often have difficulty understanding "why other children 

cannot keep up with them and why teachers fail to stimulate them to the degree that they 

need" (Kerr, 199 1, p. 124). 

When solving hypothetical social conflicts. advanced verbal social-cognitive 

abilities of gifted preschoolers have been reported. even when the behaviord output could 

not be demonstrated (Roedell, 1989; Gottfried, Gottfried. Bathurst. & Guerin. 1994); 

some f o n d  it difficult to share (Roedell. 1989: Roedell. Jackson. & Robinson. 1980). 

Their advanced vocabulary and unusual fluency can actually make it difficult for them to 

relate to others. To the contrary, Lehrnan and Erdwins (1 98 1 ) found that young gifted 

children feel more cornfortable with themselves and report more positive feelings 

regarding themselves and othen than their peers. 

Research on the affective development of gifted preschoolers could not be found. 

Parents 

Not only has there been an increased intensity and quality of parental involvement 

in early childhood services in recent years, the role of farnilies in these services has had a 

larger emphasis (Paget, 1992). Between birth and the age of 5 years, families have the 

primary responsibility in the development of their children's cornpetencies. There is an 



important contribution made by parents to their child's gifiedness; however there are 

special needs and problems within the families of gified children. In addition, parents are 

often accused of putting pressure on their children (Rirnrn, 1995). 

Johnson and Lewman (1 990) reported gender-stereotypic patterns of parents' 

perceptions of their children's (3- and 4- year-olds) abilities. Leisure activities were more 

frequently dance and fine admotor skills for girls and convergent garnes and building for 

boys. Vocabulary was noted as outstanding for girls, while the boys' outstanding abilities 

were in abstraction, curiosity, and problem solving. Parents "recognize their child's 

potential prior to the time that educators test for gifiedness statu, which is typically in the 

early elementary years" (Gottfried et al.. 1994, p. 29). Involving the parents in the 

identification process has been supponed, yet. the practice has not been widely adopted 

(Paget. 1992). 

Teachers of Preschool Gifted Children 

Preschool gifted children require teachers who providr learning opportunities. 

intellectual, social and personal, which facilitate positive school life adaptations; yet. 

working with these students ofien involves dealing with their boredom with repetitive. 

unchallenging tasks and frustrations with their inability to accornplish tasks due to growth 

or developmental discrepancies. In addition, the identification of gified children by 

teachers has been reportedly more difficult the younger the child (Fatouros, 1986). 

However, teachers can play an important role in the prevention of bad study habits, socia 

behavior and self-esteem problems, and disinterest. underachievement, and boredom in 

school by this group. 



Summarv of Literature Review 

This literature review has provided a frarnework for the study reported in this 

article. The terms "giftrdness" and "preschooler" have been discussed, and the age 

designation for preschooler was assigned as between 3 !4 and 6 years. Caution is 

warranted in applying the findings of research conducted on older gifted children to the 

preschool gifted. This statement is particularly true in the area of emotional development 

Sensitivities. intensities, and perfectionism cannot autornatically be implied to this 

population. 

Research studies discussing parents and teachers in relation to gified preschool 

children have also been presented. The need for a comprehensive investigation into the 

views of parents and teachers about young gifted children. identification, early admission 

and programming, does not exist in the literature and such information is nccessary for 

successive collaborations by these groups in the identification OC and prograrnming for. 

this population. 

The Survev 

An exploratory study of the issues and concems of the parents of gifted 

preschoolers and of the presc hookindergarten teachers of gi Red children about early 

identification and programming for gifiedness was undertaken using an author-generated 

survey, the Giftedness in Young Children Survev. The survey was designed to examine 

teacher and parent attitudes toward various issues associated with the identification of 

gifiedness in this population, including characteristics the children demonstrated, the 



concept of early school entry and information deemed relevant by the respondents to the 

raising'teaching of this population. Both teacher and parent f~rms were identical. except 

for one question. 

A letter of introductory remarks and initial questions focused parents and teachers 

on the 3 1/2 to 6 year old age group. The parents were asked the close-ended question. 

"Do vou have. or have vou had, a child in preschool or kindergarten that vou suspect is. or 

suspected at the tirne was. gifted (reeardless of anv identification that occurred ûfter age 

6'J" Teachers were asked the close-ended question. "Have vou ever had a child in vour 

preschool or kindergarten class that vou sus~ected was gifted?" Al1 teacher and parent 

respondents replied in the affirmative. The survey then asked the research questions (see 

below). The survey concludrd with an option to provide persona1 information (name. 

address. telephone number), involvement in gifted education on the parent version (i.e.. 

3s parent. ABC member, teacher, principal). and other grades taught on the teacher 

version. Each mailout was accompanied by a letter of introduction and a self-addressed. 

stamped envelope. The same deadline was given as a retum date for both groups. 

Research Ouestions 

Teachers and parents were asked the following questions: 1) do you believe that 

giftedness can be identified between the ages of 3 112 and 6 years?; 2) do you believe 

that giftedness shouid be identified between the ages of 3 1/2 and 6 yean?; 3) what 

additional information would you have found beneficiai to raisekeach a gifted child? 

what professionals could have provided such information?; 4) do you believe that gifted 

children in this age group require a curriculum that is different from average in order to 



meet their unique needs?; 5) do you believe that gified preschoolers should be admitted 

to kindergarten at a younger age than specified by the Early Childhood Services (ECS) 

entry age criteria?; 6) what characteristics are important in detemining early entrance of 

a child? physical? intellectual? social/emotional? if all. equally? Their responses to these 

questions form the basis for this article. 

Methodolow 

Sam ple 

This study took place in Alberta, a rich multi-cultural society with good public 

school systems attended by al1 but a very small percentage of school-aged children. 

Respondents were not asked to indicate racial, marital. or SES particulars because, givrn 

the limited range of diversity within the population sampled. such particiilars may have 

idrntified respondents. Parents were not asked to identifi exceptional educational 

characteristics (Le., XDHD, LD). The number of boys and girls was approximately equal. 

Due to time and budgetary constraints, the parent survey was circulated to 9 1 

randomly selected members of the 159 members in the Alberta Associations for Bright 

Children and the Association for Bright Children - Edmonton. The majority of the 

responses came from parents in Edmonton. The response rate was 5 1% and anonymity 

was rnaintained by 19% of the parent surveys returned. 

The teacher s w e y  was circulated to 44 preschool teachers randomly selected 

from a directory of 1 12 preschools licensed in the Edmonton area by the Edmonton 

Preschool Association and ten (IO) kindergarten teachers contacted through Kinderearten 

Showcase (a conference held by the Edmonton Public School Board to introduce various 



issues to parents who have children entering kindergarten in the upcoming academic 

year). The teacher response rate was 52% and anonymity was maintained by 32% of the 

teacher s w e y s  returned. 

It is highly unlikely that the children described by the parents are those also 

described by the teachers. In addition, teachers may not necessarily have had experiences 

with Young gifted children, but the parents likely al1 had such experiences. Therefore. 

drawing inferences between respondent groups may be inappropriate. 

Procedure 

The remaining six questions of the Giftedness in Young Children Survev, not 

addressed by Sankar-DeLeeuw (1 995, 1997), are the focus of this article. Data from the 

close-ended questions were entered into preset spreadsheets verbatirn. and broken down 

by question. Modifications were made to the spreadsheets analyzing the open-rnded 

questions to allow individual responses and groups of responses to be reported. 

Analvsis 

Cornparisons were made between parent and tracher response frequencies. 

Relevant cornments fiom respondents were also used to qualify specific issues. 

Results and Discussion 

Question 1: do p u  believe that giftedness can be identified between the ages of 3 

1/2 and 6 years? Ninety-one percent of parents believed that giftedness can be identified 



at early ages, while 78% of the teachers surveyed reported that identification can be made 

earIy. 

Question 2: do you believe that gifiedness should be identified betsveen the ages 

of 3 112 and 6 years? Seventy-four percent of parent respondents believed that the 

preschool gifted should be identified, in contrast to 50% of the teachers. A qualification 

to a parent's yes answer was that "fnistration and a desire to fit in strike early; the 

brightest are often the best chameleons, acting like everyone else, and inwardly cursing 

their difference." A parent who replied "no" qualified the answer with "parents tend to 

know how to numire their children. and the parents are the major influence at this stage." 

Three parent respondents checked both yes and no; one of them stated that "it deprnds on 

how weli the child and parents are coping." Two parents did not respond to this question. 

Two teacher respondents checked both yes and no. and two teachers did not 

answer. Two teachrrs supporting identification noted "every child's individuality should 

be respected and their developmental rimetable encouraged" and "...because giftedness is 

a special need md if identified early enough we can provide special programming; they 

won't be labeled as having a "behavioral" problem." 

Question 3: what additional information would you have found beneficial to 

niseheach a gifted child? what professionals could have provided such information? 

Additional information requested by parents included resources for additional challenge 

(matenals, toys and methods), information on disciplinary techniques (anger 

management, coping with high emotional rages. hstration, and independence), 

educational options (testing early, leaming styles. thought processes, types of 

intelligences, dealing with systems which "hold gifted children back"), and parenting 



guidelines (individuaiity, creativity, imagination, high energy levels, affective qualities, 

coping with natural disasters/wars/fiightening events, socialization with adults and older 

agemates). Cree1 and Karnes (1988) found parents reported a need for information on 

available programs, discipline, underachievement and advocacy. 

Teacher respondents varied in the information they reported beneficial fiom an 

educator's standpoint. The information requested was how to balance different rates of 

developrnent to prevent frustration. advocacy for, and education about, supportive 

programming (Le., definition of gifted, activities - both challenging and piay-based. 

"success rate" for acceleration - acadernically and socially). One respondent stated how 

"being a parent of a gified child hrlps." Another reported that tests should not be 

"available to test 5 year olds . . . too many parents think they can 'create' a gified child." 

while yet another stated "at this age, it's probably best not to know. I don't feel that 

preschool programs should be heavily academic. Gifted children need to learn how to 

play before they begin forma1 learning." 

Professionals whom parents believed would be helpful were psychologists (child 

and family counsellors, psychornetrists), school staff (principals. teachers. special needs 

teachers, school counsellors, preschooVdaycare staff). parent support groups (Association 

for Bright Children), medical staff (doctors, pediatricians, public health nurse), media 

consultants and radio talk shows. and political lobbyists. One respondent generally stated 

"those that understand." 

Professionds noted by teacher respondents were school staff (consultants, 

educators and counsellors), psychologists, child development specialists (capable of 

identifjing noms for different age groups), speech clinicians, sociologists. parents (who 



seek extra stimulation supportive of their children), guest speakers/ workshops, and the 

Association for Bright Children. 

Question 4: do you believe that gifted children in this age group require a 

c u ~ c u l u m  that is different fiorn average in order to meet their unique needs? Seventy-six 

percent of the parents surveyed believed that preschool gifted children require a different 

curriculum, and 3Zoh of the teachers agreed. Two parents' qualifications to affirmative 

responses stated "they need challenges even at a young agc" and "Early Childhood 

Services (ECS) requires children to move quickly from one activity to another and [it] is 

fmstrating to those who can concentrate and want to spend more time on projects." A 

teacher opposing this practice stated. "I've had success with providing open-ended 

activities. These kind of children often take more time to complete a regulûr activity 

because of detail and excellence in quality." Another teacher noted that "gifted children 

will excel [sic] in any program, however a prograrn geared specifically to enhance their 

skills would allow them to progress hirther." 

Question 5: do you believe that gified preschoolers should be admitted to 

kindergarten at a younger age than specified by the Early Childhood Services (ECS) entry 

age criteria? Kindergarten programming in Alberta exists for those who, by March 1". are 

5 years of age. It is possible for a child to have 2 years of kindergarten. To date, there are 

no early entry prograrns in place, but a number of appeals are made each year. Thirty- 

seven percent of the parents, but only 7% of teachers. agreed with early entrance into 

kindergarten. Braga (1 97 1 ) also found negative attitudes by pnmary teachers toward 

early entrance. A qualification made by a parent's affirmative answer stated "our 

daughter . . . is currently reading Charlotte's Web. She has to wait until September . . . to 



enter ECS to leam A B C D . . . why?" A parent opposing this option stated "the 

preschool years c m  be so wonderful for a parent(s) to develop security, self-esteem, 

moral values, friendship, trust, etc. that are so very much nreded before academic 

intervention. A child needs to be a child. Their brilliance can take away some childhood 

years." A teacher supporting early entry stated, "if they are physically and emotionally 

mature (and many are!), they actually benefit from a group setting," whereas a teacher 

opposing it noted "definitely not. They need time to develop socially and emotionally as 

well. (In many cases it is even more necessary for these children)." 

Question 6: what characteristics are important in the determining the early 

entrance of a child? physical? intellectual? social/emotional? if d l ,  equally? 

Although 7% of teachers agreed with early entrance. al1 but two answered this question. 

Forty-one percent of parent respondents acknowledged the importance of physical 

characteristics (i.e., gross and fine motor skills. height. weight) in determining the early 

entrance of a child. yet this domain was believed to be important by 65% of teacher 

respondents. Two parent respondents were unsure how to answer. 

The intellectual domain was considered to be important for early entrance 

consideration by 70% of the parents and 73% of the teachsrs. One parent respondent and 

one teacher respondent were unsure how to answer. 

Social-emotional development was considered to be important for early entrance 

consideration by 89% of the parents, and 92% of the teachers. One parent respondent 

checked both yes and no for this domain and one parent was unsure how to answer. 

Thirty-three percent of parents believed al1 three domains had equal importance in 

early entrance consideration, while 43% did not report these domains to have equai 



importance and 13% were unsure or did not believe in the practice of early entrance. A 

fairly even division existed between teachers who consider all three domains to be equai 

and those who do not, 42% and 46% respectively. 

The greatest concern indicated, by both parent and teacher respondent groups, was 

in reference to the social maturity of early entrants, while the physical development was 

of least concern. Some similarity exists with the McCluskey and Walker (1986) warning 

that "students who are accelerated, though qualified academically, may be too immature 

socially, physically, and emotionally to achieve at the higher lrvel of placement" (p. 12). 

There have been few documented studies focusing on these domains in the early 

years (Austin & Draper, 198 1 ; Horowitz, 1987; Janos & Robinson. 1985; Lehrnan & 

Erdwins, 1 98 1 ; Roedell, Jackson, & Robinson. 1 980). Nonintellectual chancteristics of 

gified children have received less attention than characteristics of an academic and 

intellectual nature (Clark, 1992; Gottfried et al.. 1994; Webb et al.. 1982). Yet this study 

revealed that both parents and teachers acknowledge domains. other than intellectual. as 

important, and, in the case of teachers, sociaYemotional and physical domains are as 

important as the intellectual domain. 

Conclusion 

This article explores the commonalities and discrepancies between parent and 

teacher conceptions of giftedness and views on identification, rarly admission, and 

programming within this age range which have not previously been addressed. Early 

identification has been recommended and supported (Bloom, 1985; Feldman, 1980) and 

the importance of appropriate environmental support stressed (Feldman & Goldsmith, 



1986). Yet only half of the surveyed teachers in thiç study believed that early 

identification should be done. Great discrepancy exists between parents and teachers 

surveyed as to the value of the educational early entry option. 
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Chapter IV - Psper 3 

Case Studies of Gifted Kindergarteo Children - Profiles of Promise 

The early years have been considered formative, and critical, to subsequent 

cognitive, social and emotional development, yet research on young children has focused 

on commonalities; individual differences and abnormally advanced development are 

often viewed as, b'btroublesome noise' rather than objects of interest in themselves" 

(Robinson, 1993, p. 507). Despite considerable growth in the field of school psychology, 

identification of, and intervention with. the young gifkd have received little emphasis; 

most notably neglected are gifted school-entry-aged children. So kw areas with respect 

to the young gifted have been researched that much uncertainty still rxists about the 

nature and fostering of gifiedness and talent at this age. 

There has been a preponderance of retrospective studies in the examination of the 

early lives of the highly gifted (Albert, 1980; Coli. 1926; Goertzel, Goertzel. & Goertzel. 

1978). Bloom's (1985) study on world-class achievers found their early years to consist 

of warm and gentle nurturance. Prodigies, whose adult-level talents emrrge by middle 

childhood, are rarely addressed prior to school entry (Feldman & Goldsmith. 1986; 

Radford, 1990). The accuracy of parent and teacher identification has also been 

examined. Because of biased sarnpling from high socioeconomic areas, early sîudies of 

the young gified tended to conclude that they were superior in al1 facets of development. 

Unfortunately, these midies have instituted firmly held "beliefs" that these children are 

able to overcome their problems independently and will nse to the top? regardless of any 

intervention provided. 



This study utilized an in-depth, qualitative case study research approach, as 

described by Bogdan and Bikien (1992), to investigate the lives of gifted kindergarten 

children. When studying sub-populations of gifted students, it is difficult to obtain large 

population sarnples and it is not possible to employ random selection as the identification 

of the gified and talented within this age group is not comrnon practice. Very few studies 

of this population have been undertaken in "present time." when the children are actually 

experiencing events, such as school programs, parenting, social relationships and other 

influences that contribute to their overall development. By focusing on the present, 

characterizaiions of particular and idiosyncratic features of the child's development and 

more detailed attention to environmental factors influencing the individuality and 

diversity of this population c m  be acquired. Retrospective studies, by contrast. are 

subject to the inaccuracies of the recollections of older mernories. This study allowed 

growth and change rxperiences to be observed firsthand. 

There have been a number of research case studies conducted within gifted 

education. Children with IQs exceeding 1 80 (Hollingwonh. 1942). gifted twins ( Witty & 

Coomer, l985), eminent historical figures (Goertzel & Goertzel. 1962). adolescents 

(Flack, l983), world class performers (Bloom. l98j), prodigies (Feldman & Goldsmith. 

1 %6), and the radical acceleration of an Australian extraordinarily gifted child (Gross. 

1986) are al1 exarnples of research utilizing this methodology. Case study techniques 

were used to develop theory unique to special populations of gifted individuals. 

Whitmore and Maker (1 985) focused on gifted individuals with disabilities, including 

those with hearing, visual, and physical impairment, and learning disabilities. However, 

these research studies, with the exception of Gross (1 986), have focused on intellectual 



and academic characteristics rather than the overall development of these individuals 

within a social and academic setting. 

In previous studies of young gifted children, 1 have focused on several issues 

surrounding giftedness in this population (i.e., characteristics, identification, early school 

entry, parenting and teaching information) using an author-generated, exploratory survey 

which was circulated to parents of gifted children and preschool/ kindergarten teachers 

(Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1995; 1997; 1999). Although parent and teacher respondents 

comrnonly identified the majority of reported characteristics of giftedness. teachers 

emphasized emotional immaturity and pushy parents (Sankar-DeLeeuw. 1995; 1997). 

Even though both respondent groups believed that early identification c m  be 

accomplished, they differed in their support of the practice. A qualitative case study 

methodology was selected to hirther investigate these issues. 

Early life experiences can powerfully impact on attitudes toward leaming and 

later achievements in education. The purpose of this study wûs to: (a) delineate 

developmental characteristics: and (b) explore educational needs which apply to the 

young gified. This information can be used to provide the foundation for the provision of 

developmentally appropriate cumcula. 

Methodoloa 

Participant Selection 

In order to obtain subjects, this study was publicized through a nurnber of 

channels, including support groups for parents of gifted children, public and separate 

school boards throughout Alberta, preschool and early childhood education 



organizations, early childhood and gifted councils of the Alberta Teachers' Association, 

charter schools for the gifted, and chartered provincial psychologists known to have a 

particular interest in gifted and talented children. A broadcast letter, nomination fom, 

and consent forrns, al1 utilized in the selection process, c m  be found in Appendices C to 

E. The initiai criteria for identifying participants were: a) an intelligence quotient (IQ) 

score at or greater than 130 on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale IV (Thorndike, 

Hagen, and Sattler, 1986); b) a chronological age between 5 and 6 during the years 1997- 

1998; and c) an expressive language score equal to or greater than the 75th percentile on 

the Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabularv Test - Revised (Gardner, 1990). Of the 

twenty-four nominations (four girls and twenty boys) received. twelve met the specified 

criteria. 

From these twelve, four participants were selected to represent: a) distinctiveness 

of characteristics; and b) a variety of educational settings. A fifüi participant. Xiang- 

Huo. although not meeting the cognitive criterion. was also selrcted for the reasons 

explained below. Al1 five children were betwern five years. seven months (5-7) and five 

years, eleven months (5-1 1) of age at the outset of the study. With the exception of 

Xiang-Huo, their IQs ranged from 13 1 to 14 1. The students' expressive language 

measures ranged from the ninety-fourth to above the ninety-ninth percentiles (age 

equivalents between 7-1 0 and 1 1 - 1 1). Three children undenvent cognitive assessments 

independently of this project: Patrick, who needed an IQ measurement as a requirement 

for entrance into a charter school; Xiang-Huo, at his teachers' suggestion, to determine 

current intellectual and academic functioning; and Jane, whose assessrnent \vas used to 

explore programming options because she was eager to begin school. 



In the interest of maintaining confidentiality and anonymity, the children and their 

farnilies were asked to provide pseudonyms for themselves, while pseudonyms where 

assigned to the children's teachers, classmates, and friends. Identifying particulars of the 

schools were also modified. 

Patrick was nominated by his kindergarten teacher who noted that he "excels 

verbally and shows strength in logical reasoning." He was chosen because his reading 

and writing skills are at the kindergarten level (age and grade appropriate), and because 

he attended one of the two charter schools specializing in the educntion of students who 

are gified and talented. Physically, Patrick was observed to be very small. yet at 5-1 1. he 

was the oldest in the study. He was very affectionate. engaging, and especially verbal. In 

his kindergarten classroom, which consisted of fourteen students. Patrick was vrry 

popular and often was the first one picked by his classmates for paired activities. 

Moreover, Patrick's closest friend was six years older; their favorite activity rvas to 

"make action movies" in their neighborhood. He was also described. and observed. as 

being very cornfortable in adult Company. He also enjoyed many sports, including 

Taekwondo, swimming and tennis. Patrick's parents. both high school graduates (UK 

educated), were a sales manager and a registered nurse. Patrick has a ten-year old sister. 

Xiang-Huo was nominated by his kindergarten teachers, both of whom described 

him as, "reading, running a computer with ease, doing high level math (multiplication & 

division), [and as having] good oral language skills." Reported behavioa, and his 

parents' and teachers' confidence that his assessment results (IQ416) far underestimated 

his ability were the driving force behind his inclusion. Initially, there was surprise and 

shock by both parents and teachen in reaction to Xiang-Huo's low assessment scores 



(attained independently fiom this project). Cornrnents on the psychological assessrnent 

report stated that he was "very verbal throughout, although difficult to admit [that he] 

didn't know [an] answer.. . eager to try more challenging items.. . often completed 

uninteresting tasks with [his] eyes closed or not Iooking at the paper and refused to do 

some (non-cornpliance) . . . [and on creative tasks, there was] not a lot of effort, [he] 

hurried through." Xiang-Huo looked older than his age would indicate, but he was the 

youngest in the study. Very quickly, he revealed his independence, humor, and self- 

chailenging nature (i.e.. spoke without ending a sentence or taking a breath, and drew 

without lifting his pencil from the page). Xiang-Huo's school. an independent preschool 

and kindergarten, provided individualized programrning and a small student-teacher ratio 

based on the Proiect A ~ ~ r o a c h  (Katz & Chard. 1989). encouraging young children to 

explore their environment and express themselves through an in-depth study of a 

particular topic. There were twenty-two (three preschool and ninetern kindergarten) 

students and four teaching staff in his classroom. Xiang-Huo's mother \vas the general 

manager of a computer Company, and his father was a professor of engineering sciences. 

Xiang-Huo's eleven-year-old sister was a source of information for him; he oflen 

rummaged through her school bag for books to read and exercises to complete. Xiang- 

Huo is first generation Chinese Canadian. Although English is predominately spoken at 

home, Xiang-Huo converses in fluent Chinese to his paternal grandparents, who also live 

with his family. 

Cole was nominated by his kindergarten teacher and his parents. He was 

characterized by his nominators as "inquisitive, determined, goal oriented. [having a] 

strong sense of humor, introspective, very energetic, [and] tenacious.. . he would 



' practice' for quite a length of time." In addition, he was interested in a variety of sports 

(basketbail, speed skating), academics (particularly math and reading), and constmcting 

things from Lego, Knex, and other building devices (evident during his assessrnent by his 

strengths in abstract/visual skills and pattern anal ysis). Cole was c hosen because, in 

addition to the above-mentioned characteristics, he was noted by his parents and teacher 

as not being sensitive to other children in his classroom, and hrthermore because Cole's 

school is a district site for The Academic Challenge Proeram [ACP]. His kindergarten 

class had twenty-six students. His teacher stated that ACP "is a way of looking at the 

world differently, a way of being able to process information that is different from other 

children and you cm see it in kindergarten.. . Cole is able to process information 

instantaneously ... his mind is spiming with questions. It is not taught." In discussing 

school demographics, she continued, stating, "these kids corne well-trained.. . it's the 

area. These people [adult community in surrounding area] are educated. They know that 

its important to read to their child every night. They talk to tlieir children. they take them 

places.. .and it shows." Cole had an eleven-year-old sister. His mother was a high school 

teacher, and his father was a graphics designer. According to Cole's parents, his sister 

"straightens" Cole up about things, his voice o r  reason. 

Jaae was nominated by her kindergarten teacher and her parents. Her teacher 

described her as "bright [with] very good attending skills." Her mother noted "her 

reading skills, 'take charge' attitude, love [for] challenges, [and] f eu  of failure and 

ridicule." She was chosen because of her observationai skills, focused concentration and 

motivation, engaging nature, and very precise language use. During the initial home 

visit, Jane illustrated several science experiments on static electricity, performed a music 



recital, and appeared to read flawlessly with emotion and seemingly littie effort. Jane 

also attended ACP, although at a different district site than Cole. There were fifteen 

students in her classroom. Jane's mother was a communication and marketing specialist 

and private consultant, and her father was an independent businessman. Jane was an only 

child. Access to a diary, kept throughout Jane's rnother's pregnancy through to the 

present, made an interesting addition to this study's data collection. 

Sawyer was nominated by her preschool teacher from the previous year, and her 

parents. Her nominators described her as having "an advmced vocabulary and a high 

level of reading comprehension. She readily sees relationships, detects patterns, rnakes 

generalizations, and is able to transfer her knowledge from one area to another.. . She is 

highly observant and has an excellent eye for, and memory of. drtail. She is very rule- 

and routine-oriented." She was chosen because her nominators also noted her 

ovewhelming shyness and nervousness with new people or situations. Her kindergarten 

teacher was surprised by Sawyer's nomination. describing Sawyer as "a selective mute" 

at the b e g i ~ i n g  of school, which continued for four months. and how shz socially lagged 

behind, spending al1 of her time by herself, hiding in the reading center, reading. although 

never reading out Ioud. Sawyer3 teacher continued. comrnenting, "'you couldn't tell she 

was in the room." Sawyer was extremely shy initially, and not entirely cornfortable with 

her meeting with the researcher, although she did allow her mother to leave the room 

afier approximately twenty minutes together. She was not willing to guess under any 

circumstance (Le., prompting, support) and waited to be told how to respond, or to state 

her response. She appeared anxious and insecure with her own ability. She was most at 

ease with the verbal memory tasks. Over time, she was challenged by the assessment 



process and persisted through ail elements. Her behavior strongly suggested that her 

measured scores may be an underestimation of her ability. Sawyer attended an inclusive, 

multi-cultural school setting where the teaching staff use Gardner's (1983) theory of 

multiple intelligences to acknowledge gifts in different areas occwring across al1 grades, 

kindergarten to six. There were nineteen students in her classroom, including one autistic 

child (with a funded aide). Sawyer's mother was a stay-at-home mother, although she 

had completed one year of a university arts degree. Her father, a lawyer for eight years, 

was completing a doctorai degree in business. Sawyer ais0 has a four-year old brother. 

Data Gathering 

Standardized Assessments. 

.4 number of achievemrnt tests were utilized for: (i) reading, the Woodcock 

Reading Masterv Test - Revised (WRMT-R; Form G; Woodcock. 1987) and the 

Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievernents - Revised (Woodcock & Johnson. 1989); (ii) 

receptive Ianguage, the Peabodv Picture Vocabularv Test - Revised (PPVT-R. Form L; 

DUM & Dunn, 198 1); (iii) math. the Canadian edition of KevMath Revised: A 

Diagnostic Inventorv of Essential Mathematics (KeyMath-R; Form A; Comolly, 199 1). 

the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievements - Revised (Woodcock & Johnson. 1989); 

(iv) fine motor skills, the Develo~mental Test of Visual-Motor Inteeration (Fourth 

edition)(VMI; Beery, 1997); and (vi) memory, the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cornitive 

Abilitv (WJ-R COG; Woodcock & Johnson, 1990). These tests were individually 

administered to the children over a nurnber of meetings ranging fiom one to three hours, 

with settings including at their homes, schools, and the author's office. The order of test 



presentations was the same for al1 subjects and no more than hvo tests where given to any 

one child on any one occasion. 

The difficulty in attaining reliable assessment information of children of this age 

was appreciated. Individual intellectual and academic assessments of the participants 

varied across a continuum from efficient, quick, and on-task behaviors that produced high 

degrees of confidence in the measured outcornes to long, sporadic responses requiring 

much encouragement, which resulted in lower levels of reliability in the measured scores. 

Xiang-Huo's independent intellectual assessment raised sorne concem with the rapport 

development, patience, redirection and increased time, often required in the reliable and 

valid appraisal of young gifted children. Sawyer's academic assessments were complrted 

in uncomfortably hot weather and at her home while her brother was downstairs watching 

videos; Sawyer really wanted to be a pan of that video activity. Her results may be an 

underestimation in sorne areas due to these distractions, However. the intellectual 

assessment results provided al1 the parents, except for Xiang-Huo's, with confirmation of 

their long-held hunches and suspicions about their respective child's abilities. 

Observations. 

Observations occurred in a number of settings (homes, schools, and other settings 

in which the children were involved, e.g., skating arenas. music bands, art and swirnrning 

classes), as outlined by Bogden and Biklen (1992). Each setting was observed at least 

four times (spaced over three rnonths) and certain times of the day worked better for 

some observations. Samples of behavior from several different times of day over several 

occurrences were attained. Although the individual participant is the targeted subject, 



observations also involved large or small groups of individuals at the above-rnentioned 

settings. Setting visits were accessed over approximately a one hour duration, with 

specific observations k i n g  two to ten minutes. 

A continuum of observation, as outlined by Heath (1985), was employed. from 

non-reactive to reactive: non-participating observer, transient observer, observing 

participant, and participant observer. A variety of record mechanisms were utilized in 

this investigation, including journal entries, audio and videotape recordings, and time 

sarnpling. 

Questionnaires. 

A Parent Ouestionnaire was developed for the study (sec Appendix F) and 

completed by the parents of each participant to provide information on their child's birth 

and medical history. personal experiences, and parental perceptions of functioning. A 

Teacher Questionnaire was also developed for the study (see Appendix G) and completed 

by the teachers of each participant in order to providr information on the child's 

cognitive (expressive and receptive language), psychomotor (coordination). and social 

hinctioning. 

Interviews. 

Interviews were used to review information obtained from questionnaires, clinical 

testing, observations, and other sources of information. Semi-structured and focused 

interviews, as outlined by Borg and Gall (1989), were conducted with the children, and 

their parents and teachers. Interviews with the children were based on a protocol 



developed for the study (see Appendix H). As was expected, interviews with this age 

group also consisted of informai and unplanned opportunities with the participants 

themselves. Interviews with parents and teachers were based on their respectively 

completed questionnaires. Three to four hours over two, or three, sessions were utilized 

with the parents and teachers of each participant (each session lasting between 30 and 

120 minutes and held approximately one to two months apart). Two hours over two to 

three sessions were held with each participant; the first of which were held as extension 

of the first interview with respective parents. Al1 interviews were audiotaped. and 

subsequently trmscribed verbatim. Pior to each subsequent interview. parents and 

teachers received a transcription of the previous interview. They were encouraged to 

read their copy and make any corrections or clarifications. Interviews were used to 

develop content ideas and suggested directions for final interviews. 

Data Analvsis 

Data collection and analysis are simultaneous processes in qualitative research 

(Memarn, 1988; Yin. 1994). In accordance with Yin's (1989) method of establishing a 

case study data-base, an ingredient to enhance the reliability of case studies. a data-base 

of the information collected from these cases was created and maintained. FoiIowing 

review by respondents, interview and questionnaire transcripts were entered into the data- 

base. Al1 of the test and observational data, including the transcnpts, were triangulated to 

assure the reliability and validity of this process (Creswell, 1994). Data analysis from 

this data-base involved two types of coding: open coding and axial coding (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990). From open coding, patterns, categories, and themes emerged fiom the 



data through 'Wie process of breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and 

categorizing data" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 6 1). The themes that emerged were 

circulated to the respondents for their review, and further input. As Patton (1987) 

suggests, there were no a priori categorizations that were imposed on the data. Axial 

coding put the data "back together" by initiating connections among the categories 

derived in open coding (Stnuss & Corbin, 1990). Each datum, such as 'Weed for 

stimulikeeping busy" \vas compared to other data relating to the cbild's need to be kept 

busy to detect incidents of specific phenomena. 

Results of Thematic Analvses 

Thematic analyses of the database, from the coding procedures described above. 

resulted in systematic data reduction into patterns and then themes. Consistent with a 

qualitative design, the themes are developed into narrative descriptions (Creswell. 1994). 

to appreciate how they are exhibited in young gifted children. The following cateçorirs 

were generated: inteliectuall achievement domain. social domain. affective domain. 

physical domain, aesthetic and creative domain, and parent and teacher influences. 

IntellectuaUAchievement Domain 

The children's extensive amounts of acquired, or background knowledge, were 

cornrnoniy noted by their respective parents and teachers. Patrick's teacher drscribed his 

acquired knowledge as "tremendous," and Xiang-Huo ' s teacher described his as "vast." 

Cole's knowledge was also qualified as extensive for his age, by his teacher. He 



exhibited an understanding of concepts beyond what a child at this age usually 

comprehends. Jane's teacher descnbed her as "bright, well-stimulated, [and an] eager 

leamer." Sawyer's pattern analysis, at age three and a half, was so well-developed, 

explained her father, that she identified the little dipper in the sky. She transferred this to 

a home visit with her play school teachers. In an atlas, she pointed out the entire solar 

system, inciuding identieing Jupiter and naming its moons. One of her preschool 

teachers relayed the awe she experienced at having witnessed this incident. 

Memorv. 

A11 the parents and teachers commented on the children's excellent memory 

skills. Patrick had memorized lines of movies and songs (inchding Tov S t o y  Titanic). 

According to Patrick's teacher, "he has an incredible memory, and if something's said to 

him once, and it's just interesting enough for him.. . he's a sponge. he's lramed it. he 

remembers it, he'll bring it up at the right tirnc at the right place." Sawyer and Xiang- 

Huo were described by their parents and observed to have similar retention levels for 

movies, Jurmanii and Austin Powers films, respectively. Her parents. as the earliest 

indicator (age 18- 19 months) of her giftedness, agreed upon Sawyer's memory. 

Hiehwaman, a long poem in an illustrated book, was often read to Sawyer because she 

could follow along with the pictures. One night. her father. distracted in mid-sentence by 

her mother, stopped, and Sawyer filled in the rest of it. On an Alaskan holiday, involving 

a lot of driving, entertainment was reciting poems; Sawyer corrected her parents, filling 

in uncompleted lines. From the age of three years, she remembered the sources of her 

books and she often compared books to their accompanying movies. After watching the 



movie Tov Story, a year after reading the book, Sawyer remarked to her mother that 

sections of the movie were not covered by the book and that perhaps "Mary's Mom," 

who had given it to her, had forgotten these pages. 

Performances on the Short Term M ~ O N  subtest of the Stdord-Binet 

Intellieence Scale - IV were extremely high for Sawyer (exceeding the 99" percentile), 

Jane (98'h percentile), Patrick percentile) and Cole (92" percentile). Xiang-Huo's 

score was estimated to be within average limits. Due to limited time, the Woodcock- 

Johnson Psvchoeducational Batterv - Revised: Tests of Cognitive Abilitv was only 

cornpleted by Patrick, Cole and Jane. This test provides very broad ranges for an 

achieved score within this age group, therefore, the error associated can be very large. 

Both boys had difficulty with the name memory and visual matching tests, yet could 

retain the few names recalled after a deiay. Al1 did well rernembering sentences. Patrick 

excelled on visual closure tasks, while Cole and Jane performed well on visual-auditory 

leaming, cross-out, and word memory tasks. Jane and Patrick exhibited strengths in 

picture recognition. Areas of strength for Cole were his short-term retrieval and dclayed 

visual-auditory recall, while processing speed and short- and long-trrm retrieval were 

strengths for lane. 

Philosophv. 

Al1 the children have pondered questions about the univene, religion, mythology. 

and ou planet, Earth, from a very young age. Most recently, Patrick had been asking 

about Medussa. Xiang-Huo often asked his parents about God, and was concerned about 

the Earth and recycling. Cole considered dying and the after-life. Jane had an early 



recognition that the planet was only a dot in the universe. Her interests also included the 

origin of life, and death. Sawyer was interested in, and concerned about, the 

environment, and had an early fascination with the solar system. 

Reading, Math and Spelling Skills. 

The children's acadernic abilities were noted at early ages. From younger than 

three years of age, Xiang-Huo's reading ability and math skills had frequently been 

noticed and cornrnented about to his parents by fnends. his trachers, and visitors to his 

home. Jane's play school teachers cornmented on her ability to read and understand 

German. In addition. from early on, many family mernbers and fiends said that Jane 

read [English] exceptionally well. 

Academic skills in reading, math and spelling varied greatly across the 

participants. Academically, Patrick functioned at the level of same-age peers. whereas 

Xiang-Huo and Cole surpassed peers in al1 the academic skills (math and science. 

reasoning, and problem solving). The assessment of the components of reading (letters. 

words, phonetic skills and comprehension) revealed that Xiang-Huo exceeded the ninety- 

eighth percentile, while Cole, Jane and Sawyer were al1 at or above the eighty-ninth 

percentiie. Patrick was within the average and high average ranges, between the fihieth 

and eighty-fifth percentiles. Sawyer was very unwilling to complete the math subtests; 

this resulted in an inability to arrive at final assessment scores. Math skills were above 

the ninety-ninth percentiles for Cole and Xiang-Huo. Patrick fell between the fortieth 

and seventy-third percentiles. Jane scored at the eighty-fourth percentile. 



In a classroom exercise, Xiang-Huo described the quarter he received fiom the 

tooth fairy as twenty-five times better than the expected penny. He explained he would 

need to lose three more teeth in order to buy something at the Dollar Store, 'oplus a bit for 

GST!" Asking questions was a challenge; adults can follow his reasoning, but his 

classmates cannot. Although his abstract verbal abilities exceeded that measured of al1 

other participants, his interest in visual-perceptual-based activities (crafts, puzzles) was 

low. He closed himself off to the latter, often stating, "no, I don't like puzzles," or, "1 

don't do puzzles.'' "Cole has taught hirnself the whole reading system [and] his 

academics are nght off the charts," explained his teacher. He knew ten/hundred/thousand 

placement values, showing to classmates examples including. "1 000 plus 100 equals 

1 100." 

At-home reading activities were of common interest for al1 the participants in the 

study. There were a number of special topics of interest in their reading. For Patrick. it 

was Egypt, mummies, snakes. music, volcanoes. Indiana Jones. Greek mythology, and 

the Goosebumos series. Xiang-Huo enjoyed reading mysteries. word puzzle books and 

math workbooks. For Cole, it was drearns, sports. and Canadian flags. For Jane. it was 

volcanoes and nature. Sawyer was particularly interested in butterflies. plants. insects. 

and, most especially, cats. 

Differences existed between the extent of home and school reading for al1 the 

children. None of the children chose reading during classroom free time; reading time 

only appeared to be tolerated by dl .  Classroom reading materials appeared to be within 

appropriate reading levels for, although not always accessed by, Patrick, Xiang-Hio, Cole 

and Jane. For two participants, Sane and Xiang-Huo, at-home reading was a solitary 



(with little parent support) experience. However, Jane also appeared to enjoy the "center 

stage" aspect of reading out loud to her class. Sawyer's reading level exceeded most 

books in her classroorn. Even though resources did not match Sawyer's abilities, she 

repeatedly perused the same non-print, biggest picture book during class reading time and 

solitary reading exercises involving the ordering of scattered segments of different poems 

(six or eight poems in one pocket) which she easily accomplished. Observations revealed 

Patrick's heavy memory reliance when reading; his tendency was to read by recognition 

rather than phonetic application. However, he usually perceived the meaning and humor 

in passages that were read to him. 

Standardized assessrnent of the participants' spelling abilities produced scores 

ranging from the thirty-fourth (Patrick) through to the ninety-sixth (Jane. Sawyer. and 

Xiang-Huo) percentiles. The children's performance on the Woodcock Johnson Tests of 

Achievement - Revised (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989) revealed spelling skills exceeding 

the ninety-fifh percentile for Xiang-Huo, eighty-fifih percentile for Jane and Sawyer. 

seventy-fifth percentile for Cole and thirty-fourth percentile for Patrick. Al1 the 

children's editing skills (i.e., use of periods. commas, and capitals), with the exception of 

Xiang-Huo, who was not assessed, exceeded the seventy-fifth percentile. On numerous 

occasions when obsewed in class, Cole was very evasive with spelling exercises. For 

exarnple, descriptions of daily news events were consistently completed quickly, 

including a drawing, but with very little printing in their composition. Similady, Xiang- 

Huo utilized a number of avoidance tactics when asked to write. including the 

construction of signs to accompany his newly created "hotels?' and "stores." In contrast. 



Sawyer enjoyed creating new words through different ones; for example: PAR + IS = 

PARIS; S N G  + A + POR + E = SINGAPORE. 

Laneuape. 

First words were spoken under one year of age by al1 the children except Patrick, 

who first spoke at eighteen months of age. Although delayed in speaking, Patrick seemed 

to retain everythng he heard; according to his mother, "he spoke just naturally." His 

parents recognized his verbal abilities when he was about three years old. Jane's mother 

stated that she knew the alphabet at nine months. Sawyer's parents described her early 

speech as "an explosion of language," yet, like Patrick. she did not tend to repeat things. 

M e n  she spoke, her language was incredible and she was noted as having advanced 

language skills. 

Al1 the children excelled in expressive language. Patrick and Cole loved sharing 

ideas. Patrick demonstrated immense strength. with quick comprehension of abstract 

ideas; his definitions for rotate ("spin") and volcano ("an erupting mountain") were very 

quickly added to class discussions. Xiang-Huo easily and cleûrly expressed himself. 

using sarcasm very effectively. Jane's clear, articulate, mature sentence structure and 

grammai- were observed and comrnented upon by her parents and teacher. Sawyer's 

teacher found her language to be typical of a much older child. The children's expressive 

language measure, used as an entrance criterion for this snidy. ranged from the ninety- 

fourth (Cole) to the ninety-ninth (Patrick, Jane) percentiles. Sawyer' s score exceeded the 

ninety-ninth percentile; an age equivalent measure of eleven years, eleven months (1 1 - 

L 1) was determined. 



With respect to their receptive language, al1 the children had a very good 

understanding of classroom concepts and directions. According to Jane's teacher, Jane 

consistently asks if she does not understand something. The receptive language measures 

on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test- Revised (Dunn & DUM, 198 1) exceeded the 

ninety-eighth percentile (approximately above the age equivalent of nine) for Jane, 

ninety-first percentile for Sawyer, and eighty-ninth percentile for Patrick. Cole and 

Xiang-Huo were within the average to high average ranges, bcrween the sixtieth and 

eighty-sixth percentiles. Perhaps as a means of producing challenge, initially both 

Sawyer and Jane jokingly answered tvith the opposites of many of the responses required 

before providing the appropriate responses. They were very amused by it! Patrick, 

Sawyer. and Jane were al1 visibly upset by an item on dissection. while Cole iaughed. 

stmd and responded, "cool!" 

Social Interaction with Others 

Friends. 

Al1 the children tended to prefer their own Company to that of other children. 

particularly when working on self-initiated activities, both in and out of school. 

Patrick socialized within the greatest age variability of playmates (kindergarten to 

grade six). Patrick, according to his teacher, "is very much liked by his peers. He is 

cooperative and considerate." He interacted with every one of his thirteen classmates in 

a variety of activities. Older children also enjoyed Patrick's presence. 

Xiang-Huo's mother voiced her concem about him not having friendships with 

the boys in either his class or in their neighborhood. He could be impatient and 



defensive. On one occasion in his classroom, Xiang-Huo, appearing frustnted with the 

elementary level at which many children were investigating a hotel building project, 

began to loudly voice his needs. With some direction frorn his teacher, he began a 

solitary parallel play exercise (building an ice crearn shop) while the group built their 

hotel. In addition, Xiang-Huo had been working on grade one and two workbooks at 

home, and wanted to work on them at school as well. He oRen stated how no one played 

with him and that he would 'ljust do them," completr the workbooks instead. His teacher 

felt that the other children were keen to have connections with him. but many times he 

shut them down; in response to someone's comment, Xiang-Huo said, "1 already know 

al1 that, I don't nred to know any more of that." 

Cole's teacher portrayed his social ability as very low. He loved to be the center 

of attention and needed to learn to be sensitive to others' ideas. opinions and needs. Cole 

oflen enjoyed announcing his presence in. or re-entry into, the class after some time 

away. He chose to play with immature children who were making choices that were not 

always appropriate for the circurnstances, but "he may not be mature enough to pick 

children at his intellectual level." his teacher explained. The end of the kindergarten year 

led to some loneliness for Coie; his classmatrs chose not to play and interact with him. 

lane's teacher described her as "confident, kind and considerate." Although she 

preferred girls as fiiends, having three close girl friends, Pierre, a comic. and Carneron, 

quiet and intelligent, were also considered her fiiends. Jane's best friend in the class, and 

also a neighbor on her Street, was Janet. They spent a lot of time together, both in and out 

of school. However, some hostility presented itself at the end of the kindergarten school 

year. Janet repeatedly ran ahead towards a decided activity or goal, not walking together 



as they had in the pst  (Janet exceeded Jane in physical activity). Jane cried about the 

situation. Jane's mother and Janet's mother both agreed not to get involved. After some 

passage of time, a connection between Jane and Janet's brother developed with no change 

or resolution of the situation with Janet. Janet told her brother not to treat Jane nicely, to 

which Jane replied with a letter, which essentially stated, "1 hate you and love your 

brother!" This situation had not been resolved and presented a challenge to Jane's 

dominant and sympathetic interactive style as noted above. 

Sawyer's play school teacher discussed how gentle her peers were with her; 

"...children attempted to talk, some encouraged her to play, and others were okay to have 

her there. She held back for a long time and did lots and lots of observing." Sawyer's 

kindergarten teacher mentioned that she had a couple of students in the class whom she 

just recently started "being buddies with," and that her closest fiiends were Ben, Denise 

and Patti (Ben and Denise were with her through one and two years of play school, 

respectively). Sawyer's parents stated that Sawyer "doesn't have friendships in sort of 

the traditional sense. .. she doesn't ask for people to corne over. she won? talk on the 

phone to anybody." On one occasion, Denise and Patti "wre  by the bus stop with their 

mothers and Sawyer really wanted to go Say hi to thern.. .[in attempting to go over] ... she 

ducks d o m  and drags her feet, goes limp, and goes kind of silly ... so she can't even walk 

to her fnends and say hi." With Ben, she would occasionally talk. According to 

Sawyer's mother, her behaviours are "sociopathic ... she's so detached from people." 

Even when her play school teachers came for a home visit, Sawyer "screarns and runs 

and hides." Sawyer's father described their concem that "she may not be relating to the 



kids ... There does seem to be this process where strong fnendships are being formed in 

the kindergarten class, and she might be excluded." 

Older Children/AduIts. 

When interacting with others in some fonn of play, pairing with older children 

was preferred and enjoyed by al1 the participants. Patrick rnaintained a close fkiendship 

with a boy six years older. Jane's mother described how Jane's friend, Petra, one year 

older, had been .'a source of knowledge." Jane described how Petra helped her figure 

out that ''La'' is for "Llma" for her next piano lesson. Three participants enjoyed the 

Company of adults. Patrick, his mother commented. "is certainly very cornfortable with 

thern [adults]. 1 always put it down to being in the squash club and watching adults; he'd 

interact with them." Observations have recurringly s h o w  that Xiang-Huo prefers to be 

with adults when engaged in activities at centers and exploring outside. He often viewed 

his teachers as his peers. Jane's mother commented that Jane considered berself an equal 

Intellectual peers. 

Participant intenctions with "like minds" in the classroom greatly varied, 

including their awareness of each other's competencies and abilities. seeking one another 

out on tasks, and compatibility in working together. 

Patrick was aware of other kids' competencies. He cornmented about one 

classrnate's elaborate Lego building of a spacecraft - justly due and apprcciated. Patrick 

was able to share materials and jointly attempted a landing pad for their creations. His 



teacher cornmented, "he's very accepting of people, who they are, and where they're at. 

He works with everybody.. .I donTt know if Patrick is aware of his strengths. He may 

have been complimented on [it], but I don't think he himsel f has figured out . . . that [he] 

reaily knows a lot more about certain things." 

Xiang-Huo's teacher stated that he had "equals" in the classroom, '-even though 

he may not access them, Evan and Jonathan.. . Evan is really good at . . . [being] inclusive 

and creating very elaborate schemes with play. Xiang-Huo was not interested in that type 

of play; he was not interested at al1 in Lego or any kind of manipulative activities. The 

only type of play that [Xiang-Huo would do is] socio-dramatic play.. . He's trying to 

make connections, but rnostly with adults." 

Cole infrequently took advantage of potential intellectual equals in his class. His 

teacher identified his intellectual peers as Edward and Paul. Cole rnay have initially 

worked with them and generated some ideas. but the completion of a project together 

would not happen, as Cole tended to take over. He didn't leave room for their ideas. For 

Cole to know that they were at his level. "they would need to gravitate towards him. and 

they tend to stay away ... They don? see him as someone who wants to share ideas." 

explained his teacher. 

Jane's teacher described how Jane and Cameron, the brightest boy in the class, 

enjoyed the "house center.. . taking M e  pieces of colored rice and putting them into the 

dinosaurs' mouths because they were actually giving them some medicine or food or 

sornething." Cameron's mother, having rarely seen him play with a girl, said, "1 think 

it's a meeting of the minds that's the attraction." Her teacher then described a very quiet 

child in the class, "Esther rnay be more advanced in writing, but . . . her receptive and 



expressive vocabulary may not be quite as sophisticated as Jane's." They have, near the 

end of their kindergarten year, bcen spending time together at centres and during circle 

time. 

For Sawyer, Lynda, Ben and Spencer were intellectual peers in her classroom. 

"Tney are very bright, but.. . they do not take into consideration other people's feelings." 

Of the three classrnates, Sawyer interacted with Ben the most often. They had aîtended 

the same play school the previous year. Very little dialogue was exchanged between 

them and interactions focused on solitary. parallel play which often involved drawing. 

Self- versus other-centeted. 

The children differed in their abilities to conform to group noms and see the 

points of view of others. 

According to Patrick's teacher, "a lot of kids come niruiing to him [for paired 

activities] ... He almost waits for someone to come to him, and they do: they'll fight over 

Patrick," regardless of the activity. She felt that Patrick's social ability contributed to. 

and increased his intellectual level; he somehow did better because he wvs quite 

cornfortable in himself compared to a child who was ostracized. He had no difficulty 

interacting with any child on any activity in the classroom. 

Xiang-Huo's teacher believed that his introduction to school caused him to realize 

that he was not going to be the only kid in school. She explained, "as much as he has an 

understanding of the world around him, 1 think that when he walked in that first day, [he 

thought] that it would just be him and a teacher." Xiang-Huo did get over this shock, and 

he "does let others have ownership for their own ideas." One example involved a 



discussion of how the weather is determined. Although Xiang-Huo offered satellites as a 

possibility, when a classmate suggested that the birds tell us, he gave it some thought as 

to why this was not plausible, and then stated his thoughts in a very sincere way. In 

contrast, during a paired reading exercise behveen Xiang-Huo and a classmate, Jessica, a 

story \vas being enjoyed by both when the word click was reached by Jessica, who could 

not pronounce it, but was attempting it phonetically. Xiang-Huo snapped, "can't you 

read?" contrast, his teacher descnbed a group reading situation where Xiang-Huo was 

reading with another child who was just Ieaming to read. His response io being asked to 

read to hcr, was reading very quickly. When asked to read slowly, he pointed things out. 

'' 'red bike, blue bike,' and as the red bike words were witten in red, and the blue bike's 

were written in blue, and he says, 'see, the red bike is witten in red. That's how you 

know it says, red bike. See the bike.' And he did it so nicely.. . with so much 

compassion, and then she read it back to him ... he patted her on the back and he said. 

*you did a good job.' And those are brilliant moments for him to make connections with 

other human beings." In another situation. Xiang-Huo, when explorhg V ~ ~ O U S  water 

levels in a variety of containers at the water table, was joined by Aaron. a preschool 

child, who entered the scene and worked at the table also. With the two side by side. 

Aaron proclaimed "we're making stew!" to which their teacher supported, "what are you 

going to add?" Aaron enthusiastically responded, "onions!" Xiang-Huo, very quickly 

expounded, 'We're not making stew, we're making chemistry!" and continued to add 

water to the containers. Xiang-Huo did not appear to be cognizant of the awe othrrs had 

about his own reading ability. On one occasion, a number of classrnates obsewed his 

reading, yet Xiang-Huo's fast pace, monotone voice, and cursory presentation of the 



accompanying pictures, resulted in the loss of his audience. His teacher cornmented that 

Xiang-Huo "cm figure us out very quickly. He's very intuitive.. .And he can sometimes 

be cruel about that." 

Cole's teacher discussed how, although five-year-olds tend to be self-centered, "if 

you watch that [kindergarten] group, there are many individuals who are caring about 

rach other.. . [one snident] will go out of his way to help sorneone else. 1 tell Cole. 'now 

other people have sat there and listened to you, now you need to listen to them.' I'm 

concemed because 1 can't seem to get him to enjoy it: I see an unhappy kid doing it. I 

see him as, 'oh, 1 have to do this again. 1 have to listen to her. 1 have to listen to those 

kids, but 1 would really rather talk about what I'm going to do."' At recess, Cole was by 

himself. bored, kicking sand in the playground and looking around. No one joined him. 

When the author pointed out a soccer game being played, Cole noted, "I'm better, 1 c m  

kick the bal1 over the fence." The retum to class was met with a group discussion about 

bones. Upon its presentation to the class, Cole knew the name (bone) and said it out 

loud. only to be ignored. When everyone was told it was a bone. Cole yelled out, "1 said 

that. 1 said that!" It appeared that he desperately wanted the children to know that he 

knew the name. 

In play groups before the outset of school, Jane's mother observcd how she would 

"watch ail the kids, what they are doing, how things are working." Her intensive stare, 

quite obvious to the author at the initial meeting, was captured by the mother's 

description of a lunch with some of her friends. "1 was still carrying her, so she was three 

months, still a baby. .. and she just looked at each person individually around the table to 

the point where they fell silent, uncornfortable, [and] said 'oh, my' . . . they had never been 



scrutinized by an infant." Jane does not observe people with the same intensity as she 

once did. She ofien migrated to the assistance of other children who were having 

dificulty in class. Jane also asserted that she likes her o~vn way. In fact, she was 

angered by attempts to change her approach, often stating "1'11 do it my way and you do it 

your way." This statement was particularly directed to her mother in regard to changing 

Jane's grasp of scissors. 

Sawyer's teacher stated that Sawyer, although understanding and tolerant of those 

needing extra help, would not offer assistance. When asked to help with the children 

who do not know how to speak English well, perhaps by reading simple stories, Sawyer 

refused consistently and adamantly. She did interact with two ESL students, Patti and 

Denise; they wwote letters to each other. Sawyer appeared contented that they could do 

that with her because there was not really anyone else who was motivated or willing to, 

even if he/she could. In addition, Sawyer's mother revealed a number of commonalities 

between her daughter and Mark, a child with autisrn in her classroom. Thry both had 

strong passions for space, Star Wars, and Jumunei. As well, body awkwardness. anti- 

social tendencies, and disconnections between their feelings and behaviors were evident 

for both. 

Affective Domain 

Emotional intensitv and sensitivitv. 

Emotional intensity and sensitivity varied across participants. This theme 

included their abilities to connect with the needs and ideas of others, their need to be 



correct, and the behaviors they exhibited in reaction to low comfort levels (i.e., separation 

from parents, first day at school). 

Jane's mother relayed how she would "react with tears if she is even looked at the 

wrong way. She will sometirnes misinterpret someone's sad or non-expressive face as a 

reflection of something wrong with her.. .[she is] very sensitive to interference with her 

own plan. .. [and] needs to know she c m  be successful before beginning anything ... [yet] 

can see failure ahead, so is reluctant to try ... she is so sure about hersclf, that if you make 

any suggestion about anything, [the] fight's on, [it] doesn't matter what it is, [the] 

selection of clothing, type of shoes, don? need mitts, don? want a hat, want to Wear this 

coat ... if 1 give her a choice then that's OK." In addition, her mother explained how Jane 

could very easily introduce herself to other people and had. more recently, become afraid 

to make a fool of herself and be different frorn those around her. 

Jane's teacher described Jane's sensitivity to include a wide range of 

understmding of other people's needs: she could "fit in with other children. and knows 

how to handle conflicts with other children, [which] is directly related to the dialog 

between her rnom and her." Her teacher continued to discuss how. with the most 

challenging children, Jane would often take them alongside, assessing what was needed 

in a given situation, very quickly. "Jane wid, 'do you notice that she really doesn't taik 

much, and when you want to play with her she doesn't?' And I said, 'why do you think 

that is and what can we do to help her?' So right away Jane said. '1 can take her with me 

when I go to art because I know that she likes art.' S he's really contributed to this child's 

opening up." Jane didn't just look for kids that are mentally compatible, she would 

extend herself to anyone. In contrast, her mother explained how easily Jane's own 



feelings would be hurt and how embarrassed she was at a request to throw her gum away, 

in front of a fiend. 

Patrick demonstrated an unusual invulnerability to the actions of others during his 

Taekwondo lessons; he appeared to be undisturbed by the twenty older and more 

advanced classrnates around him. He was a white belt and the class had the entire 

continuum of belts represented, although he was by far the youngest and smallest student. 

He maintained the proper stance, practised and performed desired routines repetitively 

and on cue (many other students were confused), and bowed as required (entering and 

exiting the room) at al1 tirnes. Patrick performed the last and most complicated routine 

correctly while the rest of his group required interventions from the instructor. 

Sawyer, according to her parents, seemed very insensitive to others. yet "her 

sensitivity to herself is more intense than her sensitivity to people." Sawyer possessed a 

"heightened sense of self-consciousness . . . sometimes if she's very relmed, she'll be 

dancing around, but if somebody cornes in or if she feels that . . . she hasn't done 

particularly good . . . she just looks a little uncornfortable . . . because she knows what 

she wants to do and . . . her body just doesn't comply." Her mother described the death 

of her ten-year old cat Boogie. "Sawyer seemed strangely detached . . . seemed more 

upset when two fish we'd had for three weeks died . . . she has even used Boogie's death 

to uy to manipulate us." Her reactions were intellectual or factual, rather than emotional. 

Sawyer had experienced a number of toilet accidents, almost daily throughout 

play school and before the start of kindergarten, beginning in the surnrner until, according 

to her mother, she relaxed in kindergarten. At the end of kindergarten, Sawyer's soiling 

behavior retumed. Her mother discussed Sawyer's recent admission of not wanting to go 



to grade one. Beginning at age two, Sawyer also had a tendency to pick holes in her arms 

and face, in some cases to the point of bleeding; "it went right through the first year of 

play school and then it sort of stopped during that surnmer . . . and then just before school 

[kindergarten] started . . . and she did it for the first part of the new school year of play 

school and then it went away." Sawyer's play school teacher described how "extremely 

difficult" it was for Sawyer to separate from her mother over the beginning several 

months of play school: 

she clung to Mom's leg ... At times Mom had to pry her hands off and I would 

need to pull her away. I would hold her, or be near. Her head would be down. 

shoulders drooped, hands limp or sucking hrr thumb. She covered hèr ears with 

her hands when it got too noisy. She was agitated when someone looked at her. 

Afier trust in the teachers, the routine, and the other children was established. she 

began to uncurl ... 

Sawyer was silent for almost four months of the begiming of kindergarten. 

Both Cole and Xiang-Huo could be very cornpetitive. Near the conclusion of 

kindergarten, Cole repeatedly shouted, T m  going into academic challenge, not grade 1 !" 

Both Cole's teacher and teacher's aide described his need to learn tact, flexibility, self- 

control, and acceptance; Cole's mother also agreed with al1 these traits, and added that 

growth was required in his level of self-awareness. Xiang-Huo was observed to say on a 

nurnber of occasions, "1 want to show you how smart 1 am." This was in regard to 

reading, math, building, and science activities. An incident involving Xiang-Huo reading 

to some classrnates was considered showing off by another classmate. Xiang-Huo's 

teacher explained that he was "operating at such a high level that he can't.. . break the 



concept down into srnall enough bites. This might contribute to some of his social 

difficulties." His mother cornmented, "sometimes he really shuts himself down to 

communicate with other kids, and he's very. .. suddenly just feeling hurt." Xiang-Huo 

had very little interaction with his designated group around activity tables and with the 

remainder of the class. 

Humor. 

An animated sense of humor was a characteristic common to al1 the participants. 

Xiang-Huo's, Patrick's, m d  Cole's teachers specifically described rhem as having a great 

sense of humor. Patrick "percrives humor.. . that the average kindergarten student may 

not." Cole, in one situation involving a substitute teacher, responded "everyone it's time 

for recess!" when it was amounced that it was tirne to put books away. Some children 

laughed, and the substitute teacher. quiet for a moment. smiled too. His teacher stated. 

"You c m  kid around, at an adult level ... he c m  understand more mature humor." 

On the first day of kindergarten. Jane's teacher. Ms. Smith. said to the children. 

"you c m  cal1 me Teacher, Ms. Smith, or Ms. S, but never late for dinner." Jane was the 

only one to laugh. There were a nurnber of excerpts from Jane's rnother's diary revealing 

Jane's humor. One incident occurred at age five years, six months. Jane's mother 

admonished her to clean up her toys and get dressed, to which Jane responded, 'Gee 

Mom, you must have a million rules. Even God has [only] ten." 



Perfectionism. 

The children dernonstrated several signs of perfectionism and placed unrealistic 

pressures on themselves. 

Patrick's mother described his need to master al1 toys, including those well-above 

his age level. He "wiil put in hours to get things right.. . [and] will return to projects over 

and over." She felt that these pressures have been construed by other adults as pressure 

and high expectations she and Patrick's father placed on him. Patrick's teacher noted that 

his perfectionistic tendencies oflen led to fmstration; "if he just doesn't know the answer, 

he doesn't want to admit it.. . he'll cry and he'll Say, '1 didn't mean that.. .this is what 1 

meant."' An observation of Patrick's language arts activity revealed him to first draw a 

dinosaur and later elaborate his "story" with the addition of a gorilla. After eight minutes 

of work on this task. Patrick erased everything on his page. When asked why he erased 

it. he responded, "those don't look anything like a dinosaur and gorilia." There have 

been a number of occasions where Patrick has been observed to erase ail of his work 

from the page. 

Jane's mother described Jane's early reading as an example; "wlien she was just 

starting out, she'd read a sentence, and she'd hit a word she didn't know, and she'd 

stop.. . [1 would] hear her sounding it out and then she'd Say it again and again, and again 

with the right accent ... and go 'ahhh.. . so that's what that word is!' and then go back to 

the beginning and read the sentence." 

Sawyer's mother commented how Sawyer "doesn't try things either until she is 

sure she can do it or not at all. Even her language, she didn't 'practise' words, she just 

did them!" Sawyer's teacher commented that "even in kindergarten students don't want 



to take risks. They don? want to make a mistake. I'm only starting to let them use 

erasers. 1 would not let them use erasen because they would be erasing and erasing. 

They want to know exactly how to spell things. 1 want them to go through the scribbling 

and consonant stages." 

Motivation. 

Overall, the children were descnbed by their parents and teachers as being very 

motivated by tasks of interest, but varying degrees of prompting and encouragement were 

needed to focus them on tasks of 1ow interest. 

Patrick needed to be reminded to stay on task. especially for any writing and 

cutting assignments. He was bored with the tedious nature of some of the tasks. Just 

holding a sheet of paper would be enough to prevent him from cutting into a desired 

object. "He loves to talk to his neighbor.. . [and] therefore takes [more] time completing 

the task," explained his teacher. Xiang-Huo responded primarily to extrinsic rewards and 

struggled with praise. encouragement and support. His mother stated a concem that he 

\vas not sufficiently challenged at school; at home. particularly when on the cornputer. he 

could be extrernely motivated. "He'll work in there for hours. He never quits." On one 

occasion, Xiang-Huo was observed during a class reading/discussion of the Butterfly 

Alphabet Book. By the time the letter "M" was reached, he moved up to the very front. 

By the letter '5," he was briefly distracted by some children moving on the couch. At the 

letten ' T  and U" he sat right in front of the book, looking directly at the print. He said 

the entire alphabet with the class when asked, speeding ahead at times, but completed it 



with the group. However, during the second read through, he was not attending or 

participating. 

Cole, according to his teacher, "is very motivated and concentrates for a very long 

time when it is a task he initiates or generates. He usually cooperates in doing assigned 

tasks, but doesn't always put forth his best effort, ofien mshing to get through. He is self- 

directed and intrinsically rnotivated." She continued that Cole will '&do things quite 

quickly and not spend time with it.. .once a week [the class will] focus on a person and 

tell what you like about them [in paper fom]. He dashes through that so quickly. He 

could do a beautifil job for hem, but he won? do it." He did not actively seek 

challenge; when presented with challenge, the teaching assistant explained. "he's capable 

of doing it, but it takes a long time. ..[or] if it's really easy for him. he gets bored, so he 

doesn't want to spend the time doing it.. . so he quits.. . or goes to the science center and 

looks at the plants." His mother commented that. since the age of two and a half years. 

Cole would practice basketball on the deck outside for 1 to 1 !4 hours at a time by 

himself. This focus was later seen with baseball. math. reading, and cornputers. 

Jane and Sawyer persevered, completing al1 tasks. even those chosen by their 

teachers, without needing assistance or reminders to stay on task. This observation marks 

a change fiom her play school year; her play school teacher discussed how Sawyer 

frequently amved withdrawn and needed to be drawn into the play activities. "She Loves 

to find out about the world from her own safe space and in her own time." Sawyer did 

not respond to excess praise, attention, or encouragement. Sawyer's mother stated, as 

early on as toiiet training, "the more we praised, the less she was inclined.. . it was a 

nightmare." 



Rules, Order, and Peacekeepine versus Chaos. 

The children varied in their acceptance and following of rules, requirements for 

order, and peacekeeping. Bedtimes, rules of conduct, the need for organized bedrooms 

and playrooms, and daily transitions are discussed within this theme. 

Bedtime was consistent and unchallenged by Patrick and Cole, each with at Ieast 

ten hours of sleep per night. Although erratic bedtime hours were experienced, Sawyer 

did fa11 asleep atier reading. Challengers of bedtime mles were Xiang-Huo and Jane. 

Although Jane demanded organization around her, her bedroom and playroom 

were kept in chaos. Jane had rules of conduct that she expected others to abide by; if 

another child was misbehaving, she was disdainful of that child's behavior. If the teacher 

left the room, Jane would even berate the children to mind their manners. However. as 

both Jane's mother and teacher explained, she is quick to defend and help the underdog, 

standing up to adults and children twice her age and size. Her mother continued. "often 

the accused backs off as they are stunned by such a little girl holding her own with 

excellent verbal skills. Her air of self-righteousness is daunting as well. when in the face 

of what she sees as bullyism." 

Sawyer enjoyed a semblance of order in chaos. Sawyer's mother stated that she 

had always been messy; her thousands of books and clothes were in disarray. She could 

find anything in this condition, knowing where al1 her things were located. On one 

occasion, Sawyer comected brownies brought home for dinner with her book Scarlet 

Monster Was Here. Ln the story, the main character had moved into a new home; to 

make fiiends, she made brownies and pickled beets. That was the only relation to 

brownies; not only did she make the connection, but she also found the book. In 



addition, Sawyer was adamant about storing books with their accompanying tapes, or a 

book and its video, together. Membership in one book club resulted in receiving two 

books together. Naturally she would read them together, and they were forever in pairs, 

"like fnends," she explained. 

A continuum of behaviors was reflected in the children's abilities to deal with 

school transitions and d e s .  Both Patrick's and Jane's teachers discussed how daily 

transitions and rules were very easy for them. Sawyer's teacher stated that, even though 

her class had dificulty with transitions, for Sawyer. they "are not that difficult.. . [and] 

she is pretty well on task, not just sitting there but doing what is required." However, 

Cole, "in his eagemess to share his ideas. ..often forgets classroom procedures. He ofken 

needs reminders about routines and expecrations." Xiang-Huo disregard~d classroom 

rules altogether. During my first visit to Xiang-Huo's school. the class was watching a 

short video; this had been a part of this particular day's (Tuesday) daily school-leaving 

routine since the beginning of the year. Pnor to his mother's arrival, Ximg-Huo was 

complaining that the show was "boring" and nther stubbornly attempted to get his 

teacher to do something else with him. The moment he saw his mother peering in the 

window, he ran to her, whipping the door open, and yelling "corne on mom, let's go 

home!" 

Need for StirnuliKee~ine Busv. 

The need to have something to do at al1 times was recognized in the participants 

in a number of ways. Xiang-Huo and Jane were notably "raring to go" when they awoke 



and were dificult to put to sleep at night. Both respective sets of parents reported that 

their child felt that sornething important would be missed. 

Participants watched between seven (Patrick and Cole) and thirty (Sawyer) hours 

of television each week, including cartoons, segments on the Discovery Channel, 

Rugrats, and Wishbone. Child- and parent-selected movies were also watched, including 

Miehtv Ducks and Soace Jam. According to Jane's mother, "I get a lot of people Say that 

she watches too much TV, but she'ç interested in so many things, [its] not like she sits 

there al1 the tirne.'' According to Sawyer's mother, she "watches [TV] a lot ... videos. .. 

she watches them again and again and again until she's saturated." Repeating a line from 

Jurmangi, Sawyer said. "Mom. Dad, I'm home! It's me Alice!" whenever she walked in 

the door. Sawyer watched, mernorized, and then used lines when she and her brother 

play-acted. 

Participant involvement in organizations and clubs ranged from one activity, 

swimming for Sawyer, through to eleven structured activities. for Jane. Cole had 

mastered expert ski runs, and he swam and power skated. Patrick was linked to ten 

different organizations, including Taekwondo and drama. Xiang-Huo attended 

gymnastics and piano Iessons. Al1 organized activities were one hour per week. with the 

exception of Xiang-Huo's piano and Patrick's Taekwondo, which were three hour per 

week comrnitments. 

Home activities, although not structured, included cornputer time and science 

experiments for Xiang-Huo and Jane, and hockey, baseball, cycling, and swirnming for 

Cole. Checkers and chess were also noted for Xiang-Huo, Cole and Jane. Sawyer and 

Cole seldom went to sleep without reading. 



Weekly computer usage varied greatly across participants, although al1 families 

owned a computer. Xiang-Huo had his own computer since the age of two. The time 

spent on the computer ranged from huo (Patrick) through to fourteen (Xiang-Huo) hours 

during the week on a variety of activities, including Jumostart, Mathstom, Kids~ix, 

Solitaire, and Puvle  Mania. Jane enjoyed geography, math, and word manipulation 

programs. Sawyer systematically explored al1 of her programs. Xiang-Huo has also been 

surfing the Intemet. Both he and Jane installed their CD programs themselves. 

Cole, according to his mother, "is a linle boy that.. . feels like there's so much to 

do and that he hasn't got enough time to do it." Cole stated that. when he grows up, he 

**wants to play in the NHL in the winter, then a worker man. doing buildings, and then 

. . . p  lay baseball and basketball in the summer." His tericher recognized that he is 

interested in everything around him, "he was so busy . . . [that 1 had a] problem with him 

concentrating on.. . my tasks. what 1 wmted him to do." 

Phvsical Domain 

A developmental profile was consirucied for each child from binh to present. 

Early eating and sleeping habits were normal, yet both girls tended to be fussy eaters. 

Unassisted walking occurred between eleven (Xiang-Huo and Jane) and fifieen (Sawyer) 

months. 

Great vanability existed in the participants' physical development. Patrick and 

Cole expressed their passion about, and exhibited talent in. a number of sports. The 

remaining three children tended to avoid physical endeavors, and for Jane, a fear of 

physical activity was demonstrated. 



Patrick's gross motor ability, according to his teacher, could be summarized as 

'?remendous athletic abilities.. . [playing sports] since he was 2 %... He shows al1 of this at 

our school playground and dunng physical education." Patrick has been cornmented 

upon by spectators for his Taekwando, gymnastics, skiing, and biking ability. His mother 

stated, "Patrick has great balance and is very determined at most things he tries," and 

people refused to take Patrick to the park because of the acrobatics (head down, flips) he 

performed. Likewise, friends, neighbors. and other children's parents noted Cole's 

athletic ability since the age of two and a half years. Cole's teacher stated that he was 

"quite an athlete.. . very well coordinated, but he tended to run over other people and not 

watch where he's going." He has played hockey and basketball in the basement or on the 

driveway since he was three. Power-skating was his more recent sport interest and he 

was very driven. In contrat, Xiang-Huo's teacher stated diat he "seldom engages in 

gross motor activities; he explains that he's 'tired' or 'sick."' He was observed in gym 

class bouncing on a large bal1 down a set up ramp: he fell twice on his elbow and face: a 

typical occurrence according to his teaches. Jane and Sawyer also participated in 

physical activity. According to her rnother, Jane's "physical activity is not a strong suit; 

she has an imate sense of danger in al1 areas, and recognizes instinctively that sports can 

cause injury." Jane was afraid of being physically hun and feeling pain. When she really 

hurt henelf, she wouldn't cry. "She held it in. 1 think she was more embarrassed because 

she was clumsy and thought the pain of embarrassrnent through tears was worse. .. [yet] 

she is really empathetic to someone else's pain, whether physical or emotional.. .she is 

quick to console." Sawyer tended to move awkwardly and stiffly, often walking and 

running on her toes. Sawyer's parents described her beginning swirnming lessons a 



month afier she began kindergarten; the initial lessons consisted of her hanging and 

walking dong the edge only. After six months of weekly lessons, Sawyer had still not 

gone under the water. 

Al1 the participants found fine motor activities to be time consuming a d o r  

challenging. Patrick showed little interest in coloring and cutting. His teacher stated that 

"his printing [is] much better since the begiming of the year, but [he] finds colonng too 

time consuming." In a cutting/building exercise where a half dozen shapes were to be cut 

out and glued in a spaceship design. Patrick was frustrated with his inability to stay out of 

the shapes, rather than remaining on or outside the designated lines. After faulting on 

three shapes, he joined a group doing "rubbings" of various space artifacts. Xiang-Huo 

rarely chose fine motor experiences, such as printing, drawing, painting or Lego." 

However, he used scissors adeptly and printed clearly. Cole's fine motor skills were very 

good, yet he ofien rushed through as if he would prefer to do something else. Jane's 

grasp of scissors was unique, and she preferred it. Jane's teacher stated that "Jane finds 

witing a challenge ...[ especially] when the spelling is not provided for her." 

Three wrîting samples (see Figures 5-1 to 5-3) were selected to represent the variety of 

products the children produced. Independent writing samples from Xiang-Huo and Cole 

could not be included as both boys chose to complete workbooks (matching, fil1 in the 

blanks) or write on the cornputer at home or school; very little writing was done. Jane 

and Patrick produced their writing samples ai school, while Sawyer produced hea at 

home (al1 were completed at the end of the school year). A sarnple of Jane's writing is 

included in Figure 4-1. She utilized phonetically accurate spellings ('coteg' for cottage, 

'al1 ho '  for although) and "standard" story-telling beginnings (once upon a time) and 



endings (they lived happily ever after) cornmonly used in oral recitations, rarely in the 

written work, of age-mates. Sawyer's teacher described her fine rnotor skills as being 

'hot as neat as [they] could be.. .she just needs to take her time when she does her work." 

On a number of occasions where Sawyer's printing technique was obsewed in her 

classroom, she covered her eyes; not seeing where she was writing, the resulting letters 

were skewed and messy. In addition, Sawyer did not look at the designated spelling 

listed on the board. She barreled right through, mistakes scribbled out, not erased. Her 

teacher comrnented, "one of her goals could be to spend more time on her work and take 

more time to do it neatly." A sarnple of Sawyer's writing is provided in Figure 4-2. It is 

a letter she wrote to her grandrnother. The content is divided into? and witten in, three 

columns (read from right to lefi). Sawyer misspelled and self-corrected 'what' without 

erasing, merely crossing out her first attempt ('wat'). She made no spelling mistakes. 

Patrick's writing samplr illustrated the vast arnount of growth he had made in this area; 

al1 earlier witten work had involved the use of pictures without letters or words. .4 

sarnple of Patrick's writing is provided in Figure 4-3. 

AH the children enjoyed The Beew Buktenica Develoomental Test of Visual- 

Motor Intemation (Beery, 1997); this test involves the drawing of various presented 

shapes. Al1 the children, with the exception of Cole, scored in the average range, 

functioning between the forty-seventh (Patrick) and eighty-first (Xiang-Huo) percentiles. 

These results refiect a broad average range for this age group. Cole scored in the hi& 

range, at the ninety-sixth percentile. It was apparent that he enjoyed the novelty of the 

exhibited diagrms, some involving elaborate combinations and overlays. 



Figure 4-1 

Jane's writinp sample 

%Ws!ttan and illustrated by 

(Figure 4- 1 continued) 



Figure 4- 1. Jane's writing sarnple (continued) 

Translation: Once upon a time, there was a green cottage. 

There was an old lady. She cooked and cooked and she was very poor. 

Although she was very poor, she was happy and she loved her children. 

The children loved to play balls. 

And the kids liked to play bal1 outside. 

And they also tried to catch a star. 

And then one day they caught a star and they lived happily ever after. 



Figure 4-2 

Sawver's writ in~ sample 

Translation (begins far right, middle column and finally. faahest left): 

To Grandma 

And Know wt 

we 

went What I am 

in the doing? 

And pool. 

we We had 1 went in the tent 

got lot 

wet of 

and fiin 

dirty . 

with Michael. 

Sawyer 



Figure 4-3 

Patrick's writing sample 

Translation: When Sam came back, it was Easter. 



Aesthetics and Creativitv 

This domain presented itself within a number of different situations for each 

child. Music and drama classes, designing a tree house, rnaking movies, different 

classroom centres, and dramatic play, al1 provided vehicles for the production of creative 

products. 

Patrick's mother commented on a tree house being built during the summer. He 

"designs the tree house every night and he's got the drawbridge. a bed, and a sand pit 

undemeath, and maybe a mattress to jump on when jumping out of the tree house, and the 

swing bridge, and the moat ... Joshua [he's a grade six student at the Charter School who 

lives down the street] likrs to do projects as well. Joshua's got a video camera [and] 

would do the acting and he [Patrick] would video it." Drarna and singing were of special 

interest to Patrick, who participated in a community theatrical club. Piano was of interest 

to both Jane and Xiang-Huo, who were taking lessons at the Yamaha school and the 

Provincial Conservatory of Music. respectively. Xiang-Huo had already given six public 

recitals p ior  to and during the course of this study. A special recital was given to his 

kindergarten class near the end of the year. His piano teacher stated that he has natural 

ability. 

Patrick's creativity has been obsemed in free play work (house centre, c a d e  and 

Lego), and in discussions, including a "planet school" rotating around the solar system 

and a statement about pollution, "it's to the earth like cigarettes are to the lungs." Xiang- 

Huo, although he enjoyed blocks, painting, and cutting, often produced repetitive 

patterns, more fiorn a problem solving than creative aspect. Xiang-Huo could create very 

elaborate schemes for socio-dramatic play, when language was involved. Yet his play 



was quite immature; he often played dong side other children with his own scheme and 

rarely dealt with their input. Cole was observed to be particularly creative at the crafi 

table. Iane preferred the exploration of creative expression at the home centre rather than 

the art centre. Sawyer spent a lot of fiee time at the children's chalkboard drawing her 

pet cats, which were distinctively cat-shaped. 

The play of two participants with their siblings was described as creative and 

elaborate. Cole's sister and he "have a ritual.. .when they bought a new beanie baby.. . 

they had a ceremony where.. . the new beanie baby was introduced to every single 

member of the family." She often initiated play, and Cole maintained and prolonged it. 

According to both of Sawyer's parents, Sawyer's brother is the imaginative one. 

instigating things and she brings it to an intellectual level. *'She directs and he acts ... she'll 

quote line by line what he's supposed to say." 

Two standardized creativity measures were used. informally by the researcher. 

following the intent of the instructions in the manual. The Thinkine Creativelv with 

Pictures (Torrance, 1962) was really enjoyed by Patrick. drawing detailed pictures from 

vague tnggers and giving elaborate descriptions of ail the items drawn. On one occasion. 

he integrated two individual triggers to producr one response combining both. Xiang- 

Huo did not enjoy these tests and experienced difficulty in completing al1 tasks asked of 

him. Cole provided good elaboration of the initial triggers presented. However, mostly 

common products were provided and his titles were often short with few adjectives. Jane 

responded on the elaboration of a trigger with one shape, a "gourd," repeatedly drawn, 

and entitled it, "The Desert Food." The remaining titles al1 contained "my" in them. Her 

drawings were al1 neatly cornpleted. For the Thinking Creativelv in Action and 



Movement (Torrance, 198 l), Patrick produced over thirty responses on the request for 

rnovement. He used sport actions to produce several, varying speeds, positions, and limb 

involvement. Cole produced twenty responses with varying positions, yet his hands were 

always utilized. Jane produced hvelve responses, al1 standing upright. Creative 

behaviors involving physical movement were produced with greater variety and apparent 

ease with the two participants most involved in sport. 

Aesthetic comrctions were made for two participants. Jane, at five years of age, 

visualized The Lion. the witch and the wardrobe. She "saw" the book play out in her 

mind and could vividly recount particulars from the book. Cole had consistently 

experienced vibrant and meticulously detailed dreams. 

A typical themes 

There were three themes that. although not applying to al1 the children. require 

some mention: disniptive behaviors, concralmrnt of abiiity, and i m a g i n q  fnends. 

Disruptive Behaviors. 

For nvo children in this snidy, disruptive behaviors began to occur within their 

respective classrooms. 

Observations of Xiang-Huo during group reading revealed some very difficult 

behaviors, including fidgeting and staring around the room. Xiang-Huo continued to 

challenge established routines. For instance, at the end of the day, the children were 

given a five- or ten-minute warning before cleanup, and Xiang-Huo ofien chose to begin 

a project and was not willing to negotiate. If allowed to finish, he would start something 

else. On activities that he did not want to do, he would read in a corner or start cutting 



optical illusions (spiral formations). He corrected his teachers very disniptingly. ~t 

home, his sister Long-Long was an enabler for some of his negative behavion, ofien 

letting hirn get away with things. Even when she received something new and Xiang- 

Huo wanted it, his teacher explained, Long-Long will give it to him to meet his needs. 

His teacher's image of their relationship was one of "Xiang-Huo stomping through the 

house, doing what he wants, and Long-Long is following behind hirn kind of picking up 

the pieces." 

Cole, from the age of two and a half years, demanded attention and distracted 

both his parents with his antics. When asked to stop. he'd mock. *Tm not doing it." 

More recently, daily school transitions are difficult for him. Reading and math resources 

do not appeal to him, and according to his teacher. ".. .he wants to sit with his fiiends, he 

doesn't want to sit and do a project. I've tried this at the writing center too and he said. '1 

don't know what to do here.' 1 said, 'let's do a book. what do you want to do?' ' Well. I 

like Christmas.' He did a story about wliat Santa would bring. He got one page done. 

but it was too much work. He did not want to go back to that." Cole was observed to 

often chat about power skating, basketball, and hockey, or walk around the class. 9gC~ le  

takes the path of least resistance," continued his teacher. He had repetitive appearances 

at the art centre over the weeks, contrary to a rule that al1 centres must be visited before 

repeat visits occur. In addition, during News Sharing, it was very difficult to establish 

and maintain with Cole a prolonged attentive and alert posture. He loved sharing 

information verbally with those sitting within earshot of him. 



Concealment of abilitv. 

There have been some situations where the children have concealed their abilities 

from others around them. Sawyer's teacher described how Swyer  did not speak to 

anyone in class, her or her classrnates, until four months fiom the first day had passed. 

"As soon as they [her classrnates] realized that she could also read, 1 think she was 

holding back and did not want anyone to know that she could read so she wouldn't be 

different.. .when she realized the kids knew she could read and that it was acceptable, 

then it was OK." 

Imaeinarv Friends. 

Patrick and Sawyer did not have any imaginary friends. Xiang-Huo. at age three. 

wanted to be the literary character, Arthur. Cole's stuffed animals were his friends when 

he was three to four years of age. Jane, for at least three years, had an integrated 

relationship with a "friend" named Denny. They played tag and raced; Jane made sure 

that each of them had a turn at wiming. Denny ran away once because Jane was being 

bossy, but did come back. Denny was available whenever Jane felt lonely. 

Parent and Teacher Influences 

Parental Roles. 

Parental roles involved numerous areas and were multifaceted: teacher, coach, 

role model, facilitator, and provider of information. 

Both Cole's and Patrick's mothers discussed how patience is required to foster 

independence. 



According to Patrick's mother, being a good role mode1 involves setting an 

example for life-long leaming, including coaching and participating in various activities 

(Le., sports or reading). Both she and Patrick's father played Level A squash and tennis. 

and went cross-country skiing with their children. Jane's father was more physical and 

active than her mother with Jane; they swam, sled. and skated. Cole's mother viewed the 

home as modeling Iife-long leaming, with the fieedom to make choices, pursue interests, 

and have risk-taking experiences in a safe environment. Xiang-Huo's parents valued 

education and the sciences (math, science and cornputers). Xiang-Huo's teacher did not 

"believe that they are pushing, not anymore than any other family ... They want him to 

realize his potential." Patrick's mother discussed one parent role as having to censor the 

TV their children watch. Although Patrick was preoccupied with Egypt. the great 

pyramids and archaeology, his parents felt that he was too young for the Indiana Jones 

movie series due to their violent and scary nature; at a fiiend's sleep over. he watched 

one of the movies, loved it. and really wanted to see the other movies in the series. but his 

parents did not allow him to see them. Discovering, not chartering, their child's identity 

was a role Patrick's father included for himself as a parent. Patrick's mother discussed 

the marvel and delight she and her husband experience in "discovering who their children 

are.. . [and] watching them grow and develop," placing little value on their assumptions 

about them, rather supporting their children's own evolution. 

Providing for their children's basic, emotional, and developmental needs was 

another identified parent role. Allowing their children to do things themselves, 

encouraging responsibility and offering choice were fimdarnentals to the provision of 

stimulating (intellectual, physical) experiences appropriate for the children's 



developmental level (Le., discussing daily news, songs, books, and traveling together). 

Jane's father travels a great deal, so Tt's part of our life to view the whole world as 

reachable." Jme has flown to Winnipeg, San Diego, Disneyland, New Zealand, and 

Hawaii. Jane's mother commented that, as she "progressed and learned, we gave her 

what she needed or changed her routine as necessary." This included learning the 

alphabet and making letters with a pencil; "she always set the agenda for what she was 

ready to do or *q. If she got fmstrated, we would put the items away and say, 'Let's try 

again another time,' and give her something else to do. The next tirne she was better. .. 

Jane has always been eager to do more, and learn more. 1 am always willing to teach her 

or get her anything she needs." Both of Cole's parents are advocates for his education. 

Listening to the child's thoughts and feelings was reported by Patrick's, Cole's, and 

Jane's mothers. 

Teacher Stvles. 

Each teacher outlined several interesting styles or unique approaches to the 

participant's teaching needs, including the use of choice and variety, the incorporation of 

spontaneous material, child-directed topics and activities, group discussions. and 

individualized assignments. 

Lynne, Xiang-Huo's teacher, discussed the Proiect Aooroach (Katz & Chard, 

1988) as providing "lots of choice and we would meet any child's needs.. . However for 

Xiang-Huo, this is difficult because.. . he knows so much already . . . it may corne down to 

even one-on-one teacher to c hild [interaction] ." Lyme stated that "sometimes [Il feel 

sorry for him. He must just think, 'what are they doing?' " Kiera, Patrick's teacher. was 



willing to change planned activities as others presented themselves. M e n  Patrick 

brought in a model Egyptian rnumrny, 'we dropped everything.. . sat around 

Patrick.. .and he took apart the model.. .[it] tumed it into a big learning experience." She 

adapted curricular expectations with her students' favorite things and, for most, 

acceleration. Caroline, Cole's teacher, used very elaborate and in-depth centers which 

were child-directed; the children chose which centre they wanted, chose activities they 

wanted to do, and Caroline presented the class with new options for novel and "old" 

materials. During the author's first entrance into the classroom, a tour was being given 

by Caroline through 'Kindertowd (the umbrella theme for the month), showing each of 

the different 'buildings' (centres) throughout the t o m  and a host of activities available at 

rach place. Michelle, Jane's teacher, presented exercises to the entire class with an 

overview of the possibilities; her students were able to incorporate these suggestions at 

their individual activities. Jane was also provided with individual witing assignments. 

with selected subject matten, or open-ended approaches about any topic she desired. 

Al1 the teachers conveyed their desire to challenge their students without causing 

frustration. Kiera had fourteen different curricula, al1 at their own level, "al1 of them 

actually are doing K+, close to grade one [work], and well into grade one for the 

language reading and writing." Lynne apologized for reading Dr. Seuss books, and yet 

when the challenge is presented, "not everyone picks up on the challenge, including 

Xiang-Huo.. . there is a hint of laziness. I don? like to Say that about 6 year olds, 1 don? 

think that they are inherently lazy, but there have been some patterns formed where he 

wants to get away with the bare minimum." The approach taken with Xiang-Huo was ka t  

Lynne specifically introduced a topic for him. The computer system on the library, the 



Internet, and optical illusions, are examples of topics he showed sorne connection to, yet 

would not explore h e m  m e r .  Caroline questioned her "role as a kindergarten 

teacher.. . This is a play-based program, and in grade one he will be asked to complete 

assignments.. . 1 struggle with this, with kids like Cole. He is not unique. 1 would like to 

see them using that brain power ... 1 do not want to force too much, because it is only 

kindergarten." 

The teachers' use of extemal motivators varied greatly. Kiera very rarely used 

stickers. She stated that her job included the fostering of self-appreciation in her 

students' work. In Cole's classroom, students received stickers for sharing news; if 

something was completed particularly well in this rxercise, stickers were received for the 

effort. "Something that we've done for Cole," explained Shannon, his teacher's aide, "to 

get hirn to expand on things a little. like there'll be an activity and its so easy for him. so 

we try and encourage him to go a little further ... we give him a sticker as a reward for 

doing that.. .He's not very eager to do that. He wants to get things done now, get it over 

with." Allison, Sawyer's teacher, explained her 'gotcha' program as "little pieces of 

paper placed in a jar.. . [that are] called gotchas. I gotcha being good, 1 gotcha working 

hard. .. they write their own name on a piece of paper and put it in the container." Every 

Friday, a narne was drawn to pick a pnze from a treasure chest. 

Teacher Roles. 

The roles adopted by al1 the teachers included: facilitator, observer, parent- 

substitute, confidant (to parent), and cornpanion (peer). 



Patrick's teacher, Kiera, explained a number of roles that she adopts during the 

day: classroom facilitator and parent (a w m  and loving character around them). She 

often produced activities for individual student needs and group needs. Xiang-Huo's 

teachers, Lyme and Liz, were very supportive of his rnother, acting as confidants and 

discussing things of benefit for Xiang-Huo, including his difficulties in leaving, 

attendance, and socializing with the other children and their families. Xiang-Huo's 

mother was rewarding him at every pick-up timr; a new game or candy was brought 

every time. His teachers reviewed a number of parenting techniques with her. including 

modeling effects, reinforcement of positive behaviors and punishrnent (removal of TV or 

cornputer). His teachers were also facilitaton in learning, cornpanions and friends. and 

role models for socially acceptable ways of dealing with frustration and tolerance of 

others' rnistakes. Michelle and Caroline, Jane's and Cole's teachers, resprctively, 

believed their role was to observe, accept ideas, and discuss differing views. For 

Caroline, some learning situations need to encourage interactions between students. whilr 

others should develop independence (autonomy). Allison. Sawyer's teacher, believed 

that facilitating growth in al1 areas. cognitive. social. physical and emotional. was 

essential. although in practice, it was very difficult to orchestrate. 

Discussion 

The identification and assessrnent of special needs in Young children c m  be 

challenging and difficult. Young children can be inde~endent (choosing alternative and 

more desired ways of utilizing presented materials), non-cornoliant (a stubbom 

unwillingness to complete presented tasks or stating the opposite to desired responses), 



can perseverative (set on the completion of current tasks as directed on earlier tasks), 

uncoordinated (diffculty adapting to quick growth spuris), distractible (by stimuli in the 

environment, including family activities and routines when assessments occur in their 

own homes), have short attention spans (requiring quick transitions between tasks, 

interesting materials and activities, off-topic dialogue between itexdsubtest presentations 

and frequent breaks), and develop unevenlv (spurts and lags in growth). Young children 

are often unfarniliar with examiners and assessrnent settings and the establishment of 

adequate rapport may require the presence of a familiar adult during the initial stages of 

the first, or each, meeting. For those children who are shy or introvened, the 

unfamiliarity may result in their choosing not to respond to any novel or difficult tasks. 

Standardized test data c m  be less reliable (standard errors of rneasurernent tend to be 

higher) and less valid (inadequate ceiling levels. inappropriate content with higher 

functioning levels) for young children. The maintenance of appropriate levels of patience 

and redirection, and extended assessment times (resulting from long, sporadic responses 

requiring much encouragement) are common concems in the reliable and valid appraisal 

of young children. 

These difficulties can exist when assessing young children with any special needs. 

and there is no denying that, for some children with exceptionalities, several yean in 

school may be required for capture in their school systems' identification nets. 

Nevertheless, it is commonly accepted practice to work with these challenges in the early 

identification and assessment of nearly the entire s p e c t m  of special needs; it is 

commonly believed that valuable information about classification and early 

implementation of placement and instructional modifications can be provided by the 



process. However, young gifted children are commody, and unjustly, lefi until the mid- 

point of their elementary school career. 

The early identification of gified and talented children should be supported and 

adopted as cornmon practice. As with any other children with special needs, young gifted 

children deserve appropriate farnily supports and educational planning (Hayden, 1985; 

Whitmore, 1980); these practices c m  also help avoid problems which might be 

experienced in later childhood or adult life, including the development of underachieving 

behaviors and concealment of ability (Roedell, 1989). Furthemore. children identified as 

gified at a young age tend to continue to be identified as having hi& ability and 

accomplishment later in life (Milner & Elrod. 1986; Monks, 1992). 

This in-depth, exploratory, current time. qualitative case study investigation of 

gified kindergarten children contributes an important. and unique, perspective to the 

existing literature on this population's esperiences of growth and change. This approach 

permitted a holistic and descriptive design which actually examined these children and 

those associated with them, exploring areas of uncertainty in our understanding of their 

development in environmental (home and school) contexts. Most research has focused 

on retrospectives when collecting information on the young gifled; these approaches rel y 

heavily on the biased and selective mernories of events over time. Adhenng to the 

essential case study properties outlined by Memam (1988) and Yin ( 1  994), this paper 

serves to provide focused, prototypical accounts and dynûmic descriptions within the 

context of these children's usual lives to contribute to the further understanding of this 

population. 



As with any other methodological approach, case study research has a number of 

advantages and limitations. On the positive side, it provides: 1) a holistic view through a 

variety of sources of evidence (interviews, observations, documents) anchored in real-life 

situations (Yin, 1994); 2) a rich descriptive illuminative picture, weaving description, 

speakers' words, fieldnote quotations, and the researcher's interpretation (Yin, 1994); 3) 

facilitation of phenomenon research in cases where the boundaries between the 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin, 1994); 4) an ideally suited medium 

to investigate and descnbe events or individuals characterized by their rarity, such as 

gif'ted children (Foster, 1986); and 5) analpic generalizations which cm be expandrd to 

generalize theories (Yin, 1994). The limitations of  this approach include: 1 )  its tirne 

consumption and massive documentation; 2 )  its demands on the investigator's "intellect. 

ego and emotions are far greater than those of any other research strategy" (Yin. 1994. p. 

j6); therefore, there exist objectivity limitations due to researcher sensitivity and integrity 

as the researcher is the primary instrument of data collection (Merriam. 1988); and 3) 

criticisms for lack of rigor, little basis for scientific generalization or statistical 

generalization (Memam, 1988). Given that this study is the îïrst in-depth investigation of 

young gifted children in the Canada, attention to this population's individuality and 

growth as intiuenced by environmental factors could best be achieved by case study 

methodologies. The findings from this study have also been compared to the existing 

literature. 

The charactenstics cornmoniy identified in gified children are a misunderstood 

area. The inclusion of physical attributes and temperament, not synonyrnous with the 

gifted, do exist, perhaps as a legacy of Terman's (1925) perception of the gified as 



healthy, well-adjusted, and attractive. The commonly noted characteristics for young 

gified children have included similar points (Lewis & Louis, 199 1 ; Parke & Ness, 1988; 

Roedell, Jackson, & Robinson, 1980; Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1997). Louis (1988) discussed 

four skills most often mentioned by parents of young children as indicative of giftedness - 

expressive language, memory, abstract thinking, and development ahead of peers. The 

literature on young gifted children requires more finely tuned delineation and 

differentiation of these children's characteristics than currently exists. 

There are inconsistencies across studies on this population with respect to 

participant age designations. Sankar-DeLeeuw's (1 995, 1997) discussion of the ages 

considered in studies with the term 'Young" revealed a range from two to over twelve 

years. with three to five years of age being the most cornmonly considered. In this study, 

the term "young" was defined as between the ages of5  and 6 years. Thrse specified ages 

wrre chosen to avoid difficulties in large developmental changes across participants. 

Studies have noted, however, that parental identification of gifiedness cornmonly occurs 

at earlier ages (Anderson, 1986; Ciha, Hannis, Hoffman. & Potter. 1974; Jacobs. 197 1 ; 

Karnes, 1988; Louis & Lewis, 1992) and that parents typically know that their children 

are unusual before they enter school (Golant. 1992). In this study, al1 the parents 

identified characteristics indicative of their children's atypical abiiities at very young 

ages, in some instances as young as two and a half years old. Expressive language 

ability, memory skills, keen observational skills, academic and athletic prowess, sense of 

humor, and independence were specifically delineated. 

Teacher identification of young gifted children, on the other hand, c m  be dificult 

(Ciha et al., 1974), and tends to worsen at lower grade levels (Gear, 1976; Jacobs, 1971). 



Teachers tend to focus on mature, high-achieving students (Whitmore, 1982). 

Complications in the teacher identification of giftedness existed for two children in this 

study; one teacher doubted her student's nomination and later supporting identification 

data, while another participant's teacher and teac her aide doubted their perceptions 

following the presentation of unsupportive assessrnent data. 

The working definition of gifiedness incorporated into this study was as broad and 

encornpassing as possible; it is important to cast a wider net over the gifts and talents of 

the young because development is uneven at this age. Giftedness was defined as those 

children (five and six years of age) at or above the: 1 )  ninety-fifth percentile on 

intellectual, and 2) seventy-tifth percentile on expressive. assessments. The latter 

criterion was instituted to facilitate the verbal engagements required by participants in 

classroom exchanges and for collecting interview data. 

Nomination data revealed a remarkable population of kindergarten students. .At 

the outset, a ratio of five boys to rvery one girl was nominated. Why were so many more 

boys nominated? Within this age group, is the acknowledgment of gifts and talents in 

girls less likely? No support for this hypothesis could be located from earlier studies. 
C 

Should this discriminatory pattern continue into formalized school system programming, 

it would be disnirbing. In addition to the five children selected, eight additional 

nominees (providing interesting perspectives into the areas of artistic, memory and 

problem-solving domains), also met the study's entrance criteria. However, due to 

limited resources and time, they could not be included in this study. 

Purposeful sarnpling from those meeting these cognitive and expressive critena 

allowed the selection of five children with a diverse range of abilities, interests and 



behaviors, and within different educational settings. This enabled the present-time 

investigation of very different children. The participants selected included: two girls, 

Sawyer and iane, and three boys, Patrick, Cole, and Xiang-Huo. Sawyer, according to 

her parents and preschool teacher, in addition to having advanced vocabulary and reading 

skills, was ovenvhelmingly shy and nervous with new people and situations. Her 

kindergarten teacher was surprised by her nomination into this study and stated that 

Sawyer was "a seiective mute" at the begiming of school. Jane, according to her teacher 

and parents, possessed exceptional reading and attending skills, and a fear of failure and 

ridicule. She attended a school that is a district (Edmonton Public Schools) site for J& 

Academic Challense Proeram [ACP]. ACP is designed to provide a more challenging 

academic program for students who excel in both academic and cognitive hnctioning. 

ACP supports those who are gifted and talented. although programrning is not designated 

for only gifted and talented students; it also caters to students with high ability and high 

achievement. Kindergarten students within these sites are not eligible for ACP. as 

prograrnrning begins in the first grade. However, narrower groupings. although not 

homogeneous, within these classes, also exist given the cornrnunity's demographics and 

the draw from outside the school area. 

Patrick attended one of the province's two charter schools for the gifted. It 

already adopted modified practices throughout d l  grades, including kindergarten. 

According to his teacher, Patrick excelled verbally, was very popular. and performed at 

the kindergarten level academically. Of the fo-meen students in Patrick's classroom, 

twelve students had IQs between 130 and 150. Cole also attended ACP, although at a 

different district site than Jane. He, according to his parents and teacher, was inquisitive, 



determined and very energetic. Xiang-Huo attended a pnvate kindergarten and 

undenvent a private assessment; to the shock and disbelief of his parents and teachea, his 

intellechial ability was placed within the high average range. His teachen described his 

oral and reading skills, computer finesse, and humor as advanced. These participants, 

and their families and classroom settings, were the subjects of thorough scmtiny required 

for investigations utilizing case study approaches. 

Despite their diversity, cornrnonalities were evident even at such young ages, 

although some common characteristics were presented with varied expressions. 

Developmental asynchrony (Morelock, 1992). or unevenness. was also very evident in 

each child's profile and caused some difficulty in separating out giftednrss from age- 

appropriate behaviors. This study generated the following major themes: 

IntelIectuaUAchievement Domain. Social Domain. Affective Domain, Physical Domain. 

Aesthetic and Creative Domain, and Parent and Teacher Influences. 

Within the intellectual/achievement domain. a number of themes were generated. 

The children's knowledge basekoncept comprrhrnsion/pattem analysis. mrmory. and 

rule following/requirements for order were intellectual themes. Within the academic 

realm, their language, reading, math and spelling skills were explored. Fine motor skills, 

including writing abilities (presented within the physical domain in the results section 

earlier in this paper), are discussed within the context of academic skills within the 

intellectual domain. 

Within the intellectual area, the participants demonstrated a number of common 

abilities. The children's general and specific fund of knowledge was exceptional. In 

addition, the quest for answers on philosophical questions was also comrnonly 



experienced. Consistent with Parke and Ness (1988), exceptional memory skills were 

commonly reported for al1 the children by their parents and teachers. Standardized 

testing, however, did not support this statement when applied to Xiang-Huo. The 

cognitive assessrnent, completed privately prior to the outset of this study, placed his 

short-terrn memory within average limits. Xiang-Huo's music teacher contrarily 

described his ability to play musical pieces after quick, initial exposures. The linking of 

extraordinary memory capabilities to poems, stories, songs and movies was cornmonly 

demonstrated by Patrick. Xiang-Huo. and Sawyer. Three participants (Jane. Cole. and 

Patrick) performed within the superior range for abstract cognitive rneasures (Le., pattern 

grneration). Xiang-Huo's strength was exhibited in verbal. not visual. abstractions. 

Observations of Sawyer at home support her advanced abstract skills in pattern 

generation and contradict her standardized rneasure of this ability . 

The participants' abilities within the academic spectrum represented açe levels of 

five or six through to above twelve years. Language. math. witing, reading, and spelling 

abilities were the academic areas examined. Superior expressive and receptive language 

skills were observed and measured for al1 the children. Superior math abilities, 

exceeding age equivalents of seven years, were measured for Xiang-Huo and Cole. while 

the functioning of Jane, Sawyer and Patrick was measured at age appropriate levels. 

None of the children chose reading activities during free time. With the exception of one 

participant, Patrick, al1 the children exceeded the eighty-ninth percentile on reading and 

its component tasks. The children within this superior reading ability group exhibited the 

following skills: predicted feasible endings of words, phrases, and sentences; compared 

information to own background knowledge, does it make sense?; read for meaning versus 



identifying letters/words; shifted in speed and approach (dependent on type and purpose 

of reading); formulated expectations about the way a passage was to develop; and used 

the passage's graphic, syntactic, and sernantic cues to speed-read and improve 

comprehension. These elements have been noted also in composites of good readers 

(Cooper & Petrosky, 1976). Sawyer's relative non-observance to details of physical print 

may be indicative of a trait cornrnonly identified in older readers; a strong connection to 

ascertaining desired meaning fiom print, nther than the subtleties of it, is illustrated. 

Cole and Xiang-Huo did minimal witing in school. Yet. both boys excelled in spelling 

skills, and fine motor abilities were high and age appropriate. respectively. 

Stereotypical thinking holds that gifted students excel in al1 areas. However. 

many exhibit average ability in most areas but special ability in only one. Academic 

findings for Jane and Sawyer delineated average to high average writing and math skills 

asynchronous to superior reading and spelling skills. Xiang-Huo's high reading, math. 

and spelling skills appeared asynchronous to his average fine motor skills. These three 

participants' functioning appears to be consistent with earlier studies (Roedell. Jackson. 

& Robinson, 1980). For Patrick, a11 academic ski11 levels, including writing, are within 

appropriate age and grade levels, while Cole maintained high functioning levels across a11 

academic areas. 

How essential are reading and verbal precocity to the identification of young 

gifted? To programming? These are the precocious behaviors most often noticed. 

Although several studies have found that a high percentage of gifted students were early 

readers (Bonds & Bonds, 1983; Brown & Rogan, 1983; Feldhuscn, VanTassel-Baska. & 

Seely, 1989), reading on its own does not guarantee that gifted behaviors follow. Four of 



the children in this study exhibited high abilities in both, while one, Pauick, was reading 

age-appropriately. Although Patrick \vas reading age-appropriately, his accurate, 

advanced and easily presented dialogue, long-term retention, and comprehension of 

orally-presented material would not, in al1 likelihood, place him in an early program for 

the gifted if reading were a required component. 

A related issue, not examined in this snidy, is the practice of grade-skipping; it is 

presented because Jane was accelerated into grade two afier her kindergarten Yeu. Her 

experiences in grade two, however, are not a topic within this paper. According to 

Gallagher (1985), one of the ritual statements made by educators is that students should 

progress at their own rate. When this philosophy is checked against actions in the case of 

acceleration of the gifted, a puvling contradiction is found. Most teachers have objected 

to letting unusually bright children grade skip (Proctor. Black. & Fcldhusen, 1988). The 

term "skipping" connotes that something vital is being passed over. Conventional 

wisdom has held that no matter how academically precocious children are. their social 

developrnent will be hurt if they are rnoved out of their age group and into a more 

advanced class. There is research supporting the use of early admission for intellectually 

gifted students, a strategy which places them closer to their developmental level (Paulus, 

1984; Proctor et al., 1988). In the pilot case study to this investigation (Sankar-DeLeeuw. 

1997), "Courtney" was also "skipped" into grade two, and her teacher's only statement 

about the practice of acceleration was that "her hand-witing is seen in a poorer light 

now." Before children are used to being consistently underchallenged, it is essential that 

acceleration be initiated early. 



Access to, and opporhinities to leam fiom. other children is an almost universal 

characteristic of development (Bazdara, 1977) and with developmental progression 

cornes more extensive exposure to peers, and its accompanying socializing influence 

becomes more pewasive (Grusec & Lytton, 1988). However, regardless of social skill 

level, time alone was consistently preferred over the Company of others by al1 the 

children in this study. Nevertheless, it is vital that gified children are assisted with, and 

eventually alleviated of, any social difficulties they may be challenged with. AIthough 

there is support for favorable psychosocial development experiences by the majority of 

gifted children, research has indicated that some gifted children rnay be at-risk for social 

and behavior difficulties (Andreasen. 1978; Frerman. 1979: Monks & Fergurson. 1 983). 

In this study, the social interaction domain contained assembled themes dealing with 

friends, older children/adults, intellectual peers, and self-iother-centeredness. 

This study focused on younger children than those previously cited in the 

literature, yet, as identified in studies with older gifted children. it supports a number of 

social functioning levels - ignored/invisible, well-liked. and rejected/unpopular by peers. 

Interactions with classrnates proved problematic for Cole and Xiang-Huo; they appeared 

to expenence an intolerance of them. Both boys demonstrated "conceited," dominating, 

and bragging behaviors; solitude ofien resulted and many times they watched from the 

sidelines. Jane and Patrick, however, easily interacted with children of a variety of ages. 

Their learning appeared to be facilitated by the friendly exchanges and encouragement 

they derived from those around them. Classmates actively sought Patrick while Jane 

actively sought those weak in social interaction. Sawyer found almost al1 interactions, 

other than with irnmediate family members, painfbl, often remaining distant and isolated 



from other classmates. Sawyer is iargely socially inactive, invisible to her peers. She 

would likely receive assistance from Jane should they have an opportunity to interact. 

Are social difficulties due to misunderstandings caused by quantitative and 

qualitative differences in thinking between gifted and non-gifted classmates? Does the 

meeting of like minds alleviate difficulty? Paralleling their interactions with the non- 

gified classrnate interactions described above, Jane and Patrick utiiized and appreciated 

like-minded ciassrnates, and Xiang-Huo, Cole, and Sawyer still had difficulty interacting 

with intellectual peers. The two girls, with whom Sawyer spent her time, were, according 

io their teacher, bright? yet exchanges were limited as they were leaming to speak 

English, and play was more parallel than cooperative or interactive. Cole chose to 

befriend a child at the opposite end of the ability spectrum. Interactions with adults for 

both Xiang-Huo and Jane illustrated how they enjoyed the Company of adults and 

considered themselves as equals, and Patrick maintained an ease with. as well as an 

enjoyment of, similar Company. 

The social pressure to conform. by suppressing or divening abilities. is often cited 

in studies involving older gifted children. In this study, conforming behaviors and 

suppressing abilities were observed in Sawyer; she did not speak to anyone until four 

months into kindergarten. Consistent with Hay (1993), who found that young gifted 

students may reduce development in cognition areas and seek peer acceptance, supportive 

and encouraging peer relationships while talents are developing and forming are 

essential. Sawyer's teacher believed that she held back in displaying her reading skills. 

A similar concem does not exist arnong older school-age gifted children as their 

cornpetence in cognitive and generai self-worth exceeds that found in physical and social 



areas (Chan, 1988). Similar conforming behaviors were speculated about Jane and 

Xiang-Huo as well. 

The combined presence of disruptive behaviors and giftedness, at any age, has not 

been adequately addressed in literature. Little data have affected assessrnent practices, 

teaching interactions, intervention, or classroom procedures (Reid & McGuire, 1995). In 

this study, disruptive behaviors were presented as an atypicd theme for two participants. 

Most opportunities for choice and points of transition were not well received by Xiang- 

Huo and Cole; wandenng behaviors and arguments with teachers often resulted. Settling 

down into a spot for large proup interaction and the completing of assigned activities 

(i.e.. writing news) were especially problematic for them. Be havior concems. argued 

Kauffman (1989), are a large consideration when deding with lack of interest and 

relevance to students. He stated: 

Offering instruction for which the pupiis have no real or imagined use ... fail[s] to 

engage students, but it aiso hinders their sociai adaptation by wasting their time and 

substituting trivial information for knowledge that would ailow them to pursue rewarding 

activities" (p. 200). 

This statement may provide support for the misconception that. regardless of 

environments failing to meet learning needs, the gifted will succeed. 

Funher research into the area of social skills functioning and young gifted 

children will need to focus on cornparisons of individuals with both strengths and 

weaknesses. Are social difficulties due to specific ski11 deficits, or are there other 

contributing factors (i.e., parenting practices, teacher expectations, physical appearance. 

attention problems)? How are placements in inclusive settings affecting the social 



behaviors a young gifted child exhibits? The prevalence of social difficulty within tlie 

population of gifted children, compared to the population of non-gified children, has not 

been effectively addressed. Finally, the area of behavioral difficulties and gifiedness has 

vast areas of obscurity. Although identification of behaviors may be uncomplicated, 

assessmrnt and intervention planning are difficult and lack research-based support. 

Within this study, the affective domain included themes of emotional intensity 

and sensitivity, humor, perfectionism, motivation, a need for stimulikeeping busy, and 

rules/ order/peacekeeping versus chaos. Emotional sensitivity and emotional intensity, 

the despair and cynicism that accompanies awareness of environmental and social 

problems, have been documented by a number of researchers (Clark. 1988; Cohen, 1989; 

Piechowski, 1992; Roedell, 1984; Whitmore. 1980). Emotionally intense and sensitive 

behaviors by the participants in this study included abilities to connect with the needs and 

ideas of self and others, needing to be correct, and behaviors exhibited in low comfort 

situations (i.e., separation from parents). Jane and Patrick demonstrated behaviors 

revealing vulnerability to criticism along polar ends of a continuum; Jane was extremely 

vulnerable while Patrick demonstrated considerable invulnerability. Patrick methodically 

and perseveringly completed most (unwritten) tasks. whereas Jane's eyes swelled up with 

tears when "looked at the wrong way;" she needed a guarantee of success or was 

reluctant to initiate, and exhibited a sensitivity to input, often perceiving it negatively. 

According to Baska (1 989), this may stem frorn her keen perception of her "less gifted" 

aspects and her awareness of the subtleties of interpersonal communication, such as tone. 

Jane's wide understanding of people's needs and her ability to handle conflicts support 

this comection. According to Mendaglio (1994), high levels of self-criticism, comrnonly 



associated with young gifted children, create a "distorted view of what it means to be 

gifted" by some gifted children. Correspondingly, Chamrad and Robinson's (1986) 

finding of excessiveiy high expectations of self among young gifted children may also 

apply to Jane, but not to Patrick. 

There were varying levels of acceptance of rules and desire for order 

demonstrated by the children. Both Xiang-Huo and Cole verbally and behaviorally 

challenged school, but not home, d e s .  The ability to follow school niles appeared to be 

easiest for Sawyer. Jane, and Patrick. Jane also disdained misbehavior and supported 

children victimized by bullies. However, Jane struggled more at home when complying 

with rules designated there. The ordering of persona1 belongings within the home also 

varied. Both Sawyer and Jane have chaotic spaces at home (bedrooms and play rooms), 

consistent with Silverman's (1 995) observations of older çi fied children, yet for Sawyer, 

meticulous order for her books and movies stood in contrast to her chaotic space. 

Literature on young gifted children has not documented many of the behaviors 

Sawyer demonstrated over the course of this study. Soiling behaviors, picking her amis 

and face, difficulty separating from her mother (over months of preschool and 

kindergarten), and selective muteness offered great challenges to her parents and 

teachers. Cook (199?) defined selective mutism as, "the lack of speech in selected social 

situations where speech is expected" (p. 83). Sawyer's kindergarten teacher questioned 

her nomination (submitted by her preschool teacher and parents) and was skeptical when 

~ o ~ r m i n g  assessrnent information was relayed. Despite the numerous occasions of 

play, work and interaction with this author, Sawyer never expenenced comfoa and ease 

(unlike the d e r  participants). In addition, she experienced occasions of great 



impatience, and, as qualified by her parents, awkwardness with herself. She elected to 

cover her eyes during written tasks rather than produce neatly aligned work. There is 

doubt as to whether Sawyer would be considered for special programming for gifted 

students; it is much more likely that she would receive social and emotional intervention. 

It is not known whether Sawyer's behaviors are related to her gifiedness, or whether there 

are other possible explanations for her behaviors, nor can a conclusion be made about any 

factors contributing to the behaviors she exhibited. 

The theme of sensitivity towards others was created from a host of documented 

behaviors. Cole and Xiang-Huo experienced great difficulty in reconciling arguments 

and exhibited competitiveness with classmates. Conversely, Jane and Patrick had an 

aptitude for dealing with conflict, were accepted by classmates. and valued friendships 

with older children. Jane, consistent with the comment made by Pûrke and Ness (1 988) .  

had an empathic comection to those who are upset or sad. iane appeared to feel, not 

only her pain, but everybody else's too. On the other hand, Sawyer portrayed a 

detachment from those individuals around her. responding intellectually rather than 

emotionally to many situations. 

Humor is another theme that evolved within the emotional domain. Very little 

research has addressed humor as it pertains to the young gifted child and linle assistance 

is provided to funny children in encouraging their hurnor, rather, reprimands can be the 

recompense of funny remarks or clownish acts. Humor is influenced by cognitive, 

motivational, and socio-affective factors (Fem, 1991). Tannenbaum's (1983) notion of 

the gifted child as a producer and innovator of new ideas parallels a talent for producing 

humor. He continued to state that the abilities required, specifically in the performing 



arts, are not closely related to those rneasured by IQ. Al1 the participants were described 

as having a great sense of humor by their parents and teachers. However, it was 

witnessed most fiequently with Jane, Cole, and Patrick. Fern's (1991) finding, among 

children in grades one through three, that the majority of those identified as funny by 

their peers were described as popular, very social, and leaders of their social groups, 

appears to be consistent with two of the children in this study, Jane and Patrick. In 

addition, Fern's statement that a minority of those identified, those who manifested 

attention-getting mechanisms due to their restlessness, were reprirnanded frequently for 

talking or socializing too much, appears to apply to Cole. 

Literature on the young gifted does not adequately address the area of 

perfectionism (Parker & Adkins, 1995; Whitmore. 1980), yet it has been identified by 

some as a common characteristic of the gifted (Adderholt-Elliot, 1987; Clark, 1988; 

Roedell, 1 98 4; Webb, Meckstroth. & Tolan, 1982). The incidence of perfectionism 

among the gified population has not been shown to differ from the incidence in the 

general population (Kanevsky, persona1 communication, 1997). Perfectionism. according 

to Burns (1980), is the compulsive pursuit of impossible goals. and although it can 

produce a desire to do very good work, it can also hinder participation in activities or 

completion of work (Adderholt-Elliott, 1989). Although the processes involved to 

explain perfectionism have not been explained, nevertheless. it can result in the loss of 

the joy in the process and the opportmity to profit from mistakes (Roedell. 1984). 

Perfectionism applied to Patrick, Sawyer and Jane in several instances. Patrick returned 

to "perfect" projects and writing (at times erasing an entire page). Both Patrick and 

Sawyer, at very early ages, did not speak until their pronunciation was perfect. Jane 



exhibited perfectionistic tendencies with her reading, ofien retuming to the beginning of 

snimbled sentences several times until she read them flawlessly. Al1 the children tended 

to set unrealistic goals for themselves on several occasions. When faced with challenge, 

even occasionally with some teacher support, Cole and Xiang-Huo tended to 

procrastinate, or give up and move on to something else, Patrick started over again, and 

Jane completed her task. usually explaining areas in which she had to compromise (i.e., 

creative spellings, drawings). Sawyer's tendencies presented themselves during the 

individual assessrnent sessions; she very easily performed early task items, yet struggled 

with, and many times elected not to answer, the iasks' ceiling items. Later sessions 

proved to be unfniitful as Sawyer chose not to attempt the assessrnent tools presented 

(creativity and math specifically). Clark (1988) discussed how gifted and talented 

students may place unrealistic expectations on themselves and suffer from a desire to 

achieve at a level of perfection that can lead to frustration, reduced motivation, 

intolerance of peers achieving less than this standard. and social isolation. 

Motivation is another theme within the emotional domain. A motivational 

component has been included in several definitions of gifted and talented. High leveis of 

motivation were a comrnonality across al1 the participants on self-initiated. albeit 

differing, tasks: completing workbooks and playing computer games (Xiang-Huo), sport 

activities (Cole), conducting home science experiments. reading and mainiaining an 

attractive physical appearance (including "feminine" behaviors like stroking shins with 

hands, crossing legs) (Jane), building Lego games and acting (Patrick), and reading, 

especidly about cats (Sawyer). Renzulli's (1 978) "ta& cornmitment" acknowledged this 

aspect of personality as an essential component of gifted behavior. Consequently, the 



children did not require much encouragement or praise on these tasks. Moreover, Sawyer 

did not appear to be motivated on any given task by praise. Criticisms for the delineation 

between gifted children and others on the basis of production (not producing = not gifted) 

have been made, especially in acknowledgment of those not performing to their potential. 

Underachievement, the discrepancy between school performance and some ability 

index (Rimrn, 1986) and the young gified child, has not been addressed in the research 

literature. Most attention has been to connect chronic antipathy toward school and poor 

work habits with unchallenging and boring early school experiences (Fox, 197 1 ; 

Whitmore, 1979). For two participants in this study. Xiang-Huo and Cole. several of 

their behaviors (boredom, distractibility, noncornpliance, resignation from challenging 

endeavors) were of concem to their teachers, and can be indicative of those often 

identified in older gifted underachievers (Rimm, 1995). Underachievement often 

involves inconsistent work and time on-task, lack of concentration. reporting school to be 

boring, uneven skill development (i.e., strong verbal skills paired with poor fine motor 

skills) and a lack of friendships (Rimm, 1986). A11 these characteristics. including 

uneven ski11 development, can be attributed to both Cole and Xiang-Huo. 

Boredom, according to Mikulas and Vodanovich (1993), '5s a state of relatively 

low arousal and dissatisfaction, which is attributed to an inadequately stimulating 

situation" (p. 3). Most definitions of boredom do not differentiate between those 

uninterested in school and unchallenged, and those maintaining interest, but lacking 

challenge. Descriptions made by teachers about the children in this study qualified this 

concept. Cole and Xiang-Huo were fiequently uninterested in classroom activities. 

Xiang-Huo's attention on things of linle interest, like having to listen to Dr. Seuss, and on 



repetition, like re-reading the same book (which may have captivated hirn during the 

initial read), often resulted in his fmstration and unhappiness. Jane and Sawyer were 

depicted as maintaining interest, and also lacking challenge. Sawyer required M e r  

challenge in the language arts area (reading, writing, oral expression). Jane needed 

challenge in al1 the academic areas. Patrick was neither described as, nor observed to be, 

bored at school. There were always several students working ahead of him academically; 

thrrefore, additional challenge was always available to hirn. 

Boredom can be prevented by adequate challenge based within realistic ideals 

about abilities and interests (Le., minimizing fear of failure with an accurate estimate of 

abilities). Children who are not producing at school. and who. on their own. leam 

multiplication (as was the case of Cole) or completr nurnerous word and math workbooks 

(as was the case of Xaing-Huo), frustrate and challenge educators and parents. Differing 

Ievels of motivation within home and school settings are displayed by such examples. 

Furthemore. these children. from early on in their lives, need a lot to do: this \vas the 

case with Jane, Xiang-Huo. Cole, and Patrick. Each would challenge the nurnber of 

commitments conventionally held to constitutr over-scheduling a child's free time. 

Television, as discussed by Abelman (1992), was a source of information and 

entertainment for the participants; for four of the five, it was a highly prominent one. 

Reponed daily television time ranged fiom one to four hours (fifieen to thirty hours 

weekly). Abelman and Rogers (1987) found gifted preschool children to watch 

significantly more hours of television per week than non-gifted children; a cornparison 

with viewing times today is difficult to make due to the advent and popularity of the 

persona1 computer as an alternative medium of entertainment and education that \vas not 



as prevalent at the time of the aforementioned study. However, consistent with Abelman 

(1992), the participants in this study did not passively engage in television viewing; they 

were intently involved in program content and the narrative techniques engaged in to tell 

the story. 

Another domain explored in this study was creativity. It was very difficult for the 

parents to denote their young children's products and behaviors as creative. Concretizing 

creativity as unique ways of viewing problems (Sternberg, 1985) and producing divergent 

solutions (Guilford, 1967), the children in this study were creative. yet very different 

behaviors were exhibited by each child. Jane displayed creative language expression in 

the home centre, Patrick expenmented with language (producing innovative sayings), 

desiçned special projects (Le., treehouse) and created (wrote, directed. starred) "movies. " 

Sawyer repeatedly produced creative drawings involving cats, and Xiang-Huo and Cole 

formed socio-dramatic play schemes. Cole also demonstrated creativity in cnfts. and 

Xiang-Huo, in music. The standardized creativity measures that were utilized provided 

additional support for previously observed behaviors. Patrick was the only participant 

who enjoyed them. The measures supponed gross motor strengths of Cole and Patrick; 

each was able to produce a variety of actions relating varying positions, speed and limb 

involvement. Patrick also enjoyed creating a variety of diverse drawings from presented 

triggers while Xiang-Huo immensely disliked these tasks. 

Play is a learning experience that is synonymous with early childhood settings, 

but how appropriate is it for the gified young child? Because these youngsters are 

productive, advanced in their abilities and leaming readiness, and perceived expectations 

many grades ahead of the current one, play has been challenged (Kaplan, 1980). Play can 



have an educational purpose. Piagetian (1 9Wl936) play, combining intellectual pursuit 

and experience, is "a vital funciion in developing intellect by affording the child a way of 

taking in the outside world and manipulating it so it fits the assimilated information into 

an organizing scheme representative of previously held knowledge." As language and 

general knowledge acquisitions predominately involve play and natural exploration, it 

would follow that gifted children would enjoy the activity. Although Jane and Patrick 

did, the others f o n d  schooi play challenging and frustrating. Conversely, these three 

children found play with siblings to be enjoyable. 

Families offer a special context for Iearning for young children. They provide 

unique connections to leaming experiences through sport. travel, literature. community. 

siblings and other fmiiy members. Characteristics. including verbal espenise, curiosity. 

motivation, play behavior, social expression. and independence, c m  differ due to home 

and family conditions (Beim, Kinsey, & McGim. 1972; Marjoribanks. 1994; Martlew & 

Sorsby, 1995). 

The awe and continual astonishrnent experienced by some parents about their 

children's abilities were very evident. One participant's parents reported embarrassrnent 

of their own skills, in cornparison to their child's (Patrick's) memory for events. The 

parents of gifted children have been characterized as having a propensity to "push" their 

children (Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1997); three participants' parents stated being described this 

way by other adults. One parent admitted that her daughter urged the digesting of more 

information and delving ahead. Another commented that other adults around her and her 

husband interpreted some observed behaviors as being "pushy." The third felt that her 

son did not feel pressure by her encouragement, rather, permission to be compeiitive and 



give one hundred percent. Likewise, parents may be seen as "pushy" by teachers when 

appropriate programming for the educational needs of gified children is not readily 

available, and the parents have to advocate on behalf of their children. 

Al1 the parents, moreover, were eager to provide their busy and active children 

with plenty of stimuli and, for four of the five children, several fomally instructed 

activities and sports were elected. Congruently, the parents commonly felt stress by the 

children's unyielding activity, inquisitiveness and curiosity, even though, for some 

children, self-entertainment, and therefore solitude. in these activities had been attained. 

Kames (1 983) discussed the inadequacy many parents indicated about the rearing 

of gified and talented children. Parents in this study also voiced inadequacy. Two 

parents mentioned their uncertainty with what "should" be done before their children's 

entry into kindergarten. With the exception of Xiang-Huo, al1 the children participated in 

a play school program. Sarneroff and McDonough (1994) believe the best age for 

children to receive formal instruction is around six years old. Others agree. based on the 

Iess-structured exploration necessary pnor to structured schooling (Butchart. cited in 

Harnrner, I 998). 

In this study, the parents devised specific guidelines to facilitate the rearing of a 

young gifted child. In general, a parent is a facilitator to growth by providing stimulating 

(inteilectual, physical) experiences appropriate for the child's developmentai level, and 

an advocate of, and personally involved with, the education of the child. The following is 

a more explicit assembly of guidelines which were collectively produced by the parents: 

1) discover, not charter, your child's identity; 2) listen to your child's own thoughts. 

feelings, joys, sorrows, hopes, fears, 3) encourage responsibility by offering choice; 4) 



allow your child to independently do everything, without assistance; 5) support 

fnendships; 6) be patient; 7) be a good role mode1 (including providing for nch language 

expression and life-long learning); 8) read, both to your child and also on your own; 9) 

discuss and debate daily news, songs, and books; 10) mediate TV viewing. The 

guidelines were extended to various roles that parents may have to adopt when rearing 

young gifted children: numirer, disciplinaian, knowledge bearer, teacher, counsellor, 

coach, financial provider, travel guide and chauffeur, activity coordinator, newsperson 

and debater, and housekeeper. 

Parents presented, in most cases repeatsdly, a variety of reading genres to their 

children: picture books, songs, poetry, fiction, fantasy, folktales, jokes. magazines. 

nonfiction, fables, and newspapers. In addition, threr of the parents read materials with 

their children, that the children could read independently. Discussions involving 

predictions of future story progressions were enjoyed. A11 the parents had a hand in 

selecting new reading matenal for their children. The participants' reading 

characteristics were observed to have the following: noting of distinctive features in p h :  

a capability of predicting feasible or likely endings of words. phrases, and sentences: 

cornparisons to own background knowledge (does it rnake sense?); reading for meaning 

versus identifying ietters/words; shifts in speed and approach (dependent on type and 

purpose of reading); expectations formulated about the way passages will develop; and 

advantageous use of a passage's graphic, syntactic, and semantic cues to speed reading 

and improve comprehension. These elements have been noted in composites of good 

readen (Cooper & Petrosky, 1976). Relative to the other children, Sawyer was not as 



observant of the physical print. This may be indicative of her strong comection to 

ascertaining the desired meaning of a story. 

The siblings of the participants in this study provided affection, materials and 

information, criticism, correction of inaccurate information, and playmates within 

director or actor roles. The male participants al1 had oldrr sisters and one fernale 

participant, Sawyer, had a younger brother. The sisters had a significmt amount of 

patience and tolerance for their younger brothers. Sawyer's brother imitated many of her 

behaviors and interests. There were times when his presence during visits assisted her: 

he encouraged her to respond to assessrnent items and paralleled activities in order for her 

to participate. He also added greater creativity and novelty to lier regard for maintaining 

exact renditions of dialogue from movies and books; this act was a source of fnistration 

and enonnous challenge for Sawyer. Little documentation on young gifted children and 

their siblings exists. Moreover. the litenturr on older gified children provides numerous 

comparisons between the relationships gifted children have with gifted versus non-gifted 

siblings (Bridges, 1973; Corneil& Grossberg. 1986; Peterson. 1977); negative effects 

(i.e., less well-adjusted, pressure, resentment. cornpetitive. ansious) on the non-labeled 

siblings resulting from a gifted label, has consistently been reported. Although none of 

the siblings were identified gifted, they al1 displayed many characteristics indicative of 

gihedness. However, formal assessments of intellectual functioning were not conducted. 

so relationship comparisons similar to those cited could not be made by this study. 

ColangeIo and Brower (1987) found siblings eventually corne to terms with the gified 

label without negative feelings. 



The final area investigated by th is  study was the teacher domain. Although 

remaining grounded in the pnnciples of early childhood education, the different 

educational settings provided interesting perspectives to each child's learning 

environment. Four of the children's kindergarten classes were considered to be mixed- 

groups, that of Xiang-Huo, Sawyer, Cole and Jane, while Patrick's classroom was 

homogeneousl y grouped. Classes varied from fourteen to twenty-six students. The 

teachers varied from one to over twenty years teaching experience. 

The kindergarten corriculum presented in each classroom studied occurred along 

a wide spectnim. There is no standard curriculum for kindergarten in Alberta and 

trachers adapt a list of guidelines into practice. A commonly reported observation cited 

in the literature is that the kindergarten curriculum is boring and redundant for gifted 

students (Chance, 1990; Kamcs & Johnson. 1990; Kitano. 1985). Gross and Feldhusen 

(1990) found precociûus readers among nearly al1 the highly gifted children they studied. 

and that schools disregard their precocity and subject them to the instructional level 

presented to al1 children. Boredom and redundancy applied to four of the five 

participants. In particular, reading instruction for these advanced readers was found to be 

unchallenging. However, Sawyer and Jane usually attended to, while Xiang-Huo and 

Cole fiequently disrupted, class proceedings. Cole's teacher d d e d  an innovative reading 

technique, Anirnated Literacv (Stone, 1995), to her reading instruction. Cole3 

classrnates, including those who were already reading, gravitated to the method. 

However, it was only the written accompaniments (drawing strategies) that seemed to 

interest Cole. For Patrick, his grade appropriate academic skills paralleled a number of 



other classrnates; his teacher found the programming of other students in her class to be 

more of a challenge as their needs were more unique. 

Modification of instructional practicrs and cumcular materials are often 

employed to meet the needs of gifted students. Differentiated curriculum for young 

gifted children, according to Karnes, Shwedel, and Williams (1 W), consists of the 

following: encouraging the pursuit of a chosen interest in depth; interest- and needs- 

based learning rather than predeterminrd instruction; cornplex, abstract, and higher-level 

thinking processes; greater flexibility in the use of materials. times and resources; higher 

expectations for task persistence and independence; more provisions for acquiring and 

demonstrating leadership; encouraging creative and productive thinking; more 

opportunities to broaden the knowledge base and enhance language abilities (pp. 179- 

130). These concepts were practiced through independent study and enrichment. 

Very little early childhood education literature has addressed the area of modified 

instruction for those functioning above age and grade expectations. Independent study 

was utilized by three of the participants. Jane. once a week. worked on individualized 

worksheets and story witing. Xiang-Huo, as opportunities presented themselves. could 

work on independently generated tasks or isolated sections of class-assigned tasks (Le.. 

ice cream shop instead of group building of a hotel). Patrick, almost daily, was presented 

with grade appropriate tasks with additional and desired challenge. In particular, group 

activities were without ceilings and the entire assignment was adjusted with incoming 

student input. Enrichment, additional exposure to a given topic, was presented to specific 

children or provided within a given activity or center, and utilized by the teachen. 

However, it was either well-received, as with Jane and Patrick, or often rejected, as with 



Xiang-Huo and Cole. Cole's classroom was filled with a host of materials on presented 

themes. His teacher ernbedded a variety of explorative activities into her classroom. 

Cole very rarely utilized hem; most of his efforts were expended on the crafis or 

cornputer centres. The availability of challenging activities was available to Sawyer as 

well, requiring self-initiation to access, yet very quietly and unassurningly; it was the 

chalkboard (drawing cats) that she migrated to and worked at until period end. 

In this study, the use of accelerative techniques (to higher grade-level content) by 

two kindergarten teachers exposed territorial issues with the grade one teachers about 

grade one curriculum. These grade one teachers were opposed to the teaching of grade 

one cumculum (including independent reading) in kindergarten. Children should be 

receiving p rog rming  that is cornmensurate with their abilities and the territorial issue 

around cumculum would prevent appropriate educational challenge. nie  literature has 

made reference to the temtorial nature of teachers towards çurricular ownership as being 

problematic. Mditional investigation is required in regard to its prevalence, impact and 

interventions to change this conception. 

Teachers' roles identified in this study align themselves to previously cited 

itemized lists (Clark, 1988), including observer, parent. peerlfriend. facilitator (creative. 

tolerant, interactive), adjuster of individual style. provider of developmentally appropriate 

cumcular choice, and initiator of creative products. A new teacher role, that of 

confidante/counsellot, was identified by this study in the case of Xiang-Huo. Very little 

published literature has addressed the counseliing role of early childhood teachers. 

Counselling issues involved parenting, family, separation, and discipline. Providing 

teachers with information and management strategies in dealing more effectively with 



their gifted students can enhance learning and home environments, and teacher 

satisfaction. Coping strategies to deal with various psychological needs cm facilitate 

their education and curriculum activities cm provide learning environments focused on 

various areas (imagination, motor, sensory). This area has not been addressed in the 

litenture, yet the introduction of' the first educational setting into a child's life has 

tremendous impact on the child's family, in addition to implications for the child. 

The children in this study presented unique challenges to existing knowledge 

about parenting, identifying, and programming for young gifted children. Guidelines are 

provided io parents, teachers, and psychologists by the multiple perspectives considered 

in this paper. There is no single adequate definition. and there are no procedures. or 

combination of procedures, that address al1 the important areas impinged upon by the 

heterogeneity of this collective group. Although differences among the children were 

ascertained within every domain (intellectual, social. affective. creative. and physical). 

and despite selection procedures emphasizing diversity. it is remarkable how much 

similarity there was among the children studied. Far earlier than most educators rxpect. 

these children cm be distinguished from the general population. supponing the position 

that an effective foundation for identification practices can be established. This, in tum. 

leads to the need to investigate, and especially evaluate, educational options (early entry, 

heterogeneouç classroorn, self-contained gifted classroom), including whether specific 

options are more beneficial. overall, as well as for specific gifts and talents. Cumcula 

and learning situations for young gifted children. as for al1 children, must be 

individualized according to unique characteristics, interests, and abilities, because 



leaniing patterns are established, and attitudes towards others formed, early in their 

development. 

Conclusions 

The breadth of student expenences of giftedness is varied (Kerr, ColangeIo, & 

Gaeth, 1988; Kunkel, Chapa, Patterson, & Walling, 1995), but very little attention has 

been focused on the experiences of the gifted young child. This in-depth, multiple case 

study investigation adds confidence and value to the literature on young gifted children. 

The challenges in identification and assessrnent practices were specifically highlighted 

for young gifted children. Clinical assessments require great patience and expertise from 

the examiner. Parental identification occurred at early ages from language skills. reading, 

persistence, or observational skills. Teacher identification cm be more difficult due to 

disbelief and distrust in the identification of behaviorally-, socially-. and cmotionally- 

challenged children. The five children selected for this study for their distinctiveness and 

unique educational settings were similar in many ways. The children's notable amounts 

of acquired knowledge, pursuit of answen to philosophical questions. memory and 

language skills, preference for solitary activities. sense of humor. high motivational levels 

and persistence on tasks of interest, and need to keep busy were al1 cornmon 

characteristics. Cornrnonalities were evident even at such young ages. nie 

developmental asynchrony (Morelock, 1992), or unevenness, in each child's profile was 

also very evident and caused some difficulty in separating out giftedness from age- 

appropriate behaviors. However, a spectnim of abilities was exhibited in academic 

(reading, writing, math) areas, social interactions (with fiiends, intellectual peers, and 



older children and adults), emotionai intensity and sensitivity, perfectionism, gross and 

fine motor skilis, and creative pursuits. Parents and educators have key roles in helping 

these children grow (intellectually, socially, and psychologically) toward being able to 

function productively in the real and challenging world. 
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7. Epilogue 

The participants' school year following kindergarten presented a few surprises. 

Patrick was placed in an inclusive grade one class within the Separate School 

District because of uncertainty about the Charter School's future, a desire for a French 

Immersion option, and his parents' hope for him to be educated at the sarne school as his 

sister. Xiang-Huo attended a summer program offered by his school from the middle of 

July through to the beginning of August. During this program, he becarne more 

interactive with his classmates and less reliant on his teacher. Xiang-Huo gave an 

impromptu concert to his class and played Ode to Jov. In October of grade one. his 

mother explored the Academic Challenge Proeram option and decided to put Xiang-Huo 

into the same school as Cole, and indeed. into the sarnc classroom. Cole was not handling 

his grade one year very well; from the outset, he struggled with not being the srnutest in 

his class. When the option of accelerating Jane to ACP grade two was presented during a 

parentheacher conference, lane's mother decided that she would discuss it with her. Jane 

was admittedly against the idea because she believed that there is a definite order to 

school (i.e., K, 1,2,3) and that the grade one teacher would never be met: "she may be a 

wonderhl lady." During the summer, Jane began reading the Nancv Drew series and 

was enthralled with "research, finding things on her own." Reassurances that these 

activities would be explored by more of her grade two classmates, she advanced to. and 

appeared to enjoy, grade two. Jane quickly made some new friends. Sawyer remained 

within the same school as for her kindergarten year, in a grade oneltwo split. Her mother 

finds that, aithough the reading is too easy for her. there are challenges for her. It has 

been very dificult getting her to school on Mondays. There have been instances when 



Sawyer has declared that she is not going, kicking al1 the way there when taken, only to 

stay if her mother remains also. Her fnends, Denise and Patti. have terminated their 

connection with Sawyer, and Ben is no longer at her school. According to her parents. 

Sawyer has become a very lonely girl. 



Chapter V - General Discussion and Conclusions 

Giftedness within young children has not been emphasized by school districts, yet 

the key to healthy developrnent may begin here. indeed, early experiences in scliool 

powerfully impact on attitudes toward learning in general, and later achievements in 

education. This dissertation completes much needed investigations into the lives of 

Young gifted children, utilizing survey and case study methodologies. To date, th is  

population has not been cited for in-depth study in these ways. This chapter summarizes 

significant findings of the dissertation, discusses implications for fiu-ther research, and 

provides limitations of the selected methodologies. 

How did 1 decide to undertake my doctoral research on this topic? After the 

completion of a paper that served as an introduction to the social and emotional needs of 

the preschool gifted population, I was intngued with the area of giftedness in young 

children, though not convinced that early identification and intervention were definite and 

undeniable needs. My work as provincial and regional (Edmonton Chapter) coordinator 

for the Alberta Associations for Bright Children and the accompanying meetings with 

numerous parents, concemed about their young bright preschoolers or the disappearance 

of exceptional abilities in their older gifted children. led me to explore this area in greater 

depth. Through the course of my doctoral research, 1 have corne to believe that gified 

children require support early, particularly upon school entry, a crucial time in their 

development. Parents and teachers need to be aware of the educational, emotional, and 

social needs of d l  children, including those who are gifted. In addition, I believe that 

those older gifted students who make the most of their abilities without fear of being 

different, who enjoy the Company of themselves and others, and who take pleasure in 



tasks and their accomplishments without the support of both families and schools, are 

rare indeed. 

Why is the study of giftedness in children important? The expenences of the first 

five years of life have a tremendous impact on intellectual development, achievement 

motivation, self-image, social cornpetence, persona1 values, emotional adjustment, and 

future learning (Bloom, 1964; Shaklee, 1992; White, 1993). However, during this time 

period, young gifted children are ofien subjected to challenges caused by uneven 

developrnent, socid isolation, and inappropriate educational environments (Roedell, 

1985). There is a sensitive period in early drveiopment of the brain which is highly 

susceptible to new experiences (Krech, 1969; Roedell, & Robinson, 1977; Wamcke & 

Callaway, 1973), and without appropriate input during this period, potential talent may be 

delayed, reduced or eliminated (Biber, 1977). 

This dissertation consists of three papers. In the first (Chapter II; Sankar- 

DeLeeuw, 1995, 19974 and second (Chapter III; Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1999) papers, the 

results of a survey circulated to preschooll kindergarten teachers, in one version. and the 

parents of gifted children, in another, were discussed. Issues, including identification. 

early admissiori and programming, pertaining to giftedmss in children between the ages 

of 3 K and 6 years were explored. Support for the concept of early identification and 

entry, information relevant to raisinglteaching this population, and professionals 

perceived to be able to provide assistance, were discussed. Both these papers are 

quantitative in nature, although some respondents' quotes are integrated. 

In the third paper (Chapter IV; Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1998), a unique approach to this 

population, utilizing case study methodology in the present time, was adopted. Very few 



cited studies of this population have been written in present time, when the children are 

actually expenencing events, such as school programs, parenting, social relationships and 

other influences that contribute to their overall development. Being based in the present 

allows more detailed attention to environmental factors influencing individuality and 

diversity. The working definition of giftedness was broad and encompassing because 

development is uneven at this age. Purposehl sampling fiom those meeting these criteria 

allowed the selection of five children with a diverse range of abilities, interests and 

behaviors, and within different educational settings. The participants, two girls and three 

boys, included: one who was ovenvhelrningly shy and nervous with new people and 

situations; another who had a fear of failure and ridicule; another who attended one of the 

province's two charter schools for the gified and was very popular; another who was 

determined and very energetic; and yet another who attended a private kindergarten and 

had cornputer finesse. Two participants attended a school that was a district (Edmonton 

Public Schools) site for The Academic Challenge Promarn [ACP]. ACP is designed to 

provide a more challenging academic program for students who excel in both academic 

and cognitive functioning. Kindergarten students within these sites are not eligible for 

ACP, as programrning begins in the first grade. However, narrower groupings, although 

not homogeneous, within these classes, also exist given the community's demographics 

and the draw from outside the school area. Collectively, these children, their families and 

classroom settings, were the participants of investigations utilizing case study approaches. 



Perceptions and attitudes held bv the parents and teachers of voung eifted 

children. 

Improving the chances for optimal development of children with any special need 

requires early identification and individualized programming (Guralnick & Bennett, 

1987). However, gified children have often been left unserved until the mid-point of their 

elementary school career. This practice leads to the adoption of socially accepted 

conventions, development of underachieving behaviors. and concealment of ability 

(Roedell, 1 W ) ,  as many gified children eshibit an early mastery of tasks (commonly 

expected at age 7, 8, or 9) prior to age 6, that otien are first recognized by their parents. 

Both parents and teachers, therefore. are integral parts of this population's 

development through successful interventions. When parents and teachers are not aligned 

in regard to intervention, particularly at this young age. the school experience may be in 

jeopardy. However, studies examining the attitudes of parents and teachers about issues 

pertaining ro the preschool gifted, are rare and contribute to the uncertainty which exists 

about the commonalities and discrepancies between parent and teacher conceptions of 

giftedness within this age range. Chapten II (Sankar-DeLeeuw. 1995; 1997a) and III 

(Sankar-DeLeeuw, 1999) provided needed examinations of this topic. 

The observed characteristics reported by parent and teacher respondents, as 

indicative of giftedness in young children, comprised traits from intellectual, emotional, 

social, and physical domains. Of the 96 reported characteristics, most were reported with 

great similarity by parents and teachers including: sensitivity, observation skills, excellent 

memory skills, innovation, insightfulness, large knowledge storehouses, inquisitiveness, 



large vocabularies, reasoning skills, self-teaching, persistence, enthusiasm, critical self- 

observation abilities, and high energy levels. Parents reported unusually long attention 

spans and extended on-task time, the fact that other adults commented about their 

children, and early vocabulary/Ianguage more often than did teachers. However, teachers 

reported heterogeneous development, emotional immaturity, difficulty relating to peers, 

and a tendency for parents to be pushy. 

The level of support for the process of early identification and accompanying 

practices has not been adequately investigated. Parent and teacher beliefs were dissimilar 

in: 1)  whether early identification c m  be done; and 2) whether it should be done (Chapter 

III). Ninety-one percent of parents believed that giftedness c m  be identified at early ages, 

while 78% of the teachers suweyed reported that identification c m  be made early. 

Seventy-four percent of parent respondents believed that the preschool gifted should be 

identified. whereas 50% percent of the teacher respondent group believed it should be 

done. In addition, 76% of the parents surveyed believed that the preschool gifted require 

a different curriculum to meet their needs. compared to only 32% of the teachers. 

Reliable and valid assessments of v o u w  ~ i f t e d  children. 

Reliable and valid identification and assessment of preschool gifted children is 

immensely challenging (Chapter IV). As young gifted children are young children first, it 

is not dificult to acknowledge that, in addition to their gifiedness, they cm be 

independent, noncornpliant, uncoordinated, and distractible, have short attention spans 

and develop unevenly. Reliability and validity data are crucial in deterrnining the 

appropriateness of potential standardized measures. As higher levels of subject areas 



within assessment tools are attained, some items may be inappropriate for young children. 

In addition, consistent with Reynolds and Clark's (1986) observations of very high IQ 

children, low ceilings on tests obscure attained levels of performance. Rapport building, 

extended assessment times, and deaiing with behavioral and motivational challenges are 

additional hurdles. These characteristics and behaviors contribute to the challenges 

associated with identikng and assessing young children. 

Literature on the usefùlness of intelligence tests for young children is varied. On 

the one hand, intelligence tests have been criticized for their inability to predict school 

success when utilized with young children. According ro Roedell, Jackson, and Robinson 

(1980)' this is Iargely due to a lack of score stability in children younger than seven. In 

addition, low correlation values are due to developmental unevenness and administrative 

challenges in assessment at these ages. On the other hand, more recent findings show that 

listening, reading, math, and word analysis measures taken at the end of the first grade 

rnay display a highly significant correlation with verbal and full scale intelligence scores 

taken diree to eight months prior to kindergarten entry (Kaplan, 1993). 

In this study of gifiedness in the early years (Chapter IV), testing \vas found to 

yield accuratc pictures of current patterns and levels of functioning provided that 

motivation, interest, and comfon are experienced in the assessment setting. Valuable 

information can be gained by intellectual assessments. This information c m  include 

strengths and growth areas for learning and processing information (verbaVvisuaVabstract 

reasoning, memory), behaviorai data (attention and concentration), and reactions to 

failure and time limits (Chapter IV). Consistent with Roedell, Jackson, and Robinson's 

(1 980) observations of young gifted children, there was variability across sub-dimensions 



of the tests as well as across general skill patterns. The encouragement of development 

demands early identification; it is through this process that the nurturance of abilities as 

they emerge can be facilitated. 

Differences between parent and teacher responses outlining characteristics of 

young gifted children have implication implications for assessment, education of gifted 

children. and teacher training. 

Two participants (Chapter IV) particularly highlighted examples of specific 

challenges. Literature on young gified children has not documented many of the 

behaviors one participant demonstrated over the course of this study: soiling behaviors. 

picking of the a m i s  and face, difficulty separating from her mother (over months of 

preschool and kindergarten), and selective muteness. The child's kindergarten teacher 

questioned her nomination (submitted by her preschool teacher and parents) and was 

skeptical when confirming assessrnent information was relayed. Despite numerous 

occasions of play, work and interaction wiih the author. this participant never experienced 

comfort and ease (unlike the other participants). In addition. she experienced occasions 

of great impatience, and awkwardness with herseif. She elected to cover her eyes during 

written tasks rather than produce neatly aligned work. There is doubt as to whether she 

would be considered for special prograrnming for gifted students. 

The other participant highlighted in this area did not meet the cognitive criterion 

for this study. He undenvent an assessment independent of, and prior to, the outset of 

this study. His assessment, to the shock and disbelief of his parents and teachers, placed 

his intellectual ability within the high average range. As questions about the reliability 

and validity of his intellectual assessment existed (due to his reported behaviors and time 



allotment), he was included in the study based on the characteristics and behaviors 

reported by his parents and teachers. Subsequent achievernent testing placed his math 

and reading skills within the superior range. The designation of over-achiever is greatly 

suspect due to observed behaviors at home and school. The inaccuracy of his assessrnent 

process was concluded over the course of study. 

Great varietv in intellectual and academic functionine. 

The characteristics used to describe gifted children have most often includrd 

intellectual attributes. Parents and teachers acknowledged this population as having 

quick understanding, advanced questioning and reasoning skills. intuition (knowing 

before being taught), storehouses for knowledge, and a memory for details (Chapter II). 

The children's general and specific fùnds of knowledge and memory skills were 

exceptional (Chapter IV). They also pursued answers to philosophical questions. 

Contrary to Remili .  Hartman, and Callahan's (1 97 1). and Seagoe's (196 l ) ,  observations 

of intolerance for niles with older gifted children, participants demonstrated varying 

levels of acceptance for rules. In keeping with teacher and parent reporting of 

characteristics (Chapter II), they al1 exhibited a strong need to keep busy. Consistent with 

the presentation of advanced abilities noted by parents and teachers (Chapter II), the 

participants revealed abilities within the academic (language, math, writing, reading, 

spelling) spectnim which represented age levels of five or six through to above twelve 

years (Chapter IV). Superior expressive and receptive language skills were observed and 

measured for al1 the children. Two displayed supenor math abilities. With the exception 



of one child, superior reading skills were demonstrated by all. There was avoidance of 

difficult fine rnotor tasks by d l .  

htra-individual cornparisons of academic abilities illustrated asynchronous 

anangements among three participants, consistent with earlier studies (Robinson, 198 1 ; 

Roedell, Jackson, & Robinson, 1980). Academic findings delineated writing and math 

skills asynchronous to superior reading and/or spelling skills. These children had not 

developed evenly. However, for one child, al1 academic ski11 levels, including writing, 

are within chronological age and grade levels, while, for another participant, his w-riting 

skills are as advanced as finctioning in other academic areas. Robinson's (1981) 

observation that the academic skill Ievels range more widely among gifted preschoolers 

than among preschoolers in general prompted the statement that "intra-individual 

differences arnong abilities are the rule, not the exception" (p. 72). 

The role of earlv readin~ in identification. 

Early reading has been proposed as one of the most powerful indicators of 

possible intellectual giftedness (Hollingworth. 1942; Terman. 1925). Four of the five 

children read at very eariy ages with only minimal assistance from their parents (Chapter 

IV). Consistent with the fndings of VanTassel-Baska (1 983)' the children read over a 

wide range of topics including non-fiction. However, reading, on it's own, does not 

guarantee that gifted behaviors follow. The one participant who read age-appropriately 

exhibited many characteristics indicative of gifiedness (i.e., advanced expressive and 

long-term retention skills); rnight he be denied programming? This leads to the question: 

how stable is the development of reading ability (i.e., will the children's reading precocity 



stay with them throughout their school careers)? Likewise, will reading skills develop 

age-appropriately throughout their school careers? 

Great varietv in social functionin~. 

The social functioning characteristics described by the parents and teachrrs 

iilustrated a variety of responses pertaining to socializing with psers and older ctiildren 

(Chapter II), and their desire to fit in (conformist) versus lead (nonconformist). Likewise. 

social functioning varied greatly with respect to the participants' ease of interacting with 

classrnates and intellectual peers, and the variety of ages of individuals with whom they 

were engaged (Chapter N). Interactive categorizations of well-Iiked. rejected/unpopular. 

and ignored/invisible were supported. The social pressures to confom, via both 

suppressing and diverting abilities that have been cited in older gifted children, were 

demonstrated by two participants (Chapter IV). In addition, two participants displayed 

disruptive behaviors (i.e., difficulties in reconciling arguments. competitiveness), 

particularly when presented with choice or duhg  transitional points in the classroom 

routine. Comparably, several teachers acknowledged young gifted children's dislike for 

group situations (Chapter II). 

Great varietv in emotional functionin~. 

Education of the gifted needs to include concem for the psychological 

development of gifted children (Roedrll, 1984). Traits, including self- 

assurance/confidence, emotional maturîty, sense of justice, empathy, perfectionism and 

humor, were reported by parents and teachers (Chapter II). Similarly, the participants' 



affective functioning varied greatly; this involved behaviors indicative of vulnerability to 

criticism, sensitivity towards others, perfectionism, and motivation (Chapter IV). A great 

sense of hurnor was used by ail the parents and teachers to characterize each respective 

participant. These behavioral dimensions (aspects of intensity, concentration and 

persistence, hurnor), recognized as signs of advanced intelligence which appear early in 

life, are sèldorn represented in assessrnent and programming documentation (Kolata, 

1987; Webb, Meckstroth, & Tolan, 1982). 

Motivation and underachievement. 

Motivation has been included in several definitions of gified and talented. Parent 

and teachers reported, at high frequencies, motivational characteristics. including 

independence, unusually long attention spans, persistence' and self-motivation (Chapter 

II). High levels of motivation were common across al1 participants on self-initiated, 

albeit differing, tasks (Chapter iV). Renzulli's (1978) "task cornmitment" acknowiedged 

this aspect of personality as an essential component of gifted behavior. The children did 

not require much encouragement or praise on these tasks. Moreover, one participant did 

not appear to be motivated, on any given task, by praise. 

Underachievement, a discrepancy between schooi performance and some ability 

index (Rimm, 1986), and the gifted young child has not been a focus within the research 

literature or school programming. Parent respondents (Chapter II) also identified this 

trait, and it was a concem raised for two of the case study children (Chapter N). As 

resources used with older gifted children are not appropriate, provisions, including 



ckcular  support, environmental stnictunng and behavioral interventions, are greatly 

needed. 

Perfectionism. 

Perfectionism has not been commonly identified in this population. A very small 

percentage of parents and teachers noted this trait (Chapter II). Perfectionism was 

illustrated in repeated r e t m  to projects and fmstntion with writing that was not 

"perfect," rnastery of a piano keying technique, and not wanting to speak until 

pronunciation was perfect (Chapter IV). On several occasions, all the participants set 

unrealistic goals for thernselves. This attribute subjects these children to being at risk of 

missing the opportunity of utilizing mistakes as steps for future learning. 

Creativitv. 

Creative production, according to Piechowski ( 1  979), is the development of an 

original pirce through discovery, expression. and the engagement of the imagination; this 

requires not only intellectual skills, but an independent spirit. Risk-taking and 

withstanding social and emotional pressures to conform (Treffinger, 1980). inventing 

solutions, and accepting ambiguity are necessary for creative production, and require 

substantial emotional stability and persona1 strength. Young gified children were 

attributed creative traits by both the parent and teacher respondents (Chapter n); the 

reported charactenzations included the ability to adopt novel perspectives and explore 

new directions, inventiveness, hands on, risk taking, and imaginative. These 

characteristics are consistent with the behaviors supporting creative production outlined 



above. However, the participants' teachers (Chapter IV) consistently described their 

students as creative, while their parents had diffculty in describing their children as 

having this attribute (Chapter IV); some voiced uncertainty about what the term actually 

meant. Creativity was displayed through language (play, movie creation), drawings, 

crafts, and music. 

Varietv in pross motor skills. 

Superior gross motor skills were found in two participants (Chapter IV). The 

remaining three participants had less-advanced skills in this domain than intellecnial 

skills; asynchronous development specifically applies to these three children. In addition, 

an awkwardness in. and fear of. physical activities was observed. 

Positive characteristics obsewed bv parents about their children. 

Parents (Chapter IV) identified many chmcteristics in their children, including 

unyielding activity, inquisitiveness and curiosity (also sources of stress) along with 

extended periods of self-entertainment, rich language and dialogue. and an enjoyment of 

reading and enriching experiences. They universally identified facilitator and advocate for 

leaming as two key roles they play in raising their children. 

Inadeauacies experienced bv parents in child rearing. 

The parents (Chapter IV) voiced an additional commonality that is consistent with 

Kames' (1983) discussion of the inadequacy many parents indicate about the rearing of 

gifted and talented children. Parent respondents reported information that having 



resources for additional challenge, information on disciplinary techniques, educational 

options, and parenting guidelines, would be beneficial in raising a gified child (Chapter 

III). This is consistent with Cree1 and Kames' (1988) finding that parents express a need 

for information on available programs, and information on discipline, underachievernent 

and advocacy. 

Three parents were characterized by other parents as pushing their children 

(Chapter IV). Parents admitted that their children were pulling information from them, 

rather than accepting information pushed at hem; they learn anything about everything 

eagerly and readily. The parents questioned whether their children, in the early school 

years, were suppressing this learning desire. Teacher respondents (Chapter II) also noted 

this finding of parental pushing. 

Teacher Roles. 

Teacher roles, consistent with Clark (1 988). included observer, parent, 

peerifiend, facilitator (creative, toleranr, interactive. accomrnodating to individual style). 

provider of developmentally appropriate curricular choice, and initiator of creative 

products (Chapter IV). One exception occurs with the teacher role of confidante. 

Neglected by the literature is the counseiling role of early childhood teachers. 

Counselling issues involved parenting, farnily, separation, and discipline. This area has 

not been addressed in the literature, yet the introduction of the fist educational seiting 

into a child's life, in addition to the implications for the child, have tremendous impact on 

the child's farnily. 



Curticular modifications. 

Kindergarten curriculum was presented along a wide spectrum for al1 classrooms 

studied. Findings of boredom and redundancy have been a commonly reported 

observation cited in the literature (Chance, 1990; Karnes & Johnson, 1990; Kitano, 

1985), and this was also experienced by four of the participants (Chapter IV). However, 

differentiated cmicula were provided in the form of modified worksheets? story writing, 

and building tasks. 

Modification of instructional practices and curricular materials is required to meet 

the needs of these students. Independent study and accelerative techniques to higher 

grade level content were attempted with three of the participants (Chapter IV). The 

teachers in this study were able to give very different activities directly. which were well 

received or rejected by participants. Independent reading, as a school activity, was not 

participated in by any of the participants. It is important that educational settings are 

supplied with reading materials appropriate for a variety of levels and interests. 

Classrooms can ignite lifelong passions or allow untapped gifts to lie dormant. 

Programming to meet diverse needs should be accomplished by recommended practices 

that are defensible, with breadth and choice, and appropriate for these children's needs 

and interests. 

Acceleration Options. 

Earlv school entrv. Acceleration in the form of early school entry progamming 

was explored (Chapter III). The greatest concern voiced, by both parent and teacher 

respondent groups, was about the social maturity of early entrants, while the physicai 



development was of the least concem to both groups. Some similarity exists with 

McCluskey and Walker's (1986) waming that "students who are accelerated, though 

qualified academically, may be too immature socially, physically, and emotionally to 

achieve at the higher level of placement" (p. 12). There have been few documented 

studies focusing on these domains in the early years (Austin & Draper, 198 1; Horowitz, 

1987; Janos & Robinson, 1985; Lehman & Erdwins, 198 1 ; Roedell, Jackson, & 

Robinson, 1980). Thirty-seven percent of the parents, and only 7% of teachers, agreed 

with early entrance into kindergarten (Chapter III). The finding for teachers is consistent 

with Braga's ( 1 97 1) report of primary teachers' negative attitudes toward early entrmce. 

Parents, with respect to early entrance, acknowledged the importance of the social 

domain and the physical and intellrctual domains on an equal basis (Chapter III). 

Nonintellectual characteristics of the gifted child have received less attention than 

characteristics of an academic and intellectual nature (Clark. 1992; Gottfried. Gottfried, 

Bathurst. & Guerin, 1994; Webb et al., 1982). yet this study revealcd that both parents 

and teachers acknowledge domains other than intellectual as important. 

Grade skipoing. According to Gallagher (1985), one of the ritual statements 

made by educators is that students should progress at their oivn rate. When this 

philosophy is checked against actions in the case of accelention of the gifted, a puvling 

contradiction is found. Most teachers have objected to letting unusually bright children 

grade skip (Proctor, Black, & Feldhusen, 1988). The term "skipping3 connotes that 

something vital is being passed over. Conventional wisdom has held that, no matter how 

academicaily precocious children are, their social development will be h m  if they are 



moved out of their age group and into a more advanced class. However, there is research 

supporting the use of early admission for intellectually gifted students, a strategy which 

places them closer to their developmental level (Paulus, 1984; Proctor et al., 1 988). One 

participant (Chapter N) was accelerated into grade hvo following the completion of her 

kindergarten year. 

Eariv life indictors. 

Although the participants were varied in their achievements of drvelopmental 

milestones, al1 the parents acknowledged early indicators of their child's gifiedness before 

the age of three years (Chapter IV). Likewise, the parents and teachers delineated early 

developmental milestones (walking, talking, toilet training), early passions (math. 

science, art, computer), and early abilities (math. reading. language, art. music) and 

constructs (time, distance, symbol patterns) (Chapter 11). Early wlking and speech have 

been cited in studies of the development of intellectually giftrd children (Terman. 1925). 

Limitations 

Limitations to these papers were evident along several avenues: the identification 

of young children, survey sample selection (response rate) and participant selection, 

collecting interview data with c hildren, and generalizability factors. 

There is a limitation in the identification of young gifted children. When studying 

a population charactenzed by its exceptionality, individuals scoring at or above an IQ of 

130, the occurrence in the population at a 2 % fiequency. However, there is a lack of 

standardized ability and achievement testing at early ages. Therefore, the randorn 



selection f?om a large subject pool was impossible to perform. Identification is 

predominately achieved by observed characteristics that are subjective and prone to 

biased interpretation. individuals who acknowledge giftedness in children and respond to 

nominations for study are few. In anticipation of this, a wide distribution of broadcast 

letters and nomination forms was sent to parent support groups, school boards, early 

childhood education organizations, teacher councils, charter schools, and psychologists. 

Two papers were based on survey research. The reliability and validity of the 

survey instrument affects the survey results. Input was not attained by experts in the 

field; if sought, this might have enhanced the validity and reliability data. The survey 

research was based on responses from parent and teacher participants. The parents were 

randomly selected from the umbrella organization and one local chapter (Edmonton) of 

the Alberta Associations for Bright Children. Because some gifted children do not receive 

support from AABC. their parents may not become members of the Association, and 

therefore thçy were not potential candidates for the questionnaire distribution. S w e y  

response rates c m  also be limiting. The survey's limited responses rate means that some 

of the results must be interpreted cautiously. 

The differences between the experiences of parents and teacherr with gified 

children rnay also limit the generalizability of these findings. In addition, respondents 

were not asked to indicate racial, marital, or SES particulars because, given that within 

limited range of diversity within the population sarnpled, such particulars may have 

identified respondents. Parents were not asked to identiv exceptional educational 

characteristics (Le., ADHD, LD). Generalizability of the survey findings, and studies 



aimed at replicating its fmdings, would be hindered by the lack of identifying particulars 

of the respondents. 

The reliability and validity of interview data with young children have also been 

questioned. Their ability to remember events accurately shows developmental 

progressions during early childhood; these developmental changes are affected by the 

type of event remembered, interest level, and questioning strategy used by the 

interviewer. Events with high personal saliency, even for children younger than five 

years of age, will be remembered accurately. The suggestibility of young children c m  

also be a concem. This case study (Chapter IV) used observations over a variety of 

settings and multiple informants (parents, teachers. and coaches) to obtain diverse 

information and a more complete picture of each child. 

The debate regarding the generalizability of case study findings is ongoing. 

Hutchinson (1 988) stated that with "the interaction behveen the data and the creative 

processes of the researcher.. .it is highly unlikely that two people would corne up with the 

exact same theory" @. 132). Others recommend that cases representing the studied 

phenomenon can be applied elsewhere (Gall, Borg, & Gall. 1996). Wilson (1 979) argued 

that the responsibility of generalizing case study findings lies with the "consumers" of the 

findings, rather than researchers, and the applicability of the findings in their own 

situations must be determined. Assistance in determining generalizability of the findings 

of this case study was provided by: 1) providing comprehensive descriptions of the 

children and contexts comprising the case (similarity to the reader's situation can then be 

judged); 2) stating whether the case is representative of the general phenomenon being 



investigated; and 3) conducting a cross-case analysis to determine whether 

generalizability existed within the studied cases (Gall et al., 1996). 

Recommendations for further research 

This section outlines specified areas which require additional research. 

The charactenstics identikd by parents and teachers (Chapter II) require further 

exploration within the context of theoretical frameworks, such as theories of 

development. In this study, data about specific children has been gathered and 

interpreted within a case-study orientation. Extension of the data can provide the 

basis for theory construction, cornparison, and evaluation. 

In Chapter II, the similarity of characteristics that parents and teachers reported in 

young gifted children was discussed. Why is the shifi fiom characteristics to 

nominations for sprcial programming (Ciha et al.. 1974). diffkult to make for 

teachers (Chapter IV)? The charactenstics teachers attributed within each domain 

were similar to those attributed by parents. 1s this process affected by expenence 

teachers have with young gifted children? 

Replication of the survey research to explore definitions provided by the parents and 

teachers wouid be an interesting extension of this study. 

n i e  negative attitudes teachers reported on the practice of eariy identification were 

discussed in Chapter III. Why do teachers feel this way? What can be done to gain 

their support for the process and its benefit for these young children? 

The maximizing of parental input and expertise in identification and assessrnent 

practices has been supported by a number of researchers (Davis & Rimm, 1989; 



Delisle, 1992; Louis & Lewis, 1992; Meckstroth, 199 l), yet a lack of receptivity of 

parental efforts has often been identified (Shore, Cornell. Robinson, & Ward, 1991). 

Procedural assistance in utilizing parental information is greatly needed. 

6. The information and experts parent and teacher respondents reported as being 

beneficial in dealing with young gifted children signifies a multidisciplinary approach. 

This approach is used in most early intervention prxtices with young children 

diagnosed as having special needs. Assistance in utilizing and coordinating different 

professionals (psychologists, school staff. parenting experts, medical staff, parent 

associations) within individual cases of gifiedness in younç children is greatly needed. 

7. The appropnateness of primary identi fiers or checklists of characteristics with this 

population needs to be examined. The characteristics ofien included in such lists 

provide selective presentations of these children. For example. exceptional memory 

or leams quicklv may apply in certain and specific situations which are rarely 

explored or delineated by most checklists. Room for elaboration of identified 

characteristics would greatly improve their usefulness. 

8. School personnel are constantly challenged to improve practice and programming 

across the continuum of special needs. Within the education of the gifted, there is 

little consensus on definitions, and screening and identification procedures. Early 

reading abilities and writing skills are considered when identifj4ng young gifted 

children, yet how important are these skills to identification? To programming? 

Additional opportunities are encountered when identification methods are comected 

to curriculum areas. In particular, information gleaned from identification processes 

has been greatly underutilized in program planning. The profile of strengths and 



weaknesses, with consideration of the leaming experiences exposed, should be 

exploited when generating individualized program plans and assigning classroom 

groupings. 

9. The programming option of early school entry requires additional research. The 

interplay between intellectual and non-intellectual characteristics was acknowledged 

as being important in Chapter III. yet only a small percentage of teacher respondents 

agreed with the practice. Research exploring attitudinal positions and necessities for 

attitudinal change are vital for this option to be added as a program choice for young 

gifted children. 

1 O. The programming option of grade acceleration also requires additional research. 1 

believe that it is a preferred option afier the completion of the kindergxten year for 

some students. Opportunities to explore children's needs along every domain, by 

educational staff and parents. are provided. The effects of limited learning 

experiences can be minimized and, in particular. social hnctioning c m  be properly 

gauged. This option, most specifically, requires a concerted research effort. 

1 1. The diversity in hnctioning levels across domains that often accompanies gifiedness 

in young children must be acknowledged and accepted by those working with them. 

Stereotypical thinking which holds that these children excel in al1 areas must be 

rejected. As specified by teacher respondents in Chapter III, training and support for 

educators in dealing with the wide continuum of abilities that may be present must be 

provided. 

12. The role of independent reading in programs for young gifted children will need to be 

examined. Programs tend to desire continuity, and there is a preference for children 



who are reading early. The selection of children that are passed over by this practice 

needs to be appraised; many of them will likely benefit fiom the specialized 

programming. The importance of early reading needs to be evaluated From the 

standpoint of those children not admitted. 

13. The acquisition of second languages, by Jane and Xiang-Huo, provide another 

valuable area of investigation. 

14. Social functioning research must examine those individuals with both strengths and 

weaknesses. Contributing factors, such as parenting practices, teacher expectations. 

physical appearance, or attention problems. must also be examined. The prevalence 

of social difficulty within the population of young gifred children has not adequately 

been deterrnined. 

15. ïhis population has displayed conformity toward their peers. This observation leads 

to the question: which children are being identified by school systems' identification 

practices at grades three or four? Are some young gifted children not being identified 

because they are hiding their abilities and "acting normal?" 

16. Behavioral difficulties in young gified children require attention, more specifically 

with respect to assessment and intervention planning. Motivation, attention, and lack 

of challenge issues will have to be grappled with in this area. More specifically, 

situations supporting selective attention, focused curricular involvement, and 

sustained involvement with others (peers, teachers), will need to be examined. 

Connections with attempts at humor will also provide interesting cornparisons for 

some children. 



17. The vast areas of obscurity in the area of behavioral difficulties and giftedness 

portrayed in the literature were contributed to by the case study of Sawyer. Research 

is needed to distinguish characteristics of gihedness fiorn personality factors (i.e., 

tempement), and to distinguish penonality factors fiom intelligence and 

ac hievement. 

18. Interventions for young gifted children within the affective dornain are very sparse. 

Their perfectionism, intensities and sensitivities, can appear similar to those 

experienced by older gifted children. However. direction, in regard to age appropriate 

guidance, is needed. 

19. Underachievement does exist in this population. Assistance in deding with varying 

levels of motivation across environrnents (home versus school), and its 

generalization, needs to be provided. 

20. Discipline. emotional intensity, programrning options, dialoguing with school 

personnel, and supportive materials for their children's areas of strengths and 

weaknesses are al1 areas of assistance that were requested by parents. Research 

exploring the supportive guidance actually received by the parents of young gifted 

children, from associated professionais, and its effectiveness. is needed. 

2 1. Some teachers are providing a variety of enrichment and accelerative techniques in 

kindergarten settings. The success of progranuning practices and their acceptance by 

the students requires some attention, and their communication to other teachers is also 

demanded. 

22. The counselling role of early childhood teachers also lacks adequate research. 

Resources and support should be made available to them. 



23. Temtorial issues around grade curriculum cause concern; these children will likely 

have at least m e  area progressing at advanced rates. Overlap with the subsequent 

year's curricula is inevitable. Teacher training and support appears to be needed. 

24. A varied utilization of worksheets was observed; individual choice by teachers - 

some adarnantly did not use hem at all, some parents desired their availability to their 

children, or preferred-use by the students. This may require further exploration. 

25. In Chaptrr III, information that teacher respondents viewed as beneficial from an 

educator's standpoint was outlined: 1) balancing different rates of development to 

prevent hstration; and 2) advocacy for, and education on. supportive programming. 

Research into these areas also needs to be undertaken. 

16. It is hoped that the five children studied in Chapter IV will be followed through their 

educational careers, at least until they graduate from high school. 

Conclusions 

Early identification begins at entry into school and is an on-going process for 

children of most special needs. 1s there a need for prograrnming for the gified in 

kindergarten? Yes. Fostenng appropriate leaiiing environrnents is needed to stimulate 

cognition to prevent underachievement and the development of negative attitudes toward 

school. Far earlier than most educators expect, these children can be set apart from the 

general population and they are not immune to difficulty. Yet, gifted and talented young 

children are often neglected, unidentified, and receive under-programrning. In order for 

the gifted and talented to fulfill potential and exceed expectations, they should be 

identified early, when learning patterns are established and attitudes towards others are 



formed. Stimulation of cognitive abilities is needed to prevent underachievement and the 

development of negative attitudes toward school. Furthemore, parent and teacher 

supports are essential to identification and assessment, successful transition from home to 

school, and utilizing home expenences in school leaming. The conceptions held by 

parents and teachers on issues pertaining to early programming practices must be aligned. 

Educational situations must be individualized according to unique characteristics. 

interests, abilities, and environmental conditions, as leaming patterns are established, and 

attitudes towards others formed, early in their development. The early identification is of 

paramount importance to the educational achievernents and careers of gified and talented 

children. 
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Appendix A 

Giftedness in Young Children Survev 



Giftedness in Young Children Survey for Teachers 

Do you believe that giftedness can be identified between the ages of 3 1/2 
and 6 years old? Yes No Reason: 

d U 

112 and 6 years old? 
Do vou believe that gifiedness should be identified between the ages of 3 

Yes No Reason: 

Have you ever had a child 
suspected was gifted? 

in your preschool or kindergarten class that you 
Yes No 

What are some of the characteristics that led you to make the above 
observation? 

What additional information would you have found beneficial fiom an 
educator's standpoint? 

Which professionals do you think could provide you with such information? 

f Iease turn over 



Do you believe that gifted children in this age group require a curriculum 
that is different from average in order to meet their unique needs? 

Yes No Reason: 

Do you believe gifted preschoolers should be admitted to kindergarten at a 
younger age than that specified by the Early Childhood Services (ECS) entry 
age ci tena? Yes No Reason: 

Are physical characteristics (i.e., gross and fine motor skills, height, weight) 
important in the determinance of early entrance of a child? 

Yes No Reason: 

Are intellectual characteristics important in the determinance of early 
entrance of a child? Yes No Reason: 

Are social/emotional characteristics important in the determinance of early 
entrance of a child? Yes No Reason: 

Do the intellectual, physical, and sociaVemotiona1 domains have equal 
importance with respect to the determinance of giftedness in this age group? 

Yes No Reason: 



Besides preschoolkindergarten, what other grades have you taught? (please 
check al1 that apply) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 other(speciQ) - - - - - - - -  

Please use this space for any additional cornments: 

Optional: Name: 
Address : 

Telephone: 



Giftedness in Young Children Survey for Parents 

Do you believe that giftedness can be identified between the ages of 3 112 
and 6 years old? Yes No Reason: 

Do you believe that giftedness should be identified between the ages of 3 
112 and 6 years old? Yes No Reason: 

Do you have, or have you had, a child in preschool or kindergarten that you 
suspect is, or suspected at the time was, gifted (regardless of any 
identification that occurred after age 6) ? 

Yes No 

What are some of the characteristics that led you to make the above 
observation? 

What additional information would you have found beneficial for raising a 
gifted child? 

Which professionals do you think could provide you with such information? 

Please turn over 



Do you believe that gifted children in this age group require a curriculum 
that is different fiom average in order to met their unique needs? 

Yes No Reason: 

Do you believe gified preschoolers should be admitted to kindergarten at a 
younger age than specified by the Early Childhood Services (ECS) entry age 
criteria? Yes No Reason: 

Are physical characteristics (Le., gross and fine motor skills, height, weight) 
important in the determinance of early entrance of a child? 

Yes No Reason : 

Are intellectual characteristics important in the determinance of early 
entrance of a child? 

Yes No Reason: 

Are social/ernotional characteristics important in the determinance of early 
entrance of a chiid? 

Yes No Reason: 

Do the intellectual, physical, and social/emotional domains have equal 
importance with respect to the determinance of giftedness in this age group? 

Yes No Reason: 



Your involvement in gifted education is as a (please check al1 that apply): 
parent - ABC member - teacher principal 
other (please speciw) 

Please use this space for any additional comments: 

Optional : 
Address: 

Telephone: 



Appendix B 

Preliminary S tudy 

This single-case, prelirninary study was used to develop a parent questionnaire 

and a participant interview protocol for a larger investigation of gified preschoolers 

(paper 3). The participant was an Albertan preschooler, under the age of six, who scored 

above an IQ of 130 on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test (SB-IV; Thomdike, R.L., 

Hagen, E.P., & Sattler, J.M., 1986). The parent questionnaire gathered information on 

the child's farnily and early history, developrnent. interests and hobbies. A taped 

intenriew with the child assessed the applicability of the protocol compiled. Revised 

versions of each will be utilized in the larger study. 

Courtney, a pseudonym, was selected as she \vas accessible (geographically 

convenient), verbally fluent, and her parents (Jim and Am) congenial. Assessrnent 

information was already available. Testing revealed strengths in verbal reasoning 

(vocabulary, comprehension), abstract visual reasoning (pattern analysis), quantitative 

reasoning and short-term memory (bead, sentences). The examiner noted that Courtney 

*'reversed some patterns", had "difficulty keeping on task at tirnes'', and "wants to do her 

own thing". 

The interviewer's home was agreed to be the best location as the farnily was 

going to see an afiemoon matinee which was closer to the intentiewer. The meeting took 

approximately one hour and forty-five minutes. Ann filled out the parent questionnaire. 

while the protocol-based participant interview was conducted. A verbatim uanscript of 

the latter was produced. 



Appendix C 

Broadcast Letter 



GIFTEDNESS IN YOUNG CHILDREN PROJECT 

Participants Required 

An investigation into the needs and experiences of young gifted children has been 

initiated. Nominations are now being sought for gifted children between the ages of 3 1/2 

and 6 years old. It is intended to provide a holistic view of these youngsten; as such, 

involvement will also be required by their parents and teachers. The study will involve 

an array of observations, interviews, questionnaires and assessments over a three rnonth 

duration (approximately 24 houe  in total). 

Children participating must have a birth date between July 1, 1992 and July 1, 

1994, inclusive. 

Anonymity and confidentiality will be ensured. Al1 involvement in this study is 

voluntary. The results of this study will be made available to anyone who has 

participated. 

To nominate a child. please complete the enclosed Nomination Form and retum it 

to Naomi Sankar-DeLeeuw. Forms c m  be mailed c/o Dept. of Educational Psychology. 

6-1 02 Education North, University of Alberta, Edmonton. Alberta, T6G 2G5. or faxed 

(403) 492- 13 1 8, or emailed (nsankard@gpu.srv.uaIberta.ca). 

The deadline for nominations is December 15,1997. 



Appendix D 

Nomination Form 



NOMINATION FORM FOR STUDY ENTITLED 

GIFTEDNESS IN YOUNG CHILDREN PRUJECT 

Date 

Name of Child 

Birth Date (birth date between July 1, 1992 and July 1, 1994, inclusive) 

Age of Child 

Nomination made by 

Relationship to child 

Phone 

Address 

Name of School/Preschool 

Reason for Nomination: Cive a few reasoos (Characteristics, Interests. Behaviours. etc.) 

Assessrnent information (if so, please list tests and dates) NO test reruitr/scarcr picare 

Completed forms can be returned to Naorni Sankar-DeLeeuw by: 

Muil: CIO Dept. of Educational Psychology, University o f  Alberta, Edmonton, AB T6G 2G5, or 

Fm: c h  Dept. of Educational Psychology, University of Alberta at (403) 492- 13 18, or 

E-maif: nsankard@gpu.srv.uaIberta.ca 



Appendix E 

Consent Forms 



Consent Form for Gifrdness in Young Children Project 

1 give permission for to participate in the 

investigation entitled Gifrdness in Young Children Projea. Permission for the 

participation of my family is aiso grantrd by this form. 

The nature and general purpose of the research project has been explained to me. 

A timeline of involvement, and an overview of the observations, interviews, and 

assessments which will be required has been discussed. Participation in this study is 

purely voluntary. 1 understand that we may decline to participaie. Furthemore, 1 

under stand that andor 1 may terminate hislher, 

my, or our involvement in this project at any tirne helshe, I or we so desire. Al1 

information collected through the duration of the study will rernain confidential, yet 

given the cooperative nature of this study? results will be shared between the parents and 

teachers of a specific participant. By signing this consent form. I am agreeing that this 

information may be used for scientific purposes, with the assurance that privacy will be 

maintained. 

I indemnify the University of Alberta and its agents. employees and students fiom 

any and al1 liabiiity, actions, or causes of actions that accrue to as a 

result of his/her activities for which this consent is granted. 

1 have read and understand the above form. 

Wiîness Signed 

Dated 



Consent Form for Engaging in Selection Process for 

Gifredness in Young Children Project 

1 give permission for to be involved in the 

selection process for the investigation entitled Gifredness in Young Children Project. 

The nature and generai purpose of the research project has been explained to me. 

Participation in this study is purely voluntary. I understand that we may decline to 

participate. Furthemore, I understand that ando r 

I may terminate hisher, my, or Our involvement in this project at any time he/she, I or we 

so desire. Al1 information collected through the selection process of the study will 

remain confidential. By signing this consent form, 1 am agreeing that this information 

may be used for scientific purposes, with the assurance that privacy will be maintained. 

Undergoing in this selection process does not ensure that will 

be a participant in this project. 

1 indemnify the University of Alberta and its agents. employees and students from 

any and al1 liability, actions, or causes of actions that accrue to as a 

result of hisher activitics for which this consent is granted. 

1 have read and understand the above form. 

Witness Signed 

Dated 



Giftedness in Young Children Project 
Video Taping Classroom Consent Form 

Dear Parent or Guardian: 

1 have initiated a study on gifiedness in young children that is trying to better understand the needs of bright 
kindergarten children. Five specific children from Edmonton and surroundin; areas have been selected for 
this in-depth study. 1 will be observing these children in a variety of settings, including their classroorns, 
over the next sevenl months. 

In my research 1 would like to use video cameras io get a bener record of my participants, and their school 
behaviour and routines. There is a chance that your child may appear in some of the footage; however 
I do not intend to video tape anyone other than my participants and their teachers, specifically. 

I would like to assure you that if your child should appear in the videotapes, anonymity for your 
child and yourself is assured. At no point will your child's name or picture be used in this research. 
The names of my participants, their teachers, and their schools will not be used in any public 
document. 

You and your child are under no obligation to participate in this study and you may refuse to participate in 
the video taping aspect at any time. You may change your mind about allowing your child to be video 
taped simply by contacting me or your child's classroom teacher. If this happens once the tapes have been 
made. then 1 will remove the tape fiorn the data collected for the study. The video tapes will be used for 
research and educational purposes only; there will be no monetary gain from the use of  these videos. 

Because 1 wiil be in your child's classroorn within the next 3 weeks, 1 ask that you complete the permission 
form below and return it the classroorn teacher as soon as possible. This form rnust be completed to either 
gant or deny permission. 

If you have any concerns or questions. please do noc hesitate to contact me. or my advisor Dr. Carolyn 
Yewchuk.. at 392-5245. We would be happy to discuss this research project with you. Thank you for your 
coopention. 

Sincerely, 

Naomi Sankar-DeLeeuw 
Doctoral Candidate, University of Alberta 

1 understand that Naomi Sankar-DeLeeuw will be video taping in rny child's (please print name) 
classroom. Please sign one of the two blanks. 

1 give permission for my child to be in the class while it is heing video taped. 

OR 

1 do not wish for my child to be in class while it is being video taped. 



Appendix F 

Parent Information Questionnaire 



Parent Information Questionnaire 
1) General Information 

Child's Name 

t 

Place of birth 

Gender (ME) 

1 

School Address 

School Phone Number 

Teacher's Name 

ages of other children 

Birth Order Position 

Language(s) spoken at home 

o f -  

Parents 

Horne Address 

Home and other relevant 

phone nurnbers 



2) Developmental Profile 
(where possible, compare to other children in the family) 

Pregnancy/Birth 

prescribed medication, birth 1 

Age of mother at delivery of this 
child 

--- 

Length of Pregnancy 
Mother's health during pregnancy 
Unusual conditions of birth 
(i.e., Prolonged/difficult, 

presentation, birth trauma) 1 

years 
-- - 

weeks 

Child's birth weight 
Child's birth len~th  1 

Early Life to Toddlerhood 
Comment on child's first week of 
life (any difficulties?) 
Comment on if Breast-fed/Bottle- 
fed (how long?) & weaning 
process 
Child's Early Eating Habits 

Child's Early Sleep Habits 

Early Speech (age & examples) 
Word Utterance 
Short Sentences 1 

At what age did child (if possible, please give any specific examples): 
Sit UP unassisted (sining at 

lest  1 min. without using own arms for 

Crawl 
Walk assisted 1 
Walk alone 
Toilet-trained: Day Night 



3) Medical & Health History 

Operations or Accidents 

r ~ e d  Measles 1 
-- - 

Whooping 
Cough 
German 
Measles 
Other 

I Were al1 regular immunization 
vaccinations received? 

he&ing diffculties & 
anv corrective interventions 
Handedness (circle one) 
Present Weight 

1 Present Height 
- - 

(~oesld have any serious or 
chronic health problems at 
present? Describe 

1s child taking medication on a 
regular basis at present? Describe 

Comments 

Right Lefi Ambidextrous 



4) Family Information 

Age at birth of  first 
child 
Age at birth of 
referred child 
Highest educational 
level attained & 
subject area of degree 
Occupation 

MOTHER 

Gross annual income 

FATHER 

( 1 0G range) 
Other relevant family 
history 



5) Child's Home Life 

Comments 

Sleep Ha bits: 

Television Viewing & Corn pu ter Usage: 
How often is TV viewed? 

Shows often watched 

Weekends Bedtime 

Does your child make use of own/a 
family cornputer? 

Weeknights 

If yes, average number of houdweek 

activities 
engaged 
in (circie applicable) 

Cornputer 1 Leaming games 

Word processing 

1 Drawing 

Comments 

Other 



5) Child's Home Life (cont'd) 

Organizations/Clubs 
outside of school 
(circle al1 which 
~ P P ~ Y )  

Science 
Chess 
Tennis 
G yrnnastics 
Dance 
Cultural Activity 
Hockey 
Scouts/Guides 
Music 
Soccer 
S kating 
Basebal 
Foreign 
Drarna 
Reading 
Other 

Language 

- 

Length & level of 
invo lvement 
(for each circled) 

Time commitment 

(for each circled) 

- -  

Have you been told that your 
child has unusual aptitude in any 
of these activities? When and by 
whom? 

I 

Any prizes won or public 
performances? 



5) Child's Home Life (cont'd) 

How easily does your child make 
friends? 

Does your child prefer to be alone 
or with other children? 

If with others, with those of the 
same age, older, or both? 

Comment on the friends your 
child has outside of school: 

Name some of these fiiends 

I Does your child have any 
imaginary fiiend, child or animal, 
now or in the past? 

Has your child been attached to a 
favourite object (toy or blanket)? 

Toys (i.e., electronic/board/educationai games, dolls, cuddly toys, 
cars, puzzles, pretend games) Please list toys liked and disiiked 

If yes, under what circumstances 
wadis it used? 

Like - Dislike 



5) Child's Rome Life (cont'd) 

Reading 
How ofien do you read with your 
c hild? 
What books have been read 
together? 

1s your child reading 
independently? What books? 

1 Does your child choose reading as 1 
an activity (with you or solo)? 

Please comment on: 
M a t  strengths (academic & 
personal) do you see in your I child? 

relative weaknesses? 

What wishes/goals do you have 
for your child's future? 

Does your child ponder questions 
of the universe, religion, & earth? 

these apply to your child? how 

Has there been a death of anyone 
in, or close to, your farnily, or of a 
pet? If yes, what was the 
relationship shared with your 
child? what was told to the child? 
what was the child's reaction to 
the death? 



5) Child's Home Life (cont'd) 

What does your child do when: 

1 

sad 

hungry 

What makes your child angry? 

What makes your child fearful? 

What makes your child sad? 

What makes your child happy? 

How does yow child recover 
fiom emotional stress? 



6) Child's Educational Setting 

Reactions to School 
What were your feelings when you 
knew that your child would soon be 
entering school? 

How did you feel the first day your 
child went to school? 

How did you feel d e r  a few weeks had 
gone by? 

Alternatives 
Which of the following educational 
alternatives would you choose, &/or 
have you chosen, for your child and 
why (assurning al1 are available)? 

Regular, heterogeneous classroom 

Regular, heterogeneous classroom, 
with early entry option 

Regular, heterogeneous classroom, 
with acceleration option (grade 
skipping) 
Regular, heterogeneous classroom, 
but with progression at one's own 
rate 
A pullout~withdrawal program 

A full-time, self-contained class 
within a regular school 

A special school 



6) Child's Educational Setting (Cont'd) 

Aspects of program you enjoy; Why? 

Aspects of program you dislike; M y ?  

Teacher c haractenstics you like 

Teacher characteristics you dislike 

1 Your Frequency of interactions with the 1 
I 

Does your child's teacher know of any 
identificatiodspecial abilities? 
If so, how was i t received? 
Has there been any attempt to match 
cumculum to your child's abilities? 

I 

How has your child been progressing 
academically at school? 
. 
How do you think your child feels 
about school? 

How does your child relate to 
classrnates? 

Narne some fnends from school 



7) Use this section to comment on any above issue or any area missed 



Appendk G 
Teacher Information Questionnaire 

Brief description of educational setting 

Description of child 

IntellectuaYachievement 

Language - Expressive (i,c,, vocabulary, grammar, ideas shared) 

- Receptive (i.e., understanding directions) 

SociaVernotional (Le., likable by peers, cooperation, considerate, ndnptability in new situations) 

Physical- Cross Motor (i.e., wdking, jumping, balance, coordination) 

- Fine Motor (i.e., eye-hand coordination with crayons/scissors) 

Creative 

Motivation (Le., on task, minimum commendation to complete tasks) 



~Memory (Le., associates past and present experiences) 

Hns there been a good fit between the child and your teaching style? 

How was the beginning of school? 

for the child? 

for the parent@)? 

for you? 

How has the child been progressing? 

How do you think the child feels about school? 

In what areas would you like more information to guide your teaching of this child? 



PIease use the space below to comment on any issue or area which might have been missed. 



Appendix H 

CHILD'S INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

1) What's your nanie??ige4? 

2) Do you have any brothers or sisters? How old are they? 

3) What is the happiest time you remember? 

4) What do you 1ike.tout yoursdf? - 
5) What don? you like? 

6) Can you tell me about a story you've had read to jou (or you've read)? 

7) 1s there anythmg you don't understand that you would like to? 

8) What do you want to be when you grow up? 

9) Do you ever get other people to go dong uith what ?ou want to do? 

10) Have you ever done anything really different from what most children your age have 

done - made something, tned something ? 

1 1) Have you ever done anything that other people were surprised you could do? 

12) If you only had to go to school three days of the week, what are some of the things 

you would like to do with the extra tirne? 

13) 1s there something you've done that was really hard to do, but you really wanted to 

do it? 

14) What subject, or activity, do you like the most at school? 

15) What do you like the least? 

16) Do you like school? 

17) What changes would you make? 

18) When people disagree about something, why do you think that usually is? 

19) What's the best thing about being your age? What's the hardest thing? 

20) What would you like to be really good at doing? 

2 1) If you could spend two weeks with someone who does a special kind of work, what 

kind of person woul&&at be? 

Questions 10 - 13,18 - 21 are from Ellis (1994) 




